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From the Chairman
As students we marvelled at the idea of our teacher marking a `good’ in our notebooks or appreciating us
in front of our classmates or for that matter asking us to clean the blackboard or monitor the class. These were
the small gestures which would make us feel special and made our day. These were not sporadic incidents but
suggest the respect and influence a teacher had on a student’s mind. It is not that a lot has changed since then,
but the ways of interaction are evolving, with the changing teacher-learner equation.
The 21st Century teacher is not a mere `instructor’ or `giver’, but a `facilitator’. The teachers have more open
discussions and at times, develop a close emotional attachment with their students. Even today, we come across
students devoted to their teachers and willing to fulfil all the responsibilities conferred upon them, unflinchingly. This
has been the most enduring of all relationships and continues to reign supreme, albeit with certain changes.
Teachers may not be policy makers or political leaders, but they face issues that are fundamental to human
development. While serving their communities every day, they become deeply connected to the intellectual,
emotional and physical well-being of students and families. It is therefore only natural for teachers’ voices to
be heard. The educational policy of every nation emphasizes that the quality of education can be achieved only
when teachers are professionally satisfied, motivated, committed and are willing to perform for the benefit of the
learners, community and society.
The various capacity building, training and advocacy programmes have been introduced by the Central Board
of Secondary Education (CBSE) over the years. These measures are crucial to enhance the effectiveness and quality
of the teaching-learning process in our classrooms and further strengthen the Continuous and Comprehensive
Evaluation (CCE) scheme. The aim of these training programmes is to enable to hear the teachers’ voices so that
they can play a more varied roles of curriculum designer, developer/adapter of instructional materials and facilitator
of curriculum transaction in classrooms. They get an opportunity to become resourceful idea generators, mentors
of peer teachers and appraisers of performances by students in an objective way.
The CBSE is striving to bring about a balance between the teacher-learner paradigms so that no voices
remain unheard. In order to support the integration of Values Education across major subjects in all the classes
(vide circular no. Acad -22/2012), the Values Education Kit (VEK) was launched on 1 November 2012 by Dr. M.M.
Pallam Raju, Honourable Minister of Human Resource Development and Dr. Shashi Tharoor, Honourable Minister of
State, MHRD, Govt. of India in the presence of Shri Pradeep Kumar, Central Vigilance Commissioner (CVC), Shri
Ashok Thakur, Secretary (Higher Education), Shri Amit Khare, Central Vigilance Officer (CVO), MHRD and Shri
R. Bhattacharya, Secretary, School Education & Literacy (SE&L). The first orientation workshop to train Master
Trainers in Values Education, consisting of Principals and Heads of Institutions was held on 20 December 2012.
The VEK will serve as a model for providing Values Education, while at the same time allowing for variations
by those schools using it.
The Honourable HRM Dr. M. M. Pallam Raju also launched the Waves of Change programme under the
National School Sanitation Initiative on 28 November 2012 and conferred the First National School Sanitation
Awards to the top 156 schools that had come forward to get their online school sanitation rating.
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This year the Central Vigilance Commission had declared the “Transparency in Public Procurement” theme
for the Vigilance Awareness Week for the year 2012. It was observed from 29 October to 3 November 2012.
An advisory to schools in this regard was issued (Vide Circular no. - Acad - 84/2012) and they were directed to
organize suitably themed activities.
The Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India, has declared 11 November as the
National Education Day to commemorate the birth anniversary of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, an eminent
educationist, a great freedom fighter and the first Education Minister of India.
To celebrate this day CBSE introduced Joy of Giving as the theme for this year. The concluding event was
held in Delhi on 20 November 2012.
The country would be celebrating the 150th Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda on 12 January 2013.
The CBSE has decided to commemorate the event in the affiliated schools. The directives have been issued and
to take the celebrations further, a new category of awards has been initiated for schools, teachers and students.
The schools that have been an active part of these activities will be awarded the title: Vivekananda School of
Excellence 2013.
The surveys and research world over have shown that the class size, shortage of teacher aides, pressure to
meet predetermined curricular schedules and lack of parental support are the main deterrents faced by teachers
and the voices are raised world over, where many are heard, and some go unheard.
The examination reforms have revealed that, while teachers play a huge role in a student’s success, national
policies and what goes on in the larger society also impact what happens in the classroom and how they are
translated into a meaningful education system.
The National Curriculum Framework for Teacher Education by the National Council for Teacher Education
(NCTE), New Delhi has also suggested - ‘Giving teachers a space to develop and hear their own voices is of utmost
importance.’

Vineet Joshi
Chairman,
Central Board of Secondary Education
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Teachers’ Voices- Heard and Unheard

vè;{k dh vksj ls
,d Nk= ds :i esa ge vius f'k{kdksa ds] gekjs uksVcqd esa *Good* vafdr djus ;k gekjs lgikfB;ksa ds
le{k gekjh iz'kalk djus ;k fQj CySdcksMZ lkQ djus ;k d{kk ij utj j[kus tSlh ckrksa ds ckjs esa dgus ij
izQqfYyr gks tkrs FksA ;s ,sls NksVs vkSj lkekU; ladsr Fks tks gesa fof'k"V gksus dk ,glkl fnykrs Fks vkSj gekjk
fnu cuk fn;k djrs FksA ;s flQZ fNViqV ?kVuk,a Hkj ugha gksrh Fkha cfYd ,d Nk= ds fnekx ij f'k{kdksa ds
izfr lEeku ,oa izHkko dh psruk iSnk djrh FkhA rc ls vcrd dksbZ cgqr vf/kd cnyko ugha gqvk gS ysfdu
ckrphr ds rjhds Nk=&f'k{kd lehdj.k ds lkFk fujarj fodflr gks jgs gSaA
21oha lnh dk f'k{kd u flQZ ^izf'k{kd ;k iznkrk* gS cfYd og ,d ÞleUo;d ;k vuqns'kdß gSA f'k{kdksa us
vius Nk=ksa ds lkFk T;knk ls T;knk [kqyh ifjppkZ,a dh vkSj dbZ ckj rks muds lkFk ,d xgjk HkkokRed laca/k
Hkh fodflr fd;k gSA ;gka rd fd vkt Hkh gesa la;ksx ls vius f'k{kdksa ds izfr lefiZr Nk= Hkh fey tkrs gSa
vkSj os n`<+rkiwoZd muds izfr vius lkjs nkf;Roksa ;k drZO;ksa dks iwjk djus ds fy, rRij gksrs gSaA dqN cnykoksa
ds ckotwn vkt Hkh ;g fj'rk lHkh fj'rksa esa lcls T;knk LFkkbZ vkSj lrr loksZPp vf/kdkj cuk, gq, gSA
f'k{kd uhfr&fuekZrk ;k jktuhfrd usrk ugha gks ldrs ysfdu os ekuo&fodkl ls tqM+s lHkh ewyHkwr eqíksa
ls tq>rs gSa] Vdjkrs gSaA izfrfnu vius leqnk; dh lsok djrs gq, os csgn xgjkbZ ls Nk=ksa vkSj muds ifjokjksa
ds lkFk ckSf)d ,oa HkkoukRed Lrj ij tqM+ tkrs gSaA bl fy, ;g LokHkkfod gS fd f'k{kdksa dh vkokt lquh
tk,A gj ns'k dh f'k{kk uhfr bl ckr ij cy nsrh gS fd f'k{kk dh xq.koÙkk dsoy rHkh izkIr dh tk ldrh
gS tc f'k{kd O;kolkf;d Lrj ij larq"V] vfHkizsfjr] izfrc) vkSj leqnk;] lekt ,oa Nk=ksa ds ykHk ds fy,
viuk csgrj nsus dks rS;kj gksaA
fiNys dqN o"kks± esa dsUæh; ek/;fed f'k{kk cksMZ ¼CBSE½ }kjk fofHkUu {kerk&fuekZ.k] izf'k{k.k ,oa ,Moksdslh
dk;ZØeksa dh 'kq:vkr dh xbZ gSA d{kkvksa esa f'k{k.k&vf/kxe izfØ;k dh xq.koÙkk vkSj izHkko'kkfyrk dks c<+kus
rFkk lrr ,oa O;kid ewY;kadu ds fy, ;s mik; egRoiw.kZ gSaA f'k{kdksa dh vkokt dks lquuk gh bu izf'k{k.k
dk;ZØeksa dk mís'; gS D;ksafd os fo|ky; esa ikB~;Øe fMtkbuj ;k vfHkdYid dh fofHkUu ,oa fof'k"V Hkwfedk,a
fuHkk ldrs gSa] lkFk gh os fo|ky; esa ikB~;Øe ds izca/ku esa QsflfyVsVj dh Hkwfedk,a fuHkk ldrs gSaA mUgsa ,d
lzksr lEiUu mik;ksa dks mRiUu djus okys O;fDr rFkk lgdehZ f'k{kdksa ds fy, ,d vuqHkoh ijke'kZnkrk dh
Hkwfedk fuHkkus dk ,d volj feyrk gS vkSj lkFk gh lkFk ,d mís';iw.kZ rjhds ls Nk=ksa ds izn'kZuksa dk ewY;
fu:i.k djus okys dh Hkwfedk fuHkkus dk Hkh volj feyrk gSA
CBSE f'k{kd&f'k{kkfFkZ;ksa

ds chp ,d larqyu ykus dk fujarj iz;kl dj jgk gS rkfd dksbZ Hkh vkokt
vulquh u jg tk,A ¼tkjh ifji= la[;k&vdknfed&2012½ ds vuqlkj lHkh d{kkvksa ds izeq[k fo"k;ksa esa ewY;ksa
dh f'k{kk ds ,dhdj.k dk leFkZu djus ds Øe esa ÞewY;&f'k{kk fdV ¼VEK½ß dks ekuo lalk/ku fodkl ea=ky;
ds ekuuh; ea=h MkW- iYye jktw rFkk MHRD Hkkjr ljdkj ds ekuuh; jkT;ea=h MkW- 'kf'k Fkw:j us] dsaæh;
lrZdrk vk;qDr ¼CVC½ Jh iznhi dqekj] lfpo ¼mPprj f'k{kk½ Jh v'kksd Bkdqj] dsaæh; lrdZrk vf/kdkjh
¼CVO½ Jh vfer [kjs rFkk fo|ky; f'k{kk ,oa lk{kjrk ¼SE&I½ ds lfpo Jh vkj- Hkêkpk;kZ dh mifLFkfr esa 1
uoacj 2012 dks izkjaHk fd;k x;k FkkA ÞewY;&f'k{kkß ds {ks= esa ekLVj izf'k{kdksa dks izf'kf{kr djus ds fy,] 20
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fnlacj 2012 dks laLFkkuksa ds iz/kkukpk;ks± rFkk izeq[kksa dks lfEefyr dj bls 'kq: fd;k x;k FkkA ewY;&f'k{kk
nsus ds nkSjku VEK dks ,d uewus ds rkSj ij j[kk tk,xk vkSj ftu fo|ky;ksa esa ewY; f'k{kk ds fy, iz;ksx gks
jgk gS mUgsa buesa ifjorZu ;k fofo/krk ykus dk volj fn;k tk,xkA
ekuuh; ekuo lalk/ku ea=h MkW- iYye jktw us Þjk"Vªh; fo|ky; LoPNrk igyÞ ds rgr Þygj ;k
cnykoÞ dk;ZØe dh 28 uoacj 2012 dks 'kq:vkr dh rFkk mu 'kh"kZ 156 fo|ky;ksa dks izFke Þjk"Vªh; fo|ky;
LoPNrk iqjLdkjÞ ls lEekfur fd;k( tks fd viuk ÞvkWuykbu fo|ky; LoPNrk jsfVaxÞ izkIr djus ds fy,
vkxs vk, FksA
bl o"kZ Þdsaæh; lrdZrk vk;ksxÞ us o"kZ 2012 ds fy, ÞlrdZrk tkx:drk lIrkgÞ ds fy, ÞlkoZtfud
[kjhn esa ikjnf'kZrkÞ fo"k; dh ?kks"k.kk dh FkhA ;g 29 vDrwcj ls 3 uoacj 2012 rd euk;k x;k FkkA bl
laca/k esa fo|ky;ksa ds fy, ,d lykg ¼tkjh ifji= la[;k & vdk- &84@2012½ tkjh fd;k x;k Fkk vkSj mUgsa
leqfpr :i ls fo"k; vk/kkfjr xfrfof/k;ksa dks lapkfyr djus dk funsZ'k fn;k x;k FkkA
ekuo lalk/ku fodkl ea=ky;] Hkkjr ljdkj us ,d lqizfrf"Br f'k{kk 'kkL=h] ,d egku Lora=rk lsukuh
rFkk Hkkjr ds igys f'k{kk ea=h ekSykuk vcqy dyke vktkn ds tUe fnol 11 uoacj dks ^jk"Vªh; f'k{kk fnol*
ds :i esa eukus dh ?kks"k.kk dh gSA
bl fnu dks eukus ds fy,

CBSE

us Þnku dh [kq'khÞ dks bl o"kZ ds p;fur fo"k; ds :i esa 'kq: fd;k gSA

12 tuojh 2013 dks ;g ns'k Lokeh foosdkuUn dh 150oha t;arh euk,xkA CBSE us vius ls lac)
fo|ky;ksa esa bl volj dks eukus dk fu.kZ; fy;k gSA blls lacaf/kr funsZ'kksa dks tkjh dj fn;k x;k gS rFkk
lekjksg dks Hkfo"; esa vkxs c<+kus ds fy, Nk=ksa] f'k{kdksa rFkk fo|ky;ksa ds fy, iqjLdkjksa dh ,d ubZ J`a[kyk
'kq: dh xbZ gSA os fo|ky; ftUgksaus bu xfrfof/k;ksa esa lfØ; :i ls Hkkx fy;k gS mUgsa ÞVivekananda School
of Excellence 2013ß ds f[krkc ls lEekfur fd;k tk,xkA
fo'oHkj ds losZ{k.k ,oa vuqla/kku us fn[kk;k gS fd d{kk dk vkdkj] f'k{kd lg;ksfx;ksa dh deh] ekrk&firk
ds leFkZu dh deh rFkk iwoZ fu/kkZfjr ikB~;Øe ds dk;Z O;ogkj & ;s gh f'k{kdksa ds le{k vk jgh eq[; ck/kk,a
gSa vkSj ftuij nqfu;k Hkj esa vkoktsa mBkbZ xbZ gSa] ftUgsa Þlquk ;k vulqukÞ fd;k tk jgk gSA
ijh{kk lq/kkjksa ls irk pyk gS fd tc ,d f'k{kd Nk= dh lQyrk esa] jk"Vªh; uhfr;ksa esa cM+h Hkwfedk,a
fuHkkrs gSa] vkSj d{kk esa tks dqN Hkh nsrs gSa mldk Hkh lekt ij xgjk izHkko iM+rk gS] bl rjg rc tkdj os
f'k{kk ra= dks ,d lkFkZd :i esa ifjofrZr dj ikrs gSaA
jk"Vªh; v/;kid&f'k{kk ifj"kn~] ubZ fnYyh }kjk v/;kid&f'k{kk ds fy, ,d jk"Vªh; ikB~;p;kZ dh :ijs[kk
dk lq>ko fn;k x;k gS & Þf'k{kdksa dks viuh vkokt cqyan djus rFkk mls lquus ;k fopkj djus dk volj
nsuk vR;Ur egRoiw.kZ gSAÞ
fouhr tks'kh
vè;{k
dsUæh; ekè;fed f'k{kk cksMZ
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Feedback Forum
Dear Sir,
Cenbosec is playing a vital role in bringing CBSE schools closer, infact it has appeared as a citadel of learning
for the students and educators.
It provides the students/ schools with an option to represent their activities/ achievements at the national/
international level.
Dr. Jai Parkash,
Principal
Om Public School, Haryana
Dear Sir,
The CBSE has come out victorious in its crusade to bring in a revolution in the Indian Educational System.
When CCE was implemented in mid session, it seemed an uphill task. There was frustration amongst the
teaching fraternity – WHY – HOW –WHAT were the common question. Now, after three years, I feel that
with the foresightedness and perseverance of Chairman and Director (Academics and Training), Sadhana
Parashar, the roads have become smoother. We feel that teachers would have to undergo numerous training
sessions to understand the new concept. Though just three years have passed and we have already started
feeling like seasoned, experienced drivers.
There are still many milestones to cross, but presently we feel quite well equipped in our new CCE car. Schools
understand the gears: to manuveur students and the learning process in the right direction. The brakes: when
to stop-observe, move forward, while assessing students. The high and low beams of light: focusing on the
important areas and igniting the yearning to learn. We even understand take care of the students and guide
them in meaningful learning. Coming from a small town, I would say kudos to the teachers, students and
parents for bringing about these sweeping reforms in progressive teaching, learning and assessing the system
which in short we call CCE.
Thank you Sir and Sadhana M’aam along with your learned and constructive team. The students of the present
age are blessed to be associated with CBSE.
Yours sincerely,
Binny Singh (Director)
Tiny Tots Sr. Sec. School, Faizabad
Dear Sir
Greetings from Navayuga Radiance Family!
I extend my heartfelt thanks to you and NUEPA for giving me the opportunity to attend the 14th Management
Development Programme for Sr. Sec. School Principals held from 8-12 October 2012. NUEPA faculty and
all the visiting Resource Persons shared their valuable knowledge and experiences with us leaving us enriched.
I had also attended MDP on Strategic Leadership earlier at IIM, Lucknow. I highly appreciate CBSE for
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conducting such programmes as they bring different intellectuals together on a common platform, thereby
providing them the best exposure.
Thanking you once again!
Looking forward my participing in more workshops and training programmes with the CBSE.
Good wishes and regards,
Yours sincerely,
Farzana Shakeel Ali,
Principal
Navayuga Radiance School, Lucknow
Dear Sir,
Nurturing the ‘Dreams of Children” rather than imposing our dreams on the children will enable the young
minds to flourish in a way that will be satisfactory to all.
“Kudos” to you and the whole team of CBSE who have so successfully implemented CCE, which is enabling
the teaching fraternity to nurture the Dreams of Children.
George A. Thomas,
Principal
St. Gregorios Sr. Sec. School, Udaipur
Respected Sir
We, the Principal, faculty and students of DAV International School, Amritsar want to express our deep sense
of gratitude for providing us the wonderful opportunity of hosting the prestigious CBSE National Skating
Championship-2012. Organizing a 3-day National Championship- arranging hospitality, accommodation, and
medical-aid and above all catering to the diverse needs of people from the different States of the country- was
a test of our organizational ability. And, with the grace of God Almighty, and the motivational guidance and
support of CBSE, we acquitted ourselves well.
It turned out to be an enriching and rewarding experience in many ways. The praise from all the stakeholders,
i.e. CBSE officials, participating teams, our parent body and media combined with a sense of fulfillment and
pride in our capabilities and the spirit of bonhomie and joviality lingered long in the atmosphere of the school
even after the successful completion of the grand event.
Your words of appreciation for organizing the Skating Championship so well will remain etched in our memory
for ever. Words are inadequate to express our thanks for leaving behind this wonderful wealth of experience.
Anjana Gupta
Principal
DAV Internation School, Amritsar, Punjab
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Teachers' Voices – Heard and Unheard
Mrs. Chhaya Khanna*



“If a doctor, lawyer, or dentist had 40 people in his office at one time, all of whom had
different needs, and some of whom didn't want to be there and were causing trouble,
and the doctor, lawyer, or dentist, without assistance, had to treat them all with
professional excellence for nine months, then he might have some
conception of the classroom teacher's job.
~Donald D. Quinn

Teachers have always been considered as the pillars and makers of society. Whatever teaching they give
their students, they follow them. Teachers have always been considered as one of the first guide and friend of any
individual. They have provided information and incited values among students no matter patriotic or cultural.
Teachers are nation builders as the future of the country or the children and their formation is in their hands.
The importance of the teacher in national life cannot be over-emphasized. It is the teacher who influences
the immature minds of the youth, treats and tries to mould them into various forms through the process of
education.
But it is also true that commercialization has seen the teachers lose their due respect with time. This downfall
is because these days many teachers are teachers not by choice but by chance/ circumstances.
However, the situation is not so depressing for the teacher. The importance of the role of the teachers as an
agent of change, promoting understanding and tolerance has become more obvious and is likely to become even
more critical in the present century. This places enormous responsibilities on teachers.
If the quality of education totally depends on the teachers, their knowledge, their relations with the students
and their dedication to the profession, then it becomes completely mandatory to make required reforms in our
education system with their feedback and suggestion.
What should be taught---on a larger scale needs curriculum changes – workshops and seminars are being
organized to improve the quality of education, but there should be a follow through to see whether the suggestions
are being implemented. Present day educators from schools should take the front seat in the decision making
process- not retired professionals (with all due respects) from every field but education—the classroom situations
today is totally different from their times!.
The teachers are, however, the largest professionally trained group in the world and the pulse of a society.
The issues they face are fundamental to human development. They serve the communities and need someone to
hear their voices too.

* Principal, Scholars Home Sr. Sec School, Dehradun, Uttarakhand
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Teachers' Voices – Heard and Unheard
Rajiv Kumar Sharma*

At a recent education conference, a few teachers and Principals raised a query as to what should be done
about the increasing work load of the teachers. The enthusiastic host invoked such abstract ideals as passion, mission,
noble profession etc., and successfully silenced these voices. Not only that, by reminding everybody present in the
auditorium of the elevated status of a 'guru' bestowed upon a teacher in our country, he got a lot of applause and
all heads nodded in agreement that if a teacher combines passion with profession and works in a mission mode
s/he will never feel tired or burdened. The ones who had tried, though unsuccessfully to raise a point were feeling
embarrassed about the issue and must have also carried some guilt thinking that perhaps they were not worthy
of this noble profession for feeling over burdened with the increasing demands of work.

How often is a teacher reminded of her role as a nation builder who is supposed to guide the destiny of the
nation by raising the coming generations! While no one can deny the influence of the teacher on a student, there
is much more that needs attention when we discuss the issue of the status of teacher in the present day scenario.
The role of a teacher has undergone a lot of change which needs to be understood. Teachers are increasingly being
told that their role has changed from ‘sage on the stage to guide on the side’ from ‘provider to facilitator’ and so on.
Nice slogans all these. And, in the name of wages a teacher is expected to subsist on a pittance and noble ideals.
This ostrich syndrome has done more harm to this profession than any other factor.
What has led to this situation where the profession of teaching is losing its sheen? Ideally, if at all the
teachers have to raise their voices it should be to seek better and more avenues for training and enhancement of
skills to equip themselves for ever changing learning environment. However one never hears such voices. Which
implies that like in any other profession, teachers too now mainly focus on their increments and gains And, why
is it so; because the government and the society have failed to give teachers their due!

If we try to trace the history of the rapid change in the status and role of teachers in our country, we can
find its early signs in the sixties and seventies in the last century. Till then, the job of a teacher attracted respect
among the students and the community. It still has, to some extent but the emergence of many other more lucrative
professions started attracting a large number of talented people and teaching lost its appeal. Gradually there came
a decline in the social status of teachers to the extent that a common comment came in circulation that those who
can, they do and those who cannot, they teach.

Unless we make teaching profession an attractive option for our youth, we shall not find talented people to
join this sector. And, not just the salaries, but also the service conditions need to be improved.

I think one of the most pleasant visuals is to see children and teachers going to school early mornings. It
provides a reassurance that there will be morning assemblies where good habits and values will be talked about.
Teachers will keep guiding children how to do things. They travel long distances often leaving their own children
at home, provide care and love to our children, laugh and play with them, share their anxieties and fears, teach
them good habits and do all the work that the job demands. Whether they do all this happily and with interest
will make all the difference. It’s the responsibility of the government and the society to make sincere efforts to
establish the prestige of this profession. And, most important, the teachers need to respect themselves because
however clichéd it may sound it is a noble profession which loses meaning if we take away respect from it.
* Principal, Spring Dale Senior School, Amritsar, Punjab
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Teachers' Voices – Heard and Unheard
Smt. C. Rama Devi*
In India, teachers have been traditionally revered and worshipped, as the Sanskrit phrase ‘Guru Devo Bhava’
– ‘The Teacher is God’, suggests. There was a time when teachers were accorded an exhauted status in society as a
friend, philosopher, guide and a role model. But today, change is everywhere – be it in educational policies, quality
of education, school infrastructure, student and parent expectations, methods of teaching and learning. While the
responsibility of being a teacher remains, the impact and milieu has undergone significant change.
“Teaching is a unique combination of art, science and skill – as well as natural talent which involves
planning to develop pupils’ knowledge, understanding and skills; assessing them effectively, motivating and having
high expectations of them.” All over the world, teachers are the single most important individual(s) outside of
the family framework, who interact, observe, analyse and guide students. Teachers are directly responsible for
curriculum implementation, student discipline and classroom atmosphere in schools. In modern times, given the
socio-economic and cultural shift, many teachers even go beyond what is expected of them to counsel and mentor
their students. Given the sheer number of hours that an average student spends in school and college, it becomes
obvious that a teacher’s influence, whether good or bad, is vital and real. So great is this influence that it is felt
beyond the four walls of the classroom, in the real world, even years later. As Henry Brooks Adams once said, “A
teacher affects eternity; he can never tell where his influence stops.”
Why teachers’ voices go unheard
Educational policies and school regulations largely determine the methods and strategies teachers use in
the classroom. Teachers who are doing innovative work in their classrooms are limited in their scope and reach.
Teacher advocacy and empowerment are the need of the hour – teachers’ voices need to be heard, especially
in the context of educational policies and reforms. Committed teachers who make a difference need to be
acknowledged in public, their efforts need to be rewarded and more individuals should be encouraged to take
the path less travelled. Their work needs to be showcased not only within the classroom or the school, but also in
the community and to the educational authorities. Teachers should be encouraged to collaborate, learn and share
their thoughts, ideas and best practices with one another. Technology and mass media can be used constructively
for this purpose.
We need to value our teachers and restore respectability to the teaching profession. They must be consulted
especially in those policy decisions that affect them. Teachers should not be alienated; rather they must be made
stakeholders of success.
Teachers should not be seen as mere inputs in the delivery of quality education. To ensure commitment,
motivation and high- quality classroom performance, teachers’ remuneration issues, management and professional
support and training must be addressed. Policy makers must take into account the teachers’ voice in planning and
decision making to ensure that educational reforms work successfully.
* Senior Principal, Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s Public School (Vidyashram), Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
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God understood our thirst for knowledge, and our need to be led by someone wiser;
He needed a heart of compassion, of encouragement, and patience;
someone who would accept the challenge regardless of the opposition;
someone who could see potential and believe in the best in others . . .
So He made Teachers

Mrs. Anita Garg*

Embarking on a journey from the fairy tales to the lectures on the principles of higher grades, the teacher’s
influence is so immense that one never knows the depth of its reach. The toil by a teacher is a gigantic and
continuous process, wherein the seeds sown in a day bear fruits over a period of years. Owing to all this, it becomes
very important for the teacher to recognize the gravity and enormity of the task at hand, embracing it as, more
of a mission, rather than a mere vocation. She works in close co-ordination with his/her students from varied
backgrounds, each with individual demands and needs. The task of letting each of them bloom into beautiful
flowers is definitely not easy. The all-round development of a child is in the hands of his teacher throughout his
learning years. Therefore, conscientious steps in the right direction help bring out the students’ skills, enabling
them to improvise and adapt to the ever-changing scenario around them.
Teachers should not be excluded from participation in pedagogical development or other vital decisions that
have an impact on the educational contexts. Attention should be given to their "voice”. The voice of the teacher
should be heard and consulted and it should not remain as a "voice crying in the wilderness".
A perception often held by teachers is that, the curriculum is developed "elsewhere" and they simply
implement what is "handed down to them from the top". Curriculum development is an encompassing and continual
process during which all form of planning, designing, dissemination, implementation and assessment of course
takes place. It is within this process of curriculum development that the teacher can and should become involved.
Teachers are partners in the process of education. There should therefore be an opportunity for their "voices"
to be heard before the actual implementation, in other words, they should be given the opportunity to make an
input during the initial planning processes. Mechanisms will have to be put in place to optimize this involvement,
thereby ensuring that their "voices are listened to”.
Quality teacher involvement is essential, not only for the sake of institutional and curriculum development
in schools, but also for nurturing the personal and professional growth of the teacher. Teacher participation, can
therefore, bring positive results. Purposeful strategies must therefore be developed in order to integrate the issues
of teacher participation and teachers' professional growth effectively. These strategies should take due cognizance
of teachers' needs to be involved outside the classroom. Teachers should not be viewed as mere "recipients" who
are to implement the curriculum in the classroom — they should be included in the process of evocative decisionmaking where their "voices will be heard". The teacher's voice is instrumental in bringing about what is inevitable
in the society- ‘CHANGE’.
* Principal, Rukmini Devi Public School, New Delhi
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Listen to the Voice Inside You...
Teachers' Voices-Heard and Unheard
“The Voice,
There is a voice inside of you. That whispers all day long.
“I feel this is right for me, I know that this is wrong”
No teacher, preacher, parent, friend or wise man can decide.
What’s right for you –just listen to The voice that speaks inside



Dinesh Jindal*

-Shel Silverstein

We are currently inundated with education revolution. Change is an ongoing process, negative or positive,
largely due to socio-economic status of the country.
We are affecting reforms through educators, but the opinion of the educators is not being considered. This
gross disregard of the voice and expertise of the teacher, while planning pedagogy is putting the future of students
at risk. There is no dearth of educators who firmly believe in original ideas. During conducting orientation programs
for teachers I come across with teachers, having original and innovative ideas on backward design, thematic
teaching, inquiry, cultural relevance, social justice and political nuances. But, what I observe to my dismay was that
probably their voice is lost under the dominance of unconcerned helm, their intellect caves in under the duress of
the ignorant stakeholders. Under these circumstances, the teacher herself has to take up cudgels and decide his/
her own role. Robert Frost had said “There are two kinds of teachers , the kind that fill you with so much quail so that
you can’t move and the kind that just gives you a little prod behind and you jump to the skies”
Scripted curriculum bound to be delivered on the lines of set themes and precedents, does not always
succeed in delivering it to the whole group. The technique seemed to have developed for teachers and a select band
of students’ energy level, grasping power and retention bandwidth of every student is different and the teacher
should have the freedom to add to the pedagogy, her voice should not only be heard but honored, so that she
could instill in young pupils –the intrinsic values of ingenuity, creativity and innovation that are the backbones
and catalyst of the spirit of true education.
Mandated professional development of the teachers will prove a boon if it includes personal and individual
collaborative research by teachers; Infact the majority of the teachers are mission driven and they deserve reforms
that supplant and complacent ineffective colleagues in order to foster a healthier learning environment.
The teachers must implore their inner voice and speak up, without expectations of being heard least then
they will enjoy the satisfaction of being a part of the change movement in education. There is always a silver
lining , the picture is grim , the words of Tracy Kidder are very appropriate in this context “Most teachers have
little control over school policy or curriculum or choice of texts or special placement of students but most have a great deal
of autonomy inside the classroom , to a degree shared by only a few other occupations ,such as police work , public education
rests precariously on the skill and virtue of the people at the bottom of the institutional pyramid”.
The teacher herself is that effective tool and her voice heard or unheard, makes an impact.
* Director, Rawal Public School, Ballabhgarh, Faridabad, Haryana
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Mrs. Rooma Pathak*
The voice has great power and it is instrumental in bringing about radical changes and to voice one’s
thoughts is a courageous act. The voice if enforced, can stifle any institution, especially if that voice is of a teacher,
according to Aristotle :“Those who educate children well are more to be honoured than they who produce them for these only
gave them life, those the art of living well.”
Teachers are a critical part of preparing children for the future and their voices are essential addition to the
national debate on education. A teacher’s voice is a voice of society as it can only through pedagogy and education
system mould the society. Teachers shape the future of a human being. They are the people who hold the candle of
enlightenment, knowledge and prosperity. Any nation who does not respect its candle bearers can never prosper
and will always remain in darkness. Advancement of society depends upon its teachers.
Teachers' voices are rarely heard within education planning and reform and they are frequently treated as
passive implementers of decisions. Academic and policy debates focus on teacher’s deficiencies and seldom take
into account the difficulties under which they work. Teachers are often blamed for the problems of the school
system and student’s deficient learning achievements.
How can the functioning of curriculum go on smoothly without the say of the teachers?
Teachers have the ability to see first hand the effectiveness or inefficiencies of the educational policies
implemented in schools. In most situations they know which educational policies get positive responses from
students and parents. This unique ability makes it even more important for teachers to be heard and to be considered
as advocates of education.
Teachers are also the major agents in delivering reforms in education.
Teachers are both the recipients and deliverance of this change. A massive growth in enrolments, the shift
towards child centered methodologies and decentralization of education management require the teacher’s voice
for their effective realization. Without teachers' active engagement in the change processes, there would be a
decline in our education quality.

* Principal, M.M. Public School, Pitampura, New Delhi
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Teachers' Voices - Heard and Unheard
Ms. Margaret. S*
The word 'teacher' has greater significance in a country like India, with its rich cultural lineage, wherein, the
delivery mechanism for pedagogy, had its roots in the ancient ‘Guru-Sishya’ parampara (tradition).The position
of teacher in the ancient Indian value system, reminiscent of Indian ethos, can be gauged from the hierarchical
prominence laid down by the concept of
Mathrudevobhava
Pithrudevobhava
Acharyadevobhava
Such being the position of eminence of the institution of teacher/guru in the Indian ethos, it would suffice
to say that the teacher stands next to parents. Teacher stands none less in importance, for it is who s/he gives
purpose to the birth given by parents. The importance of teacher, thus being never in dispute, it is the intellectual
enquiry as to whether the institution of teacher is formal, that has prompted to pen these few lines.
It is the value system imparted by the mother, the ‘Unheard Teacher’ more than any other instruction, hugely
responsible for shaping the early thinking style of the individual. For she is the one who is largely responsible for
the initial vocal chord training, for she is the first pre-school teacher, for she is the one who makes the home the
first school. True, this ‘unheard teacher’ is forgotten, in the hustle and bustle of modern life.
Mothers apart, the next unheard teachers, are messengers of humanity, dating from Florence Nightingale
to Mother Theresa. The key to recognise unheard teachers and realise the value of their instruction, surely does
appear to lie in one’s ability to think beyond the normal and formal. For, the lack of this trait, would saddle one
with the sin of failing to recognise the unheard teachers, capable of guiding one in internal discovery.
I, for one, personally feel that, apart from equipping the students with necessary skills that ultimately lead
to their development in a broader sense and render them employable in a practical sense, the various streams and
systems of education (advocated and administered by CBSE, ICSE, IB etc.,) should have content and training
potential that empowers our students to discover their unheard teachers. It is this empowerment of students
enabled by the curriculum developers and academic thinkers, that will instil the power of discovery of the unheard
teacher and the value of his/her instruction.
Even at the cost of repetition, this expression of mine is a humble tribute to the several unheard teachers
in our daily lives that shape the lives of mankind. But for this unheard teachers, we would all drown in the ocean
of formalism.

* Niraj International School, Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
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Gopy Nath Chaubey*
A vibrant and awakened society needs a dynamic, creative and forward looking educational system. The two
basic and decisive foundations of education are” The Teacher” and “The Student”. Students is the future of any
society and ‘Teacher is a nation builder’ are famous axioms. Now a question arises, What’s the quality a teacher
possesses for which s/he is known as a Nation Builder?
The teacher has various qualities and we can express them as “PICK” where
P-Patience
I-Intelligence
C-Communicability
K-Knowledge

Judgement of Society

PICK

PICK is prism by which the ability of a teacher is judged by a society. Now we turn our eye to the spectrum
of History of teacher and the thorough the study of History it could be concluded that “Every generation is much
more intelligent and creative then the previous generation”.
The teacher is the only person who knows the interest of every student in any specific subject or any specific
area but s/he can’t do anything to further boost that interest because s/he strictly abides by the annual curriculum
and better performance in the examinations. This is perhaps is the unheard voice of teacher.
A teacher may have a lot of interest in various streams and, s/he is in a far better position to communicate
these to his/his students but the current system of learning permits very little liberty for a teacher to do this so.
Again an other example of the Unheard Voice of the Teacher.
Thus for the quality schooling an about turn is essential in our education system and this can be achieved
only by placing a “Student centric approach” and “Teacher`s flexibility approach” side by side. “Avidity for teaching
in a teacher” this is the avowal fact of the time and this will materialize only when the unheard voices of a teacher
have effective say in the process of learning since learning in its real sense is the pursuit of truth with the teacher
in the pivotal position.
* Peer Educator, Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh
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Teachers’ Voices – Heard and Unheard
Lalit Krishan Trivedi*
Schooling is long on prescription, short on description, where teachers are shadowy figures on the educational
landscape mainly known or unknown. Teachers are “transformative intellectuals” as they are informed beings, not
technicians; they are transformers of social conditions, not mindless conformists, they are not passive recipients
who execute the agendas of others, but active agents of change. If we pay respect to our teachers as “transformative
intellectuals” their crucial stance on any policy, which in their view stymie their path to attain quality education
must be viewed as invaluable and constructive input.
Curriculum development, planning, designing, dissemination, implementation and assessment have become
the major feature of teaching wherein the teachers are the key role players. In fact a teacher has myriad roles to play
to be an effective and efficient educational transactor namely (1) Learning mediator, (2) Interpreter and designer
of learning programms (3) Leader, administrator and manager, (4) Scholar, researcher and life long learner (5)
Community, citizenship and pastoral role. (6) Assessor (7) Learning area and subject specialist.
It would be worthwhile to figure out how the phenomenon of teacher involvement is in fact manifested
in other words, whether “the voice of the teacher” which is genuine and concerning is heard or consulted or it
remains a “Voice crying in the wilderness”, a deafening silence.
Decisions are often made by officials who for many years have not been in the classroom and are not in
touch with the realties faced by teachers.
It is therefore of central significance that teachers voice, assent and active participation be made in all the
Educational Developmental policies because they are the active key role players in making all good educational
planning to be a conspicuous success. The teachers' voices should be heard to be implemented effectively and
meaningfully rather heard than be unheard.

The task of the modern educator is not to cut down
jungles, but to irrigate deserts.


– C.S. Lewis

* Principal, Sarti Devi Raja Ram Public School, Shamli, Uttar Pradesh
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Mrs. Arti Chopra*
School is not a place for memorizing textbook materials by heart and then producing them in examination.
Rather it should develop the curiosity of the students that they could ask questions and learn by themselves.
Role of Education
According to Bacon, “Reading maketh a full man; writing an exact man and conference a ready man”. And
if someone asks what reading, writing and conference make together, anybody would say that education makes
anyone complete, accurate and worldly wise. It means that no one is complete without education. Thus, the role
of a teacher is to import knowledge, to transmit national culture, to form character, to produce ideal men and to
make a boy or a girl capable of standing on his/ her own feet.
Importance of Values
The question of giving a better education system to the country has been engaging the attention of the
country almost from the time of independence. There can be no doubt that the country needs a values education
system which will inculcate among the students universal values and enrich his or her personality – intellectually,
physically, emotionally, psychologically and spiritually. It can be integrated through teaching methods, instructional
materials and co-curricular activities.
Teacher’s Role in imparting Values Education
The teacher’s role is not just limited to being a specialist at teaching her subject, but also manage the
behaviour of its students and impart Values Education too. Besides this, we need to understand that they are
young minds and to set them on the right track, we have to set ourselves as examples of good values. Our aim
should be to make the future generation a responsible human beings. Teachers also need to be flexible at times
and put themselves in the students shoes to understand their thought process.
Education aims at the overall personality development of a child. Education means modification of
behaviour of the students. In today’s technological age, where the child is exposed to various means of information,
the responsibility of teachers increases manifold. Now teacher’s role is very important s/he has to educate her
students to differentiate between good and bad by inculcating moral values in them. Her role is not limited to an
educator, s/he is a guide, philosopher, motivator, friend and at the same time, a moral preacher and a role model
for her students.

* D.A.V. Public School, Sector 37, Faridabad, Haryana
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Teachers’ Voices - Heard Unheard
Rashmi Sharma*
If there is anything that has made INDIA the envy of many countries across the globe, it is her standard of
education. The learners churned out of the country's teachers is of such high quality that other countries scramble for
it. Indian students are able to make a place for themselves even beyond the boundaries of the country in developed
countries like U.S, U.K, Australia, Japan, and Singapore etc., in the field of Science, Medicine, Management,
Wellness, Hospitality and many more. And it is evident that behind the success of every student lies the devotion
of a teacher. If there is anything that can impose restrictions on the teachers, then it is the curriculum and if there
is anything that can make their knowledge and experiences flourish, it is the curriculum.
If we really want to head towards improving the quality of education, then every single teacher needs to
create a safe environment in his/her class. ‘Safe’ means safe for dissent. Teachers should consider it acceptable if
students disagree with them. If students don’t feel safe, they will only parrot the ideas of their teacher.
Apart from encouraching creative thinking and questioning ability of students, teachers also need to modify
their teaching practice to keep some scope for creativity as well.
Lack of teaching resources also hinders the smooth and efficient flow of the education system. Many a time
teachers have ideas but lack resources to implement them. It will serve the purpose but not many will be able to
appreciate its taste. In fact it has been scientifically proved that we learn by forming pictures in our minds. If these
images are already supplied, then we can imagine from a scientific point of view how much efforts of students will
be saved. Libraries with the latest books, globes and maps in every classroom, blackboards geometry, practical labs
with all instruments are the need of every child struggling to learn. These resources can make his/her learning a
lot easier and efficient too. Teachers also need exposure. Faculty development programmes must be organised for
teachers to update themselves with the latest amendments in the education system.

There is a well-known Sanskrit saying which reminds
teachers that a student learns one quarter from the
acharya (teacher), one quarter from his own intelligence,
one quarter from his peers and books, and one quarter
through experience.

* Vandana International School, Dwarka, New Delhi
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Dr. DharamVeer Singh*
Through the crayon scribbles, ink blots, paper planes, prayer songs and uniforms filled epoch called school
life, the teachers stand out in our memory. Each one of them helped us realize a part of our self. Taught us to
dream big, led us to believe that we too, were capable of great things. Pens, pencils, notebooks, black boards, chalks,
the duster, a wooden scale, some chairs and tables. The first thing that would come to anyone after reading these
familiar words would be a typical scene in a class room. The only two elements missing are teachers and students.
May be they have just flocked to a time where the methods incorporated in teaching go beyond the usage of chalks
and talk. The art of teaching and learning simultaneously has evolved over a period of time. There is no denying
the fact that we still cling to our image of a class room, but have also learnt to accept and enjoy all the methods
that schools and colleges have employed in making learning an experience worth cherishing.
Teachers not only augment a student's intellect, but also contribute to the well rounded development of
his or her personality. Teaching jobs are regarded as the noblest of all the professions in the world. The quality of
education in any educational institute hinges on the availability of good teachers.
That means a teacher is more than God and we should respect them that way. But how often do you hear
a child today say that s/he dreams of being a teacher one day? Do you think Teaching as a profession is valued as
much as it was earlier? If not, what are the reasons behind it?
The teaching profession has always been a noble profession as it is responsible for creating and nurturing
brilliant and intelligent minds by imparting knowledge. In India, teachers have always been respected at the cadre
of a parent and above. India needs dedicated and well educated teachers now to bring up the young souls.
India was a nation where teaching as a profession was deeply revered in ancient times. The relationship
between a guru and his shisya (student) was considered very holy, and if we were to look into our holy texts such
as the Vedas, we would learn of the high pedestal on which a guru was placed in the society. So, how did we, as
a country, end up at such a stage where teaching as a profession lost all its respect? How did we reach a stage wherein
most of the people in this country, who are taking up teaching as a profession, do so out of their inability and
helplessness in finding another suitable job? Why do we not see people wanting to be teachers like they want to be
engineers and doctors? There is a coaching industry that we see mushrooming by helping aspirants gain entrance
into B.Ed programs. Why are young people not taking up teaching as a profession? Or more importantly, the
question should be: Why has teaching lost all the aura and respect it once garnered?
There is a myth set in people’s mind, about teaching being an easy profession. Most people think that
teaching a class of kids is the easiest thing in the world for you have to just go in there and teach them how to
add and subtract and learn the basic alphabet and sentence formations – how difficult can that possibly be? This
is also one major reason as to why a major chunk of people who are unable to fit into other high-intensity jobs
take up teaching. Being a teacher is all about being accountable to yourself, for herein what you do inside your
classroom is something totally under your control, and no amount of external intervention can force you to do
* Principal / Director, Sri Guru Harkrishan Senior Secondary Public School, G. T. Road, Amritsar, Punjab
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something in your classroom if you yourself don’t deem it to be necessary. So, even if during B.Ed, a person would
have learned a variety of innovative and creative ways to teach students. S/he can very easily go into the classroom
and just teach them the process and be done with it. Making the student understand the concept would take time
and energy on the part of a teacher. The only thing that can be judged from outside a classroom is whether the
course is on track and if all kids have their work complete. It is really difficult to question a teacher over each of
his kids knowing the why behind whatever they are learning. Thus, a teacher can easily get away with being just
mediocre inside a classroom. This degradation in quality of teaching has directly resulted in the loss of respect
for teaching as a profession. And, the loss in respect has itself in turn led to the drop in level of teaching in our
country. So, a vicious cycle of low-quality teaching has been set up, which is getting really difficult to break as
good people are now refusing to enter the profession.
A survey was conducted among teachers of some CBSE schools of Amritsar, questioning the demands,
complaints, and general feedback of teachers teaching different classes. In the outcome, it was noticed, that the
majority of the teachers were satisfied and contented with the infrastructure, management and level of facilities
provided by the school to the teachers. There was a section of teachers who wanted more stress to be laid on the
level of awareness regarding education among children and parents.
Teaching had earlier been a thankless job on the monetary front. This again has been cited often as the
deterrent to anyone considering teaching as a career. In an era of the formula of degree- to -high paid jobs- to
luxurious life, teaching has little to offer in terms of salary. But today, this is changing. Still, the motivation is lacking.
While students and parents alike no longer find teaching a lucrative career option, there is also the underlying
cultural attitude that teaching today is a last resort albeit ‘noble service’ to the nation’s future. Our world needs
individuals who can think and dream big; those who believe in their wildest dreams and set out to pursue them.
Teachers have the potential to create ripples in their lives that reach far and wide, indelible by time. It’s time we
give this noble profession its due.
The greatest and the most noble service which the young generation of the country, at this juncture, can offer
is its ability to teach and inspire billions of children, so as to add colors and sparks into their lives, and promote
their healthy growth and development
Teaching is not a lost art, but the regard for it is a lost tradition 

– Jacques Barzun

A teacher should treat the student as a gardener treats
a plant – only giving the necessary nutrients needed for
the manifestation of its potential energy.

– Swami Tattwajnanananda
 (“Value-Based Education,”Prabuddha Bharata Vol.100, May 1995, p.598)
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What Principals say…
Parents should prepare their children to have belief in teachers
A classroom is a place where the infinite energy in the form of thoughts and ideas is generated in the
minds of the children. Knowledge is power and a classroom is the place where the teacher rises above self and
transfers his/her knowledge to the children by awakening their minds. A teacher in classroom is a person who
always believes that a child can learn.
For the better learning behaviour, a child has to believe in his/her teacher. It is the belief of the
children that makes the teacher more energetic, enthusiastic and sympathetic towards them. Teachers are
torch bearers; sometimes the battery of the torch may be low, but the light through it is always focused on
the right path.
If the children exercise self-control and show readiness to learn, the atmosphere of the classroom becomes
livelier. If it happens, less time is wasted in controlling and managing the class. It is the belief of students in their
teacher which forces them to learn and grow.
When I was a student, I always felt that we stood up as a mark of respect but now as a teacher, I feel this
as an exercise to show acceptance. By standing up, the children show that they are ready for learning from that
particular teacher.
In the presence of the child, parents should never talk low of the teacher. Parents should always prepare
the child’s belief in the teacher so that the s/he shows a positive behaviour in the classroom. The belief of the
child in the teacher will always motivate him/her to learn and understand the unheard melodies (problems)
of life. This way the student will always feel confident to raise queries. When children ask questions from
the teacher, they make the teachers feel that they have interest in their subject. It also shows that the learner
has belief in the teacher.
On the other side, the children who have no confidence in their teachers; always feel shy and hesitant to
ask questions or ask irrelevant questions. This causes an obstruction in the learning behaviour of the child.
Teachers are also human beings who work (worship) in the systematized environment of the school. It is
only the teacher in the classroom who motivates the child to explore the inner and outer world with new ideas
and thoughts. A teacher is a resource person who gives power to the child by transferring knowledge in the
ignited minds so that the child sees and analyses the realities through his/her own senses. A teacher is a friend,
philosopher, guide and guard of the children.
AK Sharma
Principal,
Prabhu Dayal Public School, Delhi
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Cce…. Not a simple evaluation, but a pathfinder
We have to make everyone aware that the endeavour of CBSE to upgrade the status of education is not
only to be appreciated, but to be spread among the educationists. CCE helps the teachers to understand the inner
hidden qualities of children. Through the continuous assessments, teachers prepare update study about the strength
and weakness of the child and give support and encouragement to him/her as required.
It is always the commitment of the teacher which gives a complete picture to the students. They should
spend more time with the children. The teacher should always try to give group projects as Formative Assessments
which will boost their children’s motivation.
“If you can understand a child, hundreds will understand you”. CCE gives the teacher a number of chances
to understand their students in a better way. They should think and move beyond the utmost bound of human
thought and achieve the impossible. This could be done very easily if the teacher is devoted. CCE helps the
children to develop their own creative thinking.
I do have great faith in all the activities undertaken by CBSE and wish more steps will be taken through
interaction with Principals and teachers who can give CBSE examples and suggestions.
Biju Madathil
Principal,
Smt. DGA Memorial School, Nandurbar, Maharashtra

Feel it like a teacher
‘Teacher’, this word has a different meaning for all of us in India compared to people living in other countries.
Several works of literature glorify the piousness and importance of a teacher. There are so many incidents related
to teacher- pupil relationship that even a person who has never went to school can tell you this.
Teachers were not ordinary people in those days and they are not ordinary people even now. You do not
believe in yourself and the authority. Whenever you go to your class, always think yourself the luckiest person in
this pious, sacred and most respected profession. But at the same time you have to develop your personality, your
wisdom, your character up to a level that, this divine profession demands. Each and every activity of yours should
be exemplary as it is minutely watched and imitated by your students directly or indirectly. The personality of a
teacher must be unique. A teacher should display the same attributes that he wants to inculcate among his/her
students. The intellectual, moral, social, physical and spiritual development of our students can be possible only
if we demonstrate the same attributes in our personality. Now we cannot survive by just giving the example of
our past heroes to make our students patriot, brave, honest, social, spiritual, intellectual etc. for this, we have to
be the heroes or role models of our students by setting practical examples before of them rather than by giving
theoretical examples.
Aman Kumar Kanwar
Principal
Aadesh International School, Hoshiarpur, Punjab
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The Basis of School Excellence
The basic common assumption that I start my article with is that, each and every school basically wants to
do the best to educate each and every child. It wants to do the best to provide opportunities for teacher excellence,
have a participative democratic way of making policies and running schools that involves management, teachers,
students and parents.
When I sat down to out principles on which the school education today should be based, the most important
stakeholder of any school that comes to my mind are the students. I think in the heat and race to be the number
one schools in terms of revenues, results, marks grades etc., the essence of schools has been lost to some extent.
Schools, as I perceive, were started 2 or 3 centuries or maybe even earlier with the sole idea to educate children.
This, I think should be the basis of any school today.
Yes, everything else is important as well but a school is to educate children. And when we say educate,
it means they should be able to read, write and speak the languages that are important for their livelihood and
survival. They should be able to logically do the Mathematics and understand scientific thinking. They should be
aware of their Geography and culture and finally they should be healthy, fit and physically active.
Now keeping this perspective in mind and assuming that we do not kind of waver from the above points,
we need to work out principles that each school should be based on to achieve the above.
Kiranjit Singh Pannu,
Associate Director and Principal
MAEER’s MIT Pune’s Vishwashanti Gurkul Schools , Pune

Learning is not an accident, a ‘fun’ with engagement of both the learner and the learned
In my opinion, as an educator, it is important to think to what extent are we aware of the requirements,
the feelings, the visions and goals of the learners, whom we interact with. Learning has no place for
‘exclusivism’ in the interactive age. We have to continually create an environment/opportunity whereby
our schools become laboratories of learning- listening and reflecting, caring and sharing, discussing and
debating, dramatizing and playing, scripting and directing, creating and displaying - and a concern for love,
empathy and humanism.
Learning happens where the learner is engaged fully in the process of thinking, observing, doing,
watching, experiencing, sharing, caring, coordinating, cooperating, acting, participating, motivating, engaging
and listening; certainly not, by teaching, lecturing, assigning a work or examining the memory. It is the
‘self ’ that should motivate a learner to be curious about their problems, doubts, confusion, thirst, interest,
anxiety, curiosity etc., So it is the duty of the tutor, instructor, facilitator, guide to enthuse the curiosity of
the learner.
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The teaching community should create ample opportunities as felicitator and guide rather than a teacher
to the student to think and share for developing skills and appear confident, with weaving stories, dance forms,
skits, dramas, music etc. and thereby demonstrate their theoretical knowledge. It is evident from the extraordinary
participation of students that the implementation of active CCE classroom left no chance for any child to be
isolated. Moreover, it also motivates the students and enable them to observe, understand and learn by themselves
each and every minute details of a lesson.
Every child is unique in this adventure of learning. So we should hire only those teachers who are committed
to the development of the whole child. It is the duty of all stake holders to create an environment where students
are not competing with each other, but themselves by constantly raising their expectation and successfully achieving
those clear targets. This makes them not only highly “individual driven” but also sensitive and empathetic to other’s
failures, a very important factor which shapes them into fine human beings.
Experience reveals that technology and the learning must be woven closely in practice.
V. R. Jayaprasad
Principal,
Dr. NKMMMES, Central School, Malapuram, Kerala

Teachers' Voices-Heard - Unheard
The dream begins with a teacher who believes in you, who tugs and pushes and leads you to the next plateau,
sometimes poking you with a sharp stick called "truth” to understand the world and to understand yourself. A
good education consists of much more than useful facts and marketable skills.
Education in India is facing great challenges, especially with regard to curriculum development.
Teachers are principle role-players in the process of addressing these challenges. The question is: Are they
allowed to participate in the process and if they do participate, what is the nature of their involvement? An
attempt is made to contribute to this discourse by focusing on what is meant by teacher involvement in
brief, the possible viewpoints regarding this concept and the real nature and extent of possible involvement
within a specific Indian context.
Teachers are partners in the process of curriculum change. There should therefore be an opportunity for
their "voices" to be heard before the actual implementation. In other words, they should be given the opportunity
to make an input during the initial curriculum development processes.
The present day modern society has left behind the old axiom that a teacher is to be worshipped and praised
like GOD. Changes and modernization have meant changes in all our relationships.
Don’t expect a teacher to spend unreasonable amounts of time with your child. Try to put yourself in the
teacher’s position —an elementary educator may have 25 students, each one different and needing individual
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attention or a high school teacher may instruct over 200 students across several class periods. Imagine what it
must be like to have that many students needing your attention.
The managements and government are no better. A teacher is expected to bring results, train winners but
is paid the lowest wages. Isn’t it sad that in a culture where a teacher is next to God we are ignoring their voices
and sentiments? The entire education system can be changed for the better if teachers who are actively involved in
the process of teaching are consulted when framing new laws. If teachers are answerable for any neglect shouldn’t
parents also be held accountable for neglect of their child and in failing to carry out their responsibilities properly?
The change in this situation will not happen overnight or because of change in an individual. It has to be a collective
effort by all involved in the education of a nation.
Asha Kumar
Principal
Delhi Public School, Jalandhar, Punjab

Teachers' Voices-Heard - Unheard
Teachers are the principle role- players in the curriculum development. The meaning of teacher involvement
in curriculum development is that the teacher as an educator can participate in the development of curriculum at
various levels. This could vary from participation in the class room to doing work on learning areas and in subject
committees, at national, provincial and even school levels.
It’s the teachers who have to apply the curriculum in the classroom and have a better understanding of
the feasibility. Teachers are the ones who have to implement the curriculum and have the experience and are in
contact with the learners; therefore it can be more advantageous for the teacher to be given an opportunity to
participate in curriculum development outside the classroom.
In short, we can say that Teacher participation can bring positive results so that purposeful strategies
must be developed in order to integrate the issues of teacher participation and teachers’ professional growth
effectively. Teachers do not wish to be viewed as mere ‘recipients’ who are to implement the curriculum in the
class-room------- they expect to be included in the initial process of meaningful decision-making where their
“voices will be heard”.
Mrs. Susheel Rangi
Principal,
Supreme Sr. Sec. School, Jind, Haryana
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What Teachers say…
Teachers are the beacons and guiding forces of society. They play a pivotal role in shaping the future of the
country by building the character of their students, the future citizens, who later shoulder the responsibilities
of running the country. But their voices are never heard. Some of the ailments are: (i) Lack of proper
Environment, (ii) Dearth of well-trained teachers, (iii) Unnecessary Burden on students, and (iv) Defective
Teaching Methods.
The ideas of revolutionary education and its teaching methods are not the products of non-teachers.
These are the ideas of thinking and problem-solving minds of those educators who have raised their voices in
the past.
Monalisa Sethi
TGT- (English)
O.P. Jindal School, Angul, Odisha

Life Skills – Believe in yourself
'Believe in yourself ' is the first and very important life skill which leads a person through the path of
success. If a person believes in himself that he can do any act then his belief in himself leads him to the situation
of half done now he has to cover the half way by his dedication, commitment and hard work for the completion
of that act.
All of us work in two ways one by thought and the other by action. There must be complete harmony between
the work done by thoughts and the work done by action then only the desired result can be achieved because in
such a condition the total energy is working in the same direction. If there is complete harmony between thoughts
and action anything can be achieved.
Nowadays, CBSE Board is following Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) pattern which
lays emphasis on the various activities. These activities boost the confidence level of the students which enable
them to face the different challenges of life and to express their thoughts and knowledge in a sound way.
“See yourself as a winner, if you want to perform as a winner”. In this statement the meaning of see yourself
as a winner is to believe in yourself that you are the winner. Say to yourself that you are the winner and prepare
to be a winner with best of your ability and if yourself as a winner how others will say you as a winner?
Ask all the students to do an experiment that just after they getup in the morning stand in front of the
mirror, See their face in the mirror and say to themselves that “I am the best” and repeat three times after that
while getting ready for the school for them to feel that “I am the best” and work honestly to become the best.
Gradually the performance of the students will become improve.
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This process is slow but sure if you are working on it honestly with total dedication and commitment.
Ms. Menu Singh
TGT (English)
Step By Step Public School, Alwar, Rajasthan

Teachers and parents, don’t blame children!
Even though teachers and parents share equal responsibility for the development of all domains today,
enormous pressure is being exerted on the teachers. Numerous responsibilities are thrust and heaped on the
teachers. Teachers have to take care of their children. supervise their activities on and off the campus, discover
development or digression in them, teach them to learn their lessons and what not! The list unimaginably keeps
on growing bigger and bigger day by day.
However, both share responsibility in all domains of development which comprise of the physical, motor,
cognitive, language, socio-emotional and creative skills. But at times, teachers blame parents, parents blame teachers.
Let’s stop shifting-blame game once and for all now! Parents supervise the activities of the children at home and
teachers do the same school and even keep themselves abreast of the children’s activities at home.
In fact, grooming children is equivalent to grooming a tree. Both require enormous patience, love and care,
pruning and nurturing. Scolding or punishment or employing harsher methods and stringent ways will only make
them more stubborn, sullen and aggressive.
Moreover, every child is influenced by the environment s/he lives in. If a child grows in a loving and caring
atmosphere, s/he is more loving, affectionate and polite. And someone, growing in a hostile environment, learns
to be hostile, rude, quarrelsome and aggressive. It’s the duty of the parents and teachers to inculcate values in the
children, by being a model.
Today, the parents duty does not end at home nor is a teacher’s job merely imparting knowledge, but
relentlessly and jointly working and preparing for the all- round development of the children. So an enormous
task is awaiting us! Let’s mould ourselves to gear up for moulding the young minds!
Backiyaraj. T,
PGT (English)
ONGC Public School, Karaikal, Puducherry


f'k{kd dh vkokt & lquh&vulquh
oks f'k{kd gh D;k ftldh ckrsa vulquh jg tk;s D;ksafd f'k{kd u dsoy fo|kFkhZ ds Hkhrj dk nsoRo txkrk gS
cfYd ogh mls loZnk ln~O;ogkjFkZ izsfjr Hkh djrk gS ij ;g dsoy fl)kar dh gh ckr jg x;h gSA O;ogkj esa ;fn ,slk
gksrk rks D;k vkt bruh vuq'kklughurk loZ= fojkteku gksrh\
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D;k blds fy, gekjk vkt dk ifjos'k ,oa f'k{kd mÙkjnk;h ugha ftlesa fo|ky; dk lsok iznkrk laLFkk gks x;k
gS vkSj f'k{kd dke ds cks> dk ekjk ^cspkjk* tks ;su dsu izdkjs.k viuk nkf;Ro iwjk dj NqV~Vh ik ysrk gSA ;g ,d
czãlR; gS fd ;fn f'k{kd ,d xfreku fo'odks"k gS] fLer gkl ds fy, izsj.kk dk lzksr gS rks dksbZ Hkh mlds le{k
ve;kZfnr O;ogkj ugha dj ldrkA fQj cPps rks Hkwyo'k ;k u, vuqHko ikus ds fy, xyfr;ka djrs gSaA ;fn mUgsa pfj=]
vuq'kklu] ln~opu ,oa rkfdZd fparu dk egRo le>k fn;k tk, vkSj lkeus bu okD;ksa dk ewfrZear Lo:i f'k{kd Lo;a
[kM+k gks rks D;k rc Hkh fdlh foJ`a[ky O;ogkj dk dk;kZUo;u 'ks"k jgsxk\ dnkfi ughaA
,d laLÑr f'k{kd ;fn l`f"V mRifr dh foospuk ds le; fcxcSax fl)kar ij Hkh izdk'k Mkys vkSj xf.kr f'k{kd
bafXy'k Hkk"kk dh =qfV;ka fudkys rks Kku dh xgurk dk ifjp; cPpksa ls vo'; gksxk vkSj f'k{kd dk izR;sd okD;
czãokD; ln`'k fy;k tk;sxaA
bl fo'ks"kkf/kdkj ds fy, dqN vfrfjDr xgu v/;;u vko';d gksxkA
dsoy ,d fo"k; fo'ks"k dh gh tkudkjh j[kuk ,dkaxh O;fDrRo dk gh fuekZ.k djsxkA dsUæh; ek/;fed f'k{kk
ifj"kn us ewY;kadu ds ftrus fofo/k vk;ke fu/kkZfjr fd;s gSa mudksa iwjk djus ds fy, Hkh vc cgqvk;keh O;fDrRo ,oe~
fofo/k fo"k;ksa dk Kku vko';d gksxkA
fdlh dh tsc esa ;fn ghjk gks rks og vUreZu esa gh vkufUnr gksrk gqvk 'kkar gks tk,xk u fd fdlh izdkj dh
vuq'kklughurk djsxkA Bhd blh rdZ ij ;fn cPpksa dks ln~pfj= ,oa ln~O;ogkj dk egRo le>k fn;k tk;s rks bl
ghjs dks ikus ,oa laHkkydj j[kus esa Nk= Lo;a iz;Ru'khy jgsxkA
bejku ijost+
Vh-th-Vh- ¼laLÑr½
vks-ih- ftany Ldwy ¼vaxqy½

Should a Teacher Speak the Truth?
Every teacher wants to work happily and peacefully when s/he joins in an institution. When s/he starts
feeling that the institution has some restrictions upon him/her and s/he is not able to do even the good things or
the things to develop himself/herself then s/he plans for fulfilling these anyhow. But an educational institution
must not be like that. The Head must understand both the teacher’s personal development and institutional
development. S/he must be brave enough to face the situation by facing the truth, only then the teacher can be
truthful. The management should take the right decision in every situation.
Harekrushna Behera,
TGT (Social Science)
Chinmaya Vidyalaya, NTPC, Unchahar, Uttar Pradesh
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Teacher’s Voice….. Heard Unheard
A teacher in modern times is so engrossed in following the curriculum that s/he misses out on the important
mission that they set out to achieve when they started. Sometimes when we just look back, we do feel a sense of
responsibility towards the generation which is going to shape the future of our country. I was compelled to think
of our country, our heritage and our culture which produced great people, who were instrumental in changing the
destiny of the world. I have asked myself again and again- What was it that produced such men and women? Why
don’t such people exist nowadays? It made me think about myself and the education system I have been through.
And it made me think about the education system prevalent in our country since ages and something which we
many have not really carried forward.
Beating the competition and racing ahead are the ‘buzz words’. The concept of understanding the subject
deeply and mastering it through innovations is somehow missing. Above all the concept, of ‘Guru – Shishyaparampara’
is on a decline as nobody is really interested in developing himself/herself spiritually, for their own betterment,
as most probably they haven’t been guided so far.
Being a teacher, I would like to contribute as much as possible in making the students delve deep into
their curriculum, teach them in a way that they are able to comprehend the facts, and above all teach them that
in every lesson learnt it's essential not to forget the basics, i.e. respect for individuals, love /affection for all, and
above all, contributing to the country by being respectful citizens are something that have to be imbibed and
passed on from generation to generation.
Lopamudra Chakraborty
PRT (English)
DAV Public School, Gurgaon, Haryana

Teacher’s Voice - in the Classroom
Imagine the typical classroom situation when a teacher enters the class and says calmly, “Take out your
Computer Science book and open to page 56”.
Louder now, “I said, take out your computer science book and open to page 56’.
Yelling, “ TAKE OUT YOUR COMPUTER SCIENCE BOOK NOW!”
And just like that he/she is stressed and frustrated.
Teacher’s voice is heard by some and unheard by others.
Of course establishing proper classroom discipline is the #1 key to a successful class management but
strictness by teacher usually ends up with students disrespecting and disobeying the teacher.
We must strive to create a positive tone. The most important factor in student behavior and his/her performance
is the teacher/student relationship. Students listen to the teachers who respect them and care about them.
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Lecturing all the time becomes monotonous and students lose interest.
Keep the topic short and simple as students have a short attention span and they tend to forget easily.
Questioning keep students on their toes, paying attention and involving them in the learning process by getting
their opinions and feedback is important . We must listen to them.
Why is the student misbehaving? There is always a reason. Do you know what the reason is? Getting
attention? Those seeking attention need to receive attention - catch them doing something good. Recognize it!
Encouragement goes a long way. Motivating students is key to driving them to define and achieve their
future dreams and goals.
In my view, the teacher’s role is more of a facilitator, who does little other than initiate group process. Involve
students in activities, e.g., make groups and have each group present their solution to a given problem. After
each presentation, have group discussions, making sure to highlight key points and inviting other participants to
contribute their ideas.
We can change our teaching style from chalk and talk, to a more interactive one, e.g., to explain a topic in
life science, hands on experiments should be done or take them for field trips to explain a Social Science topic.
Students would be able to relate themselves with real life situations by doing these activities. Going beyond the
books, will definitely catch their attention.
Last but not the least, if the teacher wants her voice to be heard she has to come down to student’s level
and have a sense of humor because adding humor in the classroom is a nice change and relieves stress.
All we want is to create a very positive, caring and of course, a learning environment, where our students
feel safe, secure and happy.
The teachers who are listened to are the ones who connect themselves to their students, their students to each other,
and everyone to the subject being studied.
Babita Mahajan
Pgt (Computer Science)
Veda Vyasadav, Vikaspuri, New Delhi

Respect for Teachers
We often say “Those were the best days” or” The past is much better than present" or “In our times, conditions
were much better".
Parents have become very active these days. They expect the best for their child, especially in education. They
give so much time and thought in selecting the best school. Once admitted in school, they continue to monitor
the child’s progress. This behaviour is very apparent in present generation of young parents and I appreciate this
new generation of Smart Parents very much. They expect the school to teach their child how to read, write, behave,
speak fluent English, learn moral values, good manners, good eating habits and ultimately excel in academics as
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well as Co-curricular activities. It is indeed what an ideal school should do. Ideal teacher should ensure that all
this is developed in the child and should only love and care like a loving mother.
I remember when I was young and I complained about one of my teachers. My father scolded me back.
He used to give respect to each of my teachers, although he never knew which teacher taught which subject.
Though he knew little about what went on in our school but one thing he never failed to remember and made
us also never forget that the teacher is the epitome of respect. But today, I often see young parents of my age
talk very disrespectfully about the teachers of their children in front of them. If they have any complaint against
a teacher, they should talk to the teacher or higher authority to resolve the matter like an educated person. We
should never criticize teachers in front of children. A teacher genuinely wishes the best for the child. If she is
strict that is also because she cares and wants the child to learn good things. No amount of money can buy true
love, care and true education. I hope the next generation of parents realizes this and revive the philosophy of
respect in education system and teachers or else they may succeed in controlling the teachers but they might lose
control on their child.
Timsi Rai
Headmistress
Advanced Academy School, Indore, Madhya Pradesh

Think – Is it so?
India is a country where teachers enjoy a great place even above GOD. We have heard about many
teachers like Dronacharya, C.V. Raman, Radhakrishnan, Ravindranath Tagore etc., who are still remembered and
worshipped. In ancient times teacher’s role was limited to classroom. Teachers were controlled by supervisors’ and
were not involved in the curriculum decisions, instructional decisions and accountability measures. Soon need was
felt the that the change won’t happen if the voices, experiences and knowledge of teachers are not be used and no
positive and meaningful learning occurs through mere telling facts, figures and objective abstractions but through
dialogues. In the 21st century the need for e-learning was felt and throughout the century, it was a debatable only
a question that “Can a teacher be replaced by a computer?”.
So what should be done? The need of the hour is to produce emotional, values conscious, ethical citizens. For
that the place of the teachers is important. There should be proper mingling of technology and human resources.
The teacher can recognize the talents of their students, sharpen them to discard selfishness, and narrowness of
outlook. More emphasis should be given to Indian culture and tradition. Change won’t happen by telling teachers
what to do in the classroom, rather teachers should be invited into the problem solving effort.
Mrs. Rekha Kapoor
P.G.T. (English),
South Indian Cultural Association Sr. Sec. School, Indore, Madhya Pradesh
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What others say…
“Teaching is more than the activities defined within the classroom walls.”
Teachers should be more involved in the curriculum formation. Their perception is that, though they are
the subject and the learning area specialists but scant regard is given to their ‘voice’-they are only involved in the
implementation of the new curriculum.
The whole system in education is ‘top down’ phenomena-where teachers stand at the end as a mere recipients.
What I believe is that the voices of the teachers must not be ‘lost in the wildernesses’ but must be heard.
It has been seen that most educators are not a part of the decision making process. Teachers are just
informed and trained. Understanding of the new design during the formative stage can help the teacher gain
a greater understanding of the envisaged change. The need of the hour is a greater degree of participation and
access to decision making process.
Teachers should be invited to be a part of the designing, planning, dissemination and implementation. They
will understand the aspect better and it will definitely become easier for the teacher to implement the design.
The restricted role of the teacher indicates that her domain is only workable in the classroom and the students.
Without the involvement of teachers the curriculum becomes an imposed curriculum.
In case teachers are a part of the development of the curriculum, I feel teachers will accept ownership of the
development of the curriculum. Direct prior consultation and situation analysis should be a part of any curriculum
determination, so that teachers take ownership in a more significant way.
In case the voice of the teacher's are heard, this will undeniably enhance the quality of education. This
will simultaneously pave a path for nurturing the personal and professional growth of the teacher. Teachers must
be given an opportunity to grow and contribute to innovativeness in education. Teachers should not be at the
receiving end alone but be allowed to contribute towards the designing. The officials will also get a train of teachers
supporting the initiatives begun by them. Teachers should be made a part of the initial process of meaningful
decision-making where ‘voices are heard.’
Mamta Banerjee
Coordinator
D.A.V. Public School, Bhubaneswar


A teacher “must be a committed man, committed to
faith in the future of man, in the future of humanity, in the
future of the country and the world.”
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News from Schools

A Rare Honour, a Red Letter Day
Bhavan's Vidya Mandir, Girinagar
Former President Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam visits
Bhavan’s Vidya Mandir, Girinagar, Kochi.
It was a day of exultation and euphoria for
the 2000 children and 100 staff members of BVM
Girinagar, Kochi, when Former President Dr. A.P.J.
Abdul Kalam visited the school on 7 September
2012. Dr. Kalam was accorded a traditional red carpet
welcome amidst much fanfare and gaiety. Justice
Padmanabhan Nair, Chairman, BVB Kochi Kendra
adorned the Former President with a shawl. Principal
Nirmala Venkateshwaran welcomed the Former
president and also briefed everyone about the legacy
of the school, its humble beginnings since its inception
in 1985 to the quantum leap to become the forerunner
of constructive changes in education, having won the
International School Award Instituted by the British
Council, the Best School Award instituted by Shikshan
Bharati, the educational wing of BVB and the Jindal
Award for the Best Student and Teacher.
In an interactive session with pupils, the
“Children's President” exhorted them to become unique
youth. “To be unique, one has to aim big. Before the
age of 20, one should acquire knowledge and work
hard with perseverance”. He encouraged each one to
become a page in human history with their unique
contributions after citing great contributions made by
Edison, Madam Curie etc.
34

Glimpses of Former President Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s visit to
Bhavan’s Vidya Mandir, Girinagar
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Having breathed new vision and mission, he
enlivened the environmental initiative by planting a
sapling.

International Students Exchange Program of
Bharati Vidyapeeth Eng. Med. High School, Pune
and Gymnasium Lindlar School, Germany
The Fourth International Students Exchange
Program between Bharati Vidyapeeth’s English
Medium School, Dhankawdi, Pune, Maharashtra
branch and Gymnasium Lindlar School, Germany was
held during 14 June to 7 July 2012.
The topic of study was “Health Environment and
Wellbeing”. Related to this the students visited Arcerol
Mittal Steel Industry in Duisburg to observe and study
the various safety measures taken for the protection of
the factory employees. They also had a two hour tour
on the cruise harbor on the Rhine River.
The visit also included a 3 day tour to Davos and
Zurich in Switzerland where the students learnt about
mountain rescue system of the skiers’. An interactive
lecture and discussion on “Well Being” was held at the
Zurich University.
The tour included a visit to A/V Lang factory,
Metabolone-the best example of best out of waste-a
mountain of waste turned to a recreational spot, lands
Chaftspark-Steel Industry, besides various workshops
on art, theater, first aid etc.
The students also participated in the classroom
discussions and experience the teaching-learning
process.
The students were also a part of Gymnasium
Lindlar School Germany’s Annual Sports Day and the
Annual Musical Concert, where they also participated.
There were many more activities like family outings,
forest tours, cycling motorbike riding, go-cart riding,
group cooking, public viewing of football matches,
besides an après conference, interview by the Germany’s
local Radio Channel ‘s radio jockey etc. etc…
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The students of Bharti Vidyapeeth English Medium High School, Pune
visited Germany under International Exchange Programme

5 boys and 5 girls along with a school teacher a
lecturer of Bharati Vidyapeeth’s Environment College
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and Research Center were the participants. The students
were hosted by 10 different German families and the
teachers were posted in a guest house.
The next exchange program is scheduled in India
in September 2013.

SRIJAN- Where Art Sweeps People off their Feet!
Aditya Birla Public School, Kharach

New inclusions this year are Hobby Club that
displayed Quilling Art, Decorative Diyas, Cross-stitch
pieces, Fabric flowers and ceramic art. Canvas Painting
and decorative knick-knacks also formed the mainstay
of the exhibition. Visitors ensured that the sales touched
Rs 35,000/-.
The efforts of Mrs. Vandana Bhadoria, Ms.
Anima Das and the Art and Craft Department were
the backbone of the event.

Music Conclave
Delhi Public School, Varanasi
It was a proud occasion when Delhi Public
School, Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh hosted a Music
Conclave on 28 and 29 of July 2012. The idea was
conceived by the renowned vocalist Ms. Shubha
Mudgal and well acclaimed tabla player Dr. Aneesh
Pradhan, Directors of Underscore Records Pvt. Ltd.
The entrance to srijan- an art and craft exhibition

Donning the look of a castle and royal guards
“Srijan” in its 3rd consecutive year looked ethereal. The
Aditya Birla Public School, Kharach, Bharuch District,
Gujarat has been a keen enthusiast in supporting
entrepreneurship and the Art and Craft Exhibition is a
giant step in this vision. This year’s exhibition showcased
the talent of 422 students. The Executive President of
Birla Cellulosic-Mr. Sunay Kamat and other dignitaries
were welcomed by the Principal, Mr. Sunil Kumar and
the Vice Principal, Mrs. Kiran Patel.

Visitors appreciating SRIJAN- the art and craft exhibition of
Aditya Birla Public School, Kharach
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Ms. Shobha Mudgal renowned vocalist and others during the Music
Conclave at DPS, Varanasi
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The theme of the conclave being 'Music Education
in School Curriculum' attracted the attention of many
educators with about 15 Principals of different schools
of Varanasi and other cities present with their HOD’s
of Music. Their aim was to enhance the importance of
music in the present CBSE curriculum. It was the first
step to draw up a syllabus and to evolve a pedagogy for
music and also to decide a universally accepted syllabus
for the teacher’s training programme The emphasis was
on the implementation of music in curriculum with its
due weightage. Decisions were also taken to improve
its vocational value.

year, the school explored the vast continent of ‘Latin
America’, imbibing lessons from their History and
Geography, Science and Technology, their attempts
at discovering alternate sources of energy, their flora
and fauna, their art and architecture, literature and
music, their politics of discovery and dictatorship,
their strides in sports.

The Pre-Primary kids of The Indian School, New Delhi performing
at the Annual Day Function

A group performance during ‘Swaranajali’

Under the ages of DPS society and DPS Varanasi
Swaranjali, an Inter DPS Vocal Music festival zone
III was also organized on 4 August 2012 wherein 10
teams participated. The participating teams were DPS
Agra, DPS Eldeco (Lucknow), DPS Kalyanpur, DPS
Kashi, DPS Meerut, DPS Muradabad, DPS Mathura,
DPS Ranipur, DPS Gwalior and the host team DPS
Varanasi. DPS Varanasi bagged the first prize in the
group song and third prize in solo singing.

Each class showcased a story which either had a
moral or gave important knowledge about the origin of
coffee and cocoa. The children performed brilliantly and
confidently. The end surmised the hard work, planning,
dedication and love, shone through in every aspect and
the appreciation flowing in from all those who attended.
Ms. Capaya Rodriguez, Minister Counselor for the
Embassy VENEZUELA, appreciated the performance
and arrangements of the ambience.

'Myths and Legends of Latin America'
The Indian School, New Delhi
The Pre- Primary department of The Indian
School, New Delhi hosted their annual day function
“Myths and Legends of Latin America” on 13
October 2012 in the school’s Foundation Hall. This

October-December 2012

The audience enjoying the presentations
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TARAMANDAL - Initiation in to Practical Education
D.A.V. Public School, Faridabad

LMC Mr. J. K. Kapoor, as they inaugurated and
presented the TARAMANDAL to the pupils.

Fruit Day Celebration
Victor Convent H. S. School, Morena, M.P.
Tile: - Fruit Day Celebration.
Class Nursery to II
Oh! Oh! don’t get carried away ……

The entrance to 'taramandal'

Under the guidance of the Principal, Mrs.
Neelam Gandhi, the school inaugurated its very own
PLANETARIUM, the very first of its kind in the
NCR on 26 October 2012, in the school premises. It
is a step in practical education to provide a platform
to students from Pre-Primary to Senior Secondary
levels. The planetarium is well equipped with the
latest technology in light control that vividly provides
first-hand knowledge about the concepts related
to universe like the Solar System, types of stars,
constellations, eclipses and innovations by NASA
and ISRO.

This was just the clipping for the “Fruit Day
Celebration” that the students enjoyed. It was really
a wonderful celebration because the small tinkling
buddies of the school were dressed in various varieties
of fruits such as mango, orange, apple, pineapple,
strawberry, litchi etc. The main aim was to create interest
and develop a taste for different fruit. All types of fruits
like apple, grapes, guava, orange, chickoo, banana were
also tasted by the students.

The kids dressed as various fruits during the Fruit Day Celebration

Beyond Two plus Two
Bosco Public School, Paschim Vihar, Delhi

‘Taramandal’ – the Planetarium at DAV Public School, Faridabad

This effort of the school was inspired by the
presence of Chairman Justice R. N. Mittal, Manager,
Dr. R. M. Bhardwaj and Senior Member of School
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“I remember once going to see him when he was lying
ill at Putney. I had ridden in taxi cab number 1729 and
remarked that the number seemed to me rather a dull one,
and that I hoped it was not an unfavourable omen. 'No,'
he replied, 'it is a very interesting number; it is the smallest
number expressible as the sum of two cubes in two different
ways.'” 
- G. H. Hardy

Teachers’ Voices- Heard and Unheard

reimbursed all that exercise. The school’s Mathematics
department put unstinted effort to compile the
exhibition with various interesting and mind boggling
games tickling everyone’s minds. Students also painted
T-shirts and decorated the entire T.T Hall. The
Manager Mr. Rajiv Duggal and Principal, Mrs. Rupam
Sah appreciated the students for their exhibits.

International Dance Carnival & Rocketry Model
Workshop at Greenwood Public School, Gwalior
An exhibition on Mathematics is being appreciated by the visitors

G. H. Hardy is considered as the great English
Mathematician who is known for his achievements
in number theory and mathematical analysis. In an
interview by Paul Erdos, when Hardy was asked
what his greatest contribution to Mathematics was,
Hardy unhesitatingly replied that it was the discovery
of Ramanujan. Srinivasa Ramanujan was an Indian
Mathematician and autodidact who, with almost
no formal training in pure Mathematics, made
extraordinary contributions to Mathematical analysis,
number theory, infinite series and continued fractions.
For this pride of India, it was declared that 2012 would
be celebrated as the National Year of Mathematics in
his honour.
Bosco Public School, Paschim Vihar, New
Delhi celebrated the ‘National Year of Mathematics’.
The school was decorated in such a way that every
brick seemed to scream something or the other about
the subject. As anyone would walk down the corridor,
various facts, figures and quotes about Mathematics
were displayed. In the T. T. Hall, an exhibition based
on the subject was organised. The Exhibition was
inaugurated by Dr. G.S. Tuteja, Dean Student Welfare,
Delhi University and a Professor of Mathematics in
Zakir Husain College. All the models and charts on
display gave very useful information about the topic.
Active and enthusiastic volunteers were spotted running
here to there guiding and instructing people about
the exhibition. The satisfaction and contentment that
were on the people’s face as they left the exhibition,
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The six-day International Festival of Dance
and Music, “Greenwood Udbhava Utsava - 2012”
was organized by us from 27 October to 31October
2012.

The International Dance Carnival being inaugurated

Around 1500 participants and passionate
lovers of dance from Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Ukraine,
Thailand, Indonesia, Russia, Japan, Jaipur, Delhi,
Ghaziabad, Baitul etc., and several local teams got a
platform to unleash their talents, musical melody and
exuberant dances.
The Greenwood School, Gwalior, Madhya
Pradesh hosted the “First Rockery Model Workshop”
for students of classes IX to XI on 3 and 4 September
2012. Around 20 schools from Gwalior and nearby
cities participated in this event. The workshop was
conducted by eminent scientists Dr. M.P. Deomurari
and Dr. Nancy from Vikram Sarabhai Community
Science Centre, Ahmedabad.
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provided an excellent opportunity to the students to
experience success and develop a sense of pride in their
accomplishment.

Annual Function
Delhi Public School, Rewari
The Annual Function was celebrated by Delhi
Public School, Rewari, Haryana on 4 November
2012.

An little dancer performing at the International Dance Carnival

It covered -theory and practical knowledge
about how to design a Model Rocket. Basic theory
about Newton’s laws of motion and gravitation,
distance, velocity momentum and aerodynamic force.
Understanding of stability, launching and recovery
for the model rocket, safety code to be followed
during fabrication and launching of model rocket
and theoretical aspects about PSLV and GSLV were
explained too.

The students programme which mesmerized
the audience. The audience was captivated by the kids
showcasing the English play ‘Pied Piper’. The delightful
presentation depicting the ‘Bond of Fraternity’
wooed the audience with it sensational and rhythmic
movements. ‘Padharo Mahray Desh’ was the highlight
of the day’s programme. The day was also observed
as felicitation day for the meritorious and talented
students.

The blooming kids during Delhi Public School, Rewari Annual Function

Is it a pre-launch of a Rocket?

Diwali and Childrens' Day Celebrations
Homerton Grammar School, Faridabad

The main thrust of the workshop was “Do it
yourself activity” with a scientific approach. Launching,
tracking time, measuring and recovery of the rocket

Diwali was celebrated with great pomp and show
at Homerton. Shri Ganpati Singh, Patron, attended
the function as Chief Guest and gave the blessing to
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the students on the occasions of Diwali and Childrens’
Day. Ganesh vandana, dances, songs, and fancy dress
competition made the show colourful. A beautiful
dance skit was presented in which modern Ramayana
was showcased, wherein the overall message of victory
of good over evil was given and it was showcased that
how only through good education one can get great
changes in the society.

ofj"B ukxfjdksa ds lkFk gkWeVZu xzkej ds Nk=ksa
us ,lksfl,'ku QkWj oSyQs;j vkWQ gSUMhdSIM ds vksYM
,t gkse esa] mudksa [kq'k j[kus ds fy, viuk fnu
fcrk;kA

The dance skit mesmerized the audience

gkWeVZu xzkej Ldwy ds Nk= ofj"B ukxfjdksa ds lkFk

The Social Responsibility club organized a
collection camp in the school where they collected and
gifted clothes, books, toys and eatables to an Orphanage
named Arya Kanya Sadan to celebrate Diwali with
them. The function was combined with Children’s Day
celebrations.

A vibrant dance performance during Diwali Celebrations
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varjkZ"Vªh; gkWeVZu fnol ij ofj"B ukxfjdksa
ds lkFk gkWeVZu Nk=ksa dk Lusg Hkjk fnu!!

Nk=ksa us mUgsa fcfLdV f[kyk,] Qy&Qwy p<+k,
vkSj mUgsa izlUu j[kus ds fy, ukps&xk,A Nk=ksa us
viuk lEeku iznf'kZr djrs gq, viuh fny dh ckrsa
dgha vkSj lHkh o`)tuksa ls vk'khokZn fy;kA ofj"B
ukxfjdksa us Nk=ksa ds iz;kl dh ljkguk djrs gq, mUgsa
thou esa lUekxZ ij pyus dk lans'k fn;kA o`)tuksa
us vius thou ds vuqHko Nk=ksa ds chp ckaVsA
dk;Z Ø e ds }kjk cPpks a dks o` ) tuks a dk
egRo] mudh lekt esa vko';drk vkSj muds fy,
lsok&lEeku dh Hkkouk j[kuk fl[kk;k x;kA lHkh
vuqHko izkIr Nk=ksa us vius fopkj vlsEcyh esa vU;
Nk=ksa dks lquk, crk,] ftlls nwljksa dks Hkh izsj.kk
feysA vksYM ,t gkse esa o`)ksa dh c<+rh la[;k cnyrs
lkekftd laLdkjksa dk lcc gS] ftl ij /;ku nsuk
vko';d gSA
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Visit to Air Force Station Hindon Sugni Devi Arya
Girls Sr. Sec. School, Kurukshetra
Forty Science group students of Sugni Devi Arya
Girls Sr. Sec. School, Ladwa, Kurukshetra, Haryana
witnessed a full dress rehearsal for the 80th Air Force
Day Parade on 8 October 2012, at Air Force Station,
Hindon, on 6 October 2012.
The purpose of this educational visit was to
motivate the girl students to join the Air Force as
officers.

The team was given instructions and guidance by
an Air Force officer, Mr. Chandan Jha. He informed the
students that IAF is planning to resurrect around six
vintage aircraft as a mark of respect to its predecessors
namely Wapiti, Howard and three other old aircrafts.
The students were spellbound by the showcase of
the indigenously-developed Airborne Early Warning
and Control Aircraft (AEW&C) along with the
Russian-origin Mi-17 V5 choppers in the static display
area.
The girls were informed that the aerial display
has been curtailed this year due to the grounding of
the Suryakiran Aerobatic Display Team (SKAT) as its
Kiran MKII aircrafts are now being used for imparting
training to rookie pilots.

The students and teachers of Sugni Devi Arya Girls School with
an Air Force Officer

The girls enjoyed the flight of the vintage aircraft
Tigermoth which was the main attraction at the Air
Force Day parade. The Tigermoth, which is the first of
the vintage squadron of the force, was a new addition
to the flying display team for the event. As soon as the
yellow-coloured aircraft took off, it was welcomed by
a thundering applause from the students.
The girls were very fascinated by para jumping
by Air Force Officers from a height of nearly 8000
feet. The breath-taking beautiful patterns made in the
sky by these personnel motivated the girls to join the
Air Force.
The students had also a chance to interact with
some women Air Force officers, students from other
schools and families of some air warriors.
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The Air Force officer interacting with the students

The students took keen interest in the other
aircrafts which took part in the aerial display included
the frontline Su-30MKI, Mirage 2000, Jaguar, MiG 21s
and the C-130J Super Hercules Transport aircraft.
The students were accompanied by the Principal,
Meenakshi Chhabra, Mr. Raj Kumar Garg, Treasurer,
Governing body, and some teachers.

Inter School Event "Resonance"
Ryan International School, Noida
Ryan International School, Noida, Uttar Pradesh
held it is Annual fest “Resonance”, an inter School
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Event on 7 November 2012. The event aimed at
exploring and encouraging the multifarious talents of
students saw the participants competing in show and
tell, poem recitation, artistic creation, quiz and street
play.

The Principal, Mrs. Anuradha Sharma insisted
that co-curricular activities asserted the spirit of
competition among students in a fruitful way and that
is what the school under the aegis of its Chairman Dr.
A.F. Pinto and Managing Director Madam Grace Pinto
has always believed in.

Annual School Show
St. Stephen's School, Togan

The pretty faces during the Inter School Event ‘Resonance’

165 students from 18 Schools from Delhi and
NCR participated wholeheartedly. Ryan International
School, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi won the overall
trophy while Ryan International School, Gr. Noida was
declared the runner up. The eminent Judges at the show
were Mrs. Monisha Gupta, Consultant Scholastic India,
Mrs. Ankita Rawat, Associate Editor, Primary Plus, Mr.
Raj Khurana, Mr. Akhilesh Ponde, Actor, Director, Mr.
Asif, an eminent Artist, Mr. Jagjeet Rana (cartoonist),
Dainik Jagran, Ms.Thanvi Bajaj, Ms. Meena Shankar,
Principal, Cuddle Kids Play School, Noida and Master
Arjun Vajpai, Mountaineer.

The School Choir rendering a melodious song at the Annual show

St. Stephen’s School, Togan, Chandigarh recently
staged its Annual School Show, where Mr. Gyanendra
Gupta, Deputy General Manager, State Bank of India,
was the Chief Guest of the function.

The amazing dance moves captivated one and all

A ‘Nukkad Natak’ being staged during the Annual Fest

October-December 2012

The Annual Function commenced with a Prayer
Song rendered by the School Choir while the inaugural
lamp was lit by Mr. Gupta. This was followed by a
captivating opening dance to the tune of the Tamil
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devotional song ‘Pulliyaar – Pulliyaar’ in praise of Lord
Ganesha.
The Junior School students presented a variety of
dance performances. While the English Skit was based
on the Environment and Mother Earth, the Hindi
Skit left the audience spellbound with its thoughtprovoking theme of female foeticide. The audience were
very appreciative of the powerful messages conveyed by
each of the skits.

Honorable President wished them luck for the future
and advised them to be focused in life and achieve
their goals.

Honourable President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee meeting students
of Vidya Bal Bhawan Mayur Vihar at Rashtrapati Bhawan, Delhi

The Skit

The various folk dances of India and the cowboy
dance in particular, gave a blend of Eastern and Western
cultures. The show ended with the irresistible beats of
the vibrant Bhangra. Over 600 students appeared on
stage who actively participated and made the function
an enjoyable experience for all, thus mesmerizing those
present on the occasion.

The School also celebrated the International
Day of the older person, with great enthusiasm. The
aim was to make students aware about the importance
of older people in our lives and how important is their
contribution for our physical and mental growth. A
seminar, skit and plays were organized by the students.
Through these plays they depicted the moral values,
tradition and culture, which we can only imbibe through
our elders. On this occasion, pre-primary students paid
tribute to their elders by dressing up like them.

Meeting with the Honourable President of India
Vidya Bal Bhawan Sr. Sec. School, Delhi
Students of Vidya Bal Bhawan Sr. Sec. School,
Mayur Vihar, Delhi were overwhelmed with joy
when they got the opportunity to meet Honorable
President of India, Shri Pranab Mukherjee at the
Rashtrapati Bhavan. It was a dream come true to walk
through the corridors of the “Rashtrapati Bhavan”. It
was a memorable moment for Kanika Sharma, Rozy,
Unnati, Gyanpreet who could meet him personally.
The Principal was also present on this occasion. The
students presented a bouquet and greeting card to him.
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The Pre-Primary kids dressed up as Freedom Fighters during
Gandhi Jayanti Celebration

The Principal, Dr. S. V. Sharma in his address
to the students and teachers emphasized that the way
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our parents take care of us, the same love and affection
should be reciprocated when they grow old. They are
the experienced solid pillars of the society and our wellwishers. Manager Dr. H. D. Sharma congratulated the
teachers and students and said that, “We can achieve
success in life only if we follow the path shown by our
elders”. The students also paid tribute to the ‘Father of
the Nation’ through a play depicting the values, tradition
and culture he wished in the young generation of his
‘Dream India’.

Nukkad Natak
Udgam School for Children, Thaltej, Ahmedabad
Udgam School for Children,Thaltej, Ahmedabad,
Gujarat organized a two-event on social awareness
activities. This included a rally, debate, wall painting,
street plays and poster-making. All the events were
based on the themes of Right to Information, Save
the Girl Child, Girls’ Education, Conservation of
Environment and Consumer Awareness.

they performed the play. It was specially appreciated
in municipal schools where children do not attend
classes regularly. In the course of performing the play,
the students also realized the importance of girls’
education.

Decade Celebration
Queen Mary's School, Rohini
Queen Mary’s School, Rohini, New Delhi
celebrated ten glorious years of its inception with a
cultural extravaganza titled “An Epoch of Excellence”
on 1 November 2012 at Talkatora Indoor Stadium This
event celebrated the vision to educate the girl child. It
was the celebration of a decade of empowering lives
and transforming the future.

A Decade of Excellence being celebrated by Queen Mary’s School,
New Delhi

Queen Mary’s School, Rohini created history
when Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam graced the school with
his presence.
Spreading awareness on Girls Education through ‘Nukkad Natak’

Students of Class VII prepared a street play on
‘Girls’ Education’ in Hindi stressing the need to educate
girls. The central character is a village girl ‘Jhumki’ who
is not sent to school by her parents because she is a
girl. The village Heads also conform to the view that
girls need not be educated. With the help of a little
girl ‘Jhumki’, the play discusses why girls should be
educated. To spread this idea, the group of students
was taken to public places and also other schools where
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The visit was interspaced with a cultural
programme followed by an interaction between the
students and Dr. Kalam.
Dr. Kalam in his address to the students, gave
them the modus operandi for success. He emphasised
on the four fundamentals, namely, aim, acquisition of
knowledge, hard work and perseverance. According
to Dr. Kalam, each individual is unique and must aim
high in life. Each must work towards a particular goal
and persevere towards its attainment.
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A documentary “Imprints of a Decennium”
showcased the progress of the school since its inception
and highlighted the achievements of the school over
the past ten years.
'The Elixir', a special yearbook commemorating
the completion of ten glorious years was also released.
Principal Ms. Nalini Andrew pledged to take the school
to greater heights and carry on with the success of the
past decade in the years to come.

Annual Day Celebrations
Shri Ram Ashram Public School, Amritsar

The School Magazine being released

‘Nav Durgastuti’ staged during the Annual function

The Annual Day Celebration of Shri Ram Ashram Public School

Shri Ram Ashram Public School, Amritsar,
Punjab celebrated the School’s ‘Annual Function’ on 26
October 2012 with great vigour .Sh. R.J. KhanderaoRegional Officer, CBSE, Panchkula presided over the
function. Mr. D. R Kondal, Jt. Commissioner, Income
Tax was the guest of honour. Mrs. Vinodita Sankhyan,
Principal of the School welcomed the gathering. The
theme of the function was ‘AAJ’. Mr. Dharamveer
Singh, Director, Sahodaya School Complex, Amritsar
and Principals of various C.B.S.E schools were also
present. The star attraction of the programme was ‘Nav
Durgastuti’. Shri Khanderao, RO, CBSE also released
the School Magazine and while commending the
efforts of students and teachers he emphasized the need
to make the best use of the present. The programme
came to an end by Mr. S. N Joshi, Educational Advisor
of the school speech.
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Visit to Kennedy Space Centre, USA
KIIT World School, Pitampura

The students, teachers and the Principal of KIIT World School,
New Delhi at NASA
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The students of KIIT World School, Pitampura,
New Delhi had an opportunity to visit USA on an
educational trip from 25 October 2012 to 6 November
2012. 22 students, 3 teachers and the Principal Dr.
Sangeeta Bhatia visited Kennedy Space Centre,
Orlando, Washington DC, and New York. During the
NASA Camp the kids had the wonderful opportunity
of going through several interactive training sessions of
Multi- Axis Training, launching the space shuttle and
visiting the Rocket Garden, IMAX theatres Apollo/
Saturn V Center, where the incredible accomplishments
of the Apollo Moon Program returned to life. Watching
the actual launch pad was an exhilarating experience.
Talk with the Astronaut also inspired many and gave an
insight into an astronaut’s life. During the 10 day stay
they also visited Smithsonian Air and Space Museum,
White House, Parliament, Memorials in Washington
and Statue of Liberty, Times Square, Madame
Tussauds, UN Headquarters, Ground Zero and Empire
State Building in New York. The memories of Epcot
Centre, Sea World and the Island of Adventures will
be cherished by all.

the unhappy hearts of great personalities to a fair, but
the hearts remain sad as they are looking for eternal
happiness and peace. Then it took them to another
planet. They go to outer space and among the stars.
On the way they talked about the beauty of the earth.
Still the hearts were sad and disappointed. The whole
drama sent out a wonderful message to the audience was
finding the happiness within oneself. Multiple dance
and art forms added to the beauty of the function and
to its success. This gala function was facilitated by the
Honorable Chief Guest, the Mayor of Ludhiana, Shri
Harcharan Singh Gohalwaria.

A picturesque moment

Heart's Beating for Peace
Darshan Academy Se. Sec. School, Ludhiana
The school Annual function of Darshan Academy,
Ludhiana, Punjab was celebrated on 3 November 2012
in the school premises. It was based on the theme of
“Heart’s Beating for Peace”. A drama upon which it
evolved the theme depicted a story of a genie who takes
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The students performing during the dance drama

Unique Activities
School of Scholars, Gadchiroli, Maharashtra
Friendship day was celebrated in a unique way
by the students of Class III by tying “Friendship Bands’
on the wrists of students of the school for Hearing
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Impaired and Mute children in Gadchiroli. The
students interacted with each other in sign language.

Investiture of the Prefects' Council
Bhagwati International Public School, Patan
The swearing in or the oath taking ceremony
of the newly formed school Cabinet of Bhagwati
International School, Patan, Gujarat was held on the
morning of 13 July 2012.
The programme began with the Chief Guest, Dr.
Bhaskar Shukla, Principal Commerce College and the
school Principal, Mr. Rajendra S. Malwal.

The students of School of Scholars tying Rakhis on the wrist of students of
Gondwana Sainik School, Gadchiroli

Rakhi was celebrated in a unique way in the
school. The Rakhis made by the students were tied on
the wrists of the students and staff of the Gondwana
Sainik School, Gadchiroli. The Scout and Guide
teachers, Vaishali Khangar, Jitendra Gavhare and
Vaishali Bharadkar were present on the occasion.

The 'Prefects Council' taking the Oath

The young Bhagwatians took the Oath, led by
the Principal and different House Officers.

District Taekwondo Championship
The school was chosen to host the First District
Taekwondo Championship on 25 July 2012.The
Championship was declared open by the honourable
Chief Guest, the Collector, Patan.

A note book binding activity was carried out
for the teachers of the school under the guidance
of the art teachers Mahendra Bokade and Jitendra
Rakshasbuvankar. Teachers brought unused papers and
other required materials were provided by the school.
The art teachers guided them to make note books and
bind them. All teachers participated in the activity. The
note books thus made will be donated to the poor and
needy school children.
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The District Taekwondo Championship in progress
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Independence Day Celebrated
The entire school was decorated with National
Flags of different sizes. The colourful Rangoli at the
school entrance itself filled each and every one present
with the national spirit. Every one appeared to be in
high spirit as this year BIPS was selected to host the
celebration on behalf of all the campus institutions.

the burning problem of corruption was presented by
the Dramatics Club

Infrastructural Development Laboratory
Complex:
The new Science Labs were inaugurated by
the honourable Executive Director, North Gujarat
Education Society, Dr. J.H. Pancholi.
The school has emerged as the very first CBSE
Senior Secondary school in the district.

The Independence Day Salute

The celebration commenced with the flag
hoisting by the Chief Guest, the Executive Director,
North Gujarat Education Society, Dr. J.H. Pancholi,
who congratulated the gathering which included about
300 staff members from different institutions under
NGES umbrella.

The inauguration of the Science Lab

Teachers Day
On this occasion, the senior students enacted
the roles of the teachers and relieved them from their
duties for experiencing their responsibilities themselves
as they took control of the entire school and classroom
transactions for the first half of the day and during the
latter half of the day they organized some colourful
progarmmes and games to entertain the teachers and
distributed gifts and greetings cards.

Workshops on English Teaching

Patriotism is the flavour of the day

The ‘Grand Finale’ that included a dance
sequence and patriotic song presented by the students
from Bhagwati International and Experimental Primary
School was truly enthralling. The short skit depicting
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Teachers from the English Department Ms.
Priyanka Mishra, Ms. Alka Singh, Ms. Chhaya Nayak
and Mr. Rakesh Solanki attended a workshop on
English Teaching organized by Oxford University Press
in Ahmedabad.

Use of ICT
The introduction of technology harbingers
additional task for the school of training and acquainting
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the staff with the use of ICT. So a one-day workshop
was organized in collaboration with Teach Next Inc.

A classical music concert was organized in
collaboration with SPIC MACAY on 17 September
2012. The famous vocalists Pt. Rajnish and Pt. Ritesh
Mishra sons of maestro Pt. Rajan Mishra, mesmerized
the audience with their melody. programme they had
an interaction session with the staff and students.

Say ‘No’ to Plastic
To spread awareness about the harmful effects
of the plastic among the citizens, students under took a
campaign ‘Say No to Plastic’ and administrated an oath
to the parents to minimize the use of plastic.
A training session in progress

Teachers’ Training on CCE
To keep the teachers abreast with the latest
changes in teaching-learning technology, the Principal
organized a series of workshops and interaction sessions
for the teachers which mainly included training
the teacher's on different aspects of Continuous
and Comprehensive Evaluation and activity based
teaching.

Art Exhibition
An Art and Craft exhibition was organized by
Mr. Vikram Kher on the occasion of Parent-Teacher
Meet. The exhibits put up on this occasion displayed
the creativity of the students.

Student Counseling
A number of counseling sessions were organized to
help the students in different aspects of their growing up.

Celebrating ECSTASY
Lancer's Convent, Rohini, Delhi
The play “Paradise NOT Lost Yet” was presented
on – ‘Ecstasy 2012’ –the Annual Day fiesta of Lancer’s
Convent, Rohini, Delhi on 31 October 2012. The
School Principal, Mrs. Latesh Chaudhary greeted Dr.
Sadhana Parashar, Director (Academics, Research,
Training & Innovation), CBSE as the Chief Guest
of the spectacular show. The gala event was presided
over by the School’s Founder Chairman Sqn. Ldr. A.S.
Mann and other dignitaries.

Classical Music Concert

Famous vocalists Pt. Rajnish Mishra and Pt. Ritesh Mishra with the students
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Dr. Sadhana Parashar, Director (Academics, Research, Training &
Innovation), CBSE addressing the audience at the Annual Day Function
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The play ‘Paradise NOT Lost Yet’ was an
endeavour to showcase various environmental issues to
open the eyes of humanity to the egregious behaviour
towards the environment, thereby imbibing a sense
of environmental awareness so that we are able to
save what is now left of this paradise, we call Mother
Earth.
Lancer’s Convent is a hive of activities which
are conducted round the year, with an aim to provide
ample opportunities to the students. Through these
activities, students come to the forefront and showcase
their talent in various fields.

Eat healthy and think better is the essence of survival being
conveyed by the students

The 66th Independence Day was celebrated in
the school with patriotic fervour. A special programme
was organized on the occasion commenced with
‘Vande Mataram’, followed by students’ performances
who brought alive on stage various incidents from
history.

Ecstasy through dance performance

On 5 September 2012, the school celebrated
Teacher’s Day with great zeal and ecstasy. A special
assembly was conducted on the occasion which began
with a graceful dance performance, followed by a skit
and mellifluous song by young Lancerians.

The School’s Investiture Ceremony took place on
20 July 2012, making its beginning with the melodious
chants of the Vedas, followed by a dance presentation
and bestowing of Badges of Honour to the newly
elected Council Members.
The Science Department of the school conducted
a Science Exhibition on 26 and 27 July 2012 wherein
students from classes VI to XII showcased innovative
Science projects based on electronics, bio-energy and
mechanics.
The School hosted talent expo 'Vision 2012’ on 7
and 8 August 2012 wherein the students from different
schools participated in the events viz. ‘Hassi Ke Gubbare’,
‘Journo Jab’, ‘Backyard Science’, ‘From the Annals Of
History’, ‘Budding Bards’ and ‘High Design’.

October-December 2012

Evolution - A journey to Progress and Prosperity being presented
by the students

Experiential learning, the method of “Learning
by Doing”, is an integral pedagogic tool used at various
stages in primary and middle school at Lancer’s. The
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activities result in internalization of abstract concepts
through the creation of virtual reality for the learners.
Presentations given by students helped them to learn
effectively.

Communal Harmony
VSPK International School, Rohini, Delhi
The V.S.P.K International School, Rohini, Delhi
celebrated the Communal Harmony Campaign Week
from 19 to 26 November 2012 under the leadership of
Honorable Chairman Mr. S.K.Gupta, Manager Mrs.
Pramila Gupta and Principal, Dr. Dolly Jaitly.
The spirit of tolerance and assimilation was taught
to the students of V.S.P.K. International School.

The Communal Harmony Campaign Week being celebrated in
VSPK International School

The Message

“Can we bound love, wisdom and humanity.
Can we bound air, water or light.

Then how can we bound Communal Harmony
in one society”, was given by Dr. Dolly Jaitly.
The children of Class IV said that fear, suspicion
and hatred are the fuel which feed the flame of
Communal Disharmony and conflict. A poem on ‘Peace’
was recited and the children actively participated and
donated the amount for the “Communal Harmony”
stating “WE ALL ARE ONE”.
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A Practical Approach to Science
Dwarka International School, Dwarka, New Delhi
Dwarka International School, Dwarka, New
Delhi a member of Sankalp Sahodaya, decided to help
Science teachers to teach Science that can be rewarding
for the students as unanimously decided at the recently
conducted Principal’s meet on 4 Sep 2012. Principal,
Mrs. Ritu Mehta, along with her Science Department
organized a workshop on 4 Oct 2012 “A Practical
Approach to Science”. They discussed lab practical and
emphasized on learning beyond classroom exploring
fundamentals of Science. Practicals were divided
into 4 categories: visual experiments, demonstrative
experiments, experiments with hands on experience and
comprehensive experiments. Several experiments were
included using readily available material pertaining to
Physics, Chemistry and Biology for classes IV to X.

The Science teachers during their workshop

Experiments which could not be performed in
the lab like creating a vacuum, 3D effects or a transverse
effect were done through visual aids. Simple experiments
like creating a wave motion through chewable jellies,
forming images through readable glasses, inflating
balloon using common yeast, magic roller to established
center of mass and gravitational potential energy,
jumping sodium, syringe pump to show hydraulics
and application of torque were taken up. These were
the few practicals put forth to the teachers so that they
can utilize some brainstorming ways to motivate their
students and grade them accordingly. This also helped in
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enhancement of interdisciplinary creativity and logical
ability among the Science teachers.

(iii)

Power Point Presentations by the students
of Classes IX and X on various concepts and
features of Mathematics were presented to an
assembly of parents, teachers and students on
31 October 2012.

(iv)

A Talk Show ‘Mathsphobia’ on the generally
experienced fear and distaste for Mathematics
was organized on 2 November 2012. The
students expressed their fears, ideas, problems
and their solutions very openly.

Mathematics Week
Jaipuria Vidyalaya, Jaipur
Apropos the Govt. of India declaring 2012 as
the National Year of Mathematics, in the memory of
the legendary Mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujam
whose 125th birth anniversary falls on 22 December
2012; Jaipuria Vidyalaya, Jaipur, Rajasthan celebrated
Mathematics Week from 29 October to 3 November
2012.

BODMAS- the ‘Funmatics’ during the Mathematics Week Grand Finale
Mathematics Exhibition can be fun too

A number of activities were held, most notable
of which were:
(i)

The exhibition on ‘Mathematic Made Easy’
was inaugurated by the honourable Chairman,
Jaipuria Vidyalaya, Shri M.P. Jaipuria on 29 Oct
2012. It was a week-long exhibition of the various
projects, models and charts on different concepts
of Mathematics prepared by the students, who
explained the complex concepts of Mathematics
through them. About 4000 visitors visited the
exhibition on all seven days of Mathematics
Week.

(ii)

An intra-school Mathematical-Quiz for classes
VI, VII and VIII was organized on 30October
2012.

October-December 2012

(v)

‘Pushpa Jaipuria Inter-School Mathematics
Olympiad’ was organized on 1 November
2012. Initiated this year, this Inter-School
Mathematics Olympiad is named after the
Revered Patron Smt. Pushpa Jaipuria. It will
be an annual event and the winning school will
be awarded ‘Smt. Pushpa Jaipuria Trophy for
Excellence in Mathematics’. The Trophy would
be in the nature of a running trophy. This year
20 leading schools (180 students) of Jaipur
participated in this Mathematics Olympiad.
The Olympiad was organized at three levels i.e.
(i) for Senior students of classes XI and XII, (ii)
for Middle level students of classes IX and X
and (iii) for Junior students of classes VI to VIII.
At each level, three students from each school
participated. St Xavier’s School of Jaipur was
judged the overall winner.
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(vi)

The Grand Finale of the Mathematics Week
was organized on 3 November 2012 Sh. S. N.
Sharma, a leading Mathematics teacher of Jaipur
who has authored several books on the subject,
was the Chief Guest. A colourful Fancy Dress
presentation ‘Funmatics’ was presented by the
Junior students in which 80 students dressed
as signs and symbols of Mathematics explained
the significance of these symbols in a witty and
humorous manner. A Hindi Skit (comedy) ‘Gan
Gan Ganit’ was presented on the occasion which
highlighted the consequences and the state of
affairs in day to day life, if the basic rules and
concepts of Mathematics were not-known or
not-applied.

The exhibits at the CBSE National Level Science Exhibition in New Delhi

A panel of judges including eminent scientists,
researchers and academicians selected the top 20
exhibits based on the student’s knowledge of the project,
creativity, innovation and imagination, originality of the
idea and application of scientific principle.
As the Chairman of CBSE Shri Vineet Joshi,
who was present at the inauguration remarked, the
exhibition also entailed sharing of cultures other
than inculcating a scientific temper among students.
We agree with him when he says that real learning
occurs outside classrooms, and that textbooks are only
facilitators.

Smt. Pushpa Jaipuria Trophy for excellence in Mathematics
being awarded to the winner

An Olympiad Logo, an Olympiad Flag and an
Olympiad Song were also created for the occasion.

9th National Level Science Exhibition
PSBB School, K K Nagar, Chennai
The 9th National Level Science Exhibition
organized by the CBSE was held at St. Xavier’s School,
New Delhi on the 30 and 31 October 2012. The twoday exhibition on the theme of ‘Science, Society and
Environment’ was inaugurated by the Union Human
Resource Development Minister, Dr. M. M. Pallam
Raju and Minister of State, Mr. Jitin Prasada.
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Student, V. Arvind Rameshwar displayed his
model DUDE (Desktop-powered-UPS-powered
Desktop) that was based on the working of a Stirling
engine. His model was one of the top 20 models and
was awarded a merit certificate and cash prize. The
working model of a three-wheeler “Trike” that works
on compressed air by Krishnakumar also attracted
attention.

Education Day
DAV Public School, Kansbahal
Heeding the call of CBSE, DAV Public School,
Kansbahal, Odisha observed 11 November as an
Education Day. As a prelude an Inter-House Speech
Competition was held on 10 November. Representatives
of each of the four houses spoke on “Educating children
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with special needs”. 130 students from classes VI to
X expressed their thoughts on the same topic in an
Essay Writing Competition. All the essays displayed a
high level of understanding for students with learning
disabilities.
On 11 November, class XI students paid tribute
to Maulana Abul Kalam in whose honour Education
Day is observed.

Painting Competition
Gian Jyoti Public School, Mohali
A painting competition on the theme of Energy
Conservation conducted by Ministry of Power and
Bureau of Energy Efficiency, Government of India, was
organized at Gian Jyoti Public School, Mohali, Punjab
for students from class IV to VI.
Shreya Attri from Class V and Mansi from
class IV were placed in first and second position
respectively.

Cool-Cool Day in the Montessori classes gave
full liberty to the kids in preparing the juice of their
choice. Fruit Salad Day was celebrated by the KGs
making the students prepare their yummy-yum fruit
salad with their teacher’s assistance. Vegetable Salad
and Sandwich were prepared by the students of grades1to 4 highlighting the importance of vegetables to our
body. The boys displayed their talent with eagerness
and enjoyment. Grades V-VII students conducted a
food research highlighting the various vitamins and
minerals present in few of the popular foods. The
thrilling younger ladies of grades 8-10 were engaged
in preparation of dessert displaying a feast to the eye.
The enthusiastic and amateur chefs of grades XI-XII
displayed their culinary skills by preparing savvy salads
and sandwiches. The higher grade boys were engaged
in highlighting the importance of health and hygiene
and initiated a march within the school campus with
banners and posters signifying the importance of
healthy food.

The Principal Mrs. Ranjeet Bedi congratulated
the students.

Cookery Club Activities and Science Exhibition
New Indian Model School, Dubai
Cookery Club members of New Indian Model
School, Dubai, United Arab Emirates initiated an
excellent opportunity with challenging activities
starting with the little ones in KG and Montessori
Section to the higher grades.
The Objective was:


To enable the students to develop their
cookery skills.



To give awareness of the variety in food.



To develop creative skill, enthusiasm and
culinary skills in food preparation.



To give resourceful information of
vitamins and minerals.

October-December 2012

Salad Preparation

Dessert Preparation

A Science Exhibition was organized where in following
themes were introduced to bring awareness.
•

Global –Warming

•

Rain-Water Harvesting

•

Breast-Cancer

Students of Grade XII (CBSE) conducted
an excellent exhibition based on the English lesson
Journey to the End of the Earth which exemplifies the
blend of Language and Science. There were working
models on ENERGY STATION (Utilizing the solar
energy rather than the exploiting the natural resources,
GLOBO METER –to warn the people about the
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alarming rise in the environmental temperature,
SOLAR PANELLED HOUSE which demonstrated
the conversion of solar energy to electrical energy, out
of which RAIN WATER HARVESTING SYSTEM
is worth mentioning.

Group Director – ISRO, Ahmedabad, Visiting
Professor, SRM University.
Models on first two levels III – V (Sishu)
and VI – VIII (Bala) where exhibited at GK Shetty
Vivekananda Vidyalaya Jr. College, Ambattur and
models on other two levels IX-X (Kishore) and XI-XII
(Tarun) were displayed very beautifully. The explanation
given by the exhibitants were well versed and clear.
Shri N. Gopalaswami, I.A.S (Retd) unveiled the
exhibition logo prepared by the Korattur unit. Shri M.S.
Narayanan, Ph.D. in his special address emphasized
the students to imagine new things and try to achieve
them. He stressed that exclusive knowledge in Science
is not enough but to go on deep into the basic Principles
and fundamentals.

Poster on Breast Cancer Awareness

'Vigyana Pradarshini'
Smt. Narbada Devi J. Agarwal Vivekananda
Vidyalaya Jr. College, Chennai

A total number of 17 schools from VES and 5
from like-minded schools participated taking, the total
to 22. About 125 exhibits were displayed by the VES
schools while 20 were displayed by the like- minded
schools. On 24 November, 3341 visitors drawn VES
and 6 other like-minded schools visited the exhibition
and on 25 November, the number of visitors was 1505
which included 9 schools from far and near. Apart from
this, many students and officials from Engineering and
Polytechnic colleges, Postal department, SRF Leather
Factory, ICF, Southern Railways took their valuable
time to visit the Pradarshini.

The models and exhibits at the Science Exhibition
draws curious visitors

The Science Exhibition commenced with
lighting Kuthuvilaku by the Chief Guests. A welcome
address was rendered by the Sri. T. Chakravarthy,
Secretary VES. The Correspondent, Sri. Sravan Kumar
Todi introduced the Chief Guests Sri. N. Gopalaswami,
I.A.S (Retd.), Former Chief Election Commissioner,
President VES and Sri M.S. Narayanan, Ph.D. Ex
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The dignitaries at the inauguration of Science Exhibition
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Awareness Rally on U.N. Day
G. S. Public Sr. Sec. School, Jhajjar
On 24 October i.e. on U.N.O.`s Foundation
Day, the students of G.S. Public Sr. Sec. School, Luhari,
Jhajjar, Haryana marched through the town Hailey
Mandi making the people aware about national and
international issues like corruption, health, world –
peace, terrorism and humanity. The green flag to the
rally was shown by Hon. Chief – Guest Mr. Jile Singh
Jakhar, I.E.S. and Deputy Director, Doordarshan
Kendra, Hisar. He was accompanied by the Guests of
Honor Dr. Brahmanand and Mr. Anil Makhija. All
the speakers highlighted the importance of U.N.O. in
the present world scenario. On this occasion, Principal
Mr. A. Kumar thanked the guests and made them
acquainted with the school`s motto of developing global
approach among the students and parents.

are necessary for the wholesome education. This is
not only enthralled the mind of the students but also
widened the academic sphere of the teachers.

The Annual Quiz Competition being held at O P Jindal School, Angul

It has rightly been said by Socrates, “The only good
is knowledge and the only evil is ignorance”.

One Nation Reading Together
Bright Day School, Vadodara

The students during the Awareness rally on UN Day

Moving towards Zenith
O. P. Jindal School, Angul
Annual Quiz Competition of O. P. Jindal School,
Angul, Odisha was conducted on 18 October under
the supervision of CCA Co-ordinator. The School
consists of four different groups- Riti, Mukti, Bhakti
and Shakti. Five students from each of these groups
participated in it.
There was an audience round which gave
everyone a chance to participate. In nail biting contest,
among the four houses, Riti won. Fruitful competitions
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“The page of a book is an enchanted door that
opens towards never seen before”. To keep this in mind
Bright Day School, (CBSE Unit) Harni, Vadodara,
Gujarat organized One Nation Reading Together
Programme on 30 November 2012. The day started
with a pledge written by Ruskin Bond. The students,
teachers as well as the Principal participated in it. The
teachers supervised the students and they too were
engrossed in silent reading. The students shared their
views by penning their feelings on the Graffiti Wall on
the display board.
The School also celebrated Annual Function
of Std. III on the topic - Clothes and Costumes on 8
November 2012. The Annual Function was a part of
the International School Award (ISA) Project. This
award was initiated in India in 2003 by the British
Council United Kingdom’s International Organization
for educational opportunities and enhancing cultural
relations. ISA is about bringing the whole world in the
classroom. Keeping this motive in mind, the students
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of class III showcased the costumes and dances of
different States of India as well as of the neighbouring
countries, converting the auditorium of the school at
once into one global village.

tent pitching, Tarzan swing, zorbing, tug of war, rope
ladder climbing, commando net etc., under the strict
vigil and guidance of professionals.

Ropeway
The Reading together in unison

The presence of Chairman Shri Jayendrabhai
Shah, Managing Trustee Shri Simit Shah, Managing
Representative Smt. Harshaben Shah and Principal
Smt. Neeta Sharma encouraged the students.

Rappelling

Debate Competition
Saffron Public School, Faridabad
The ‘Clothes and Costumes’ was the theme of the Annual Function

Day-long Adventure Capsule
Saffron Public School, Faridabad
Saffron Public School organised Faridabad,
Haryana a unique day-long adventure capsule to give
students the opportunity to test and bring out their
spirit, stamina, strength, speed, skill and the power of
pure determination. Students enjoyed river crossing,
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In a fast changing world of technology and
commercialization to make children aware about
environment, physical and social well-being a debate
was conducted on the today’s burning topic.
Topic-I “Are social networking sites useful for
students” Children were made to realize the positive and
negative aspects of their tight ties to the computer. The
human emotions, friendly touch, a warm handshake
plus the ‘Jadooki Jhappi’ are missing from our lives in
this era of computers.
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Topic –II “Are humans responsible for
extinction of species” How man in his ignorance is
becoming a driving force behind the extinction of
precious plant and animal species by destroying their
natural habitats and creating a high rise jungle of
concrete that is playing havoc with our dear planet
Earth and its creatures.

The topic- ‘Are Human Responsible for Extinction of Species’
gave rise to a heated debate

Interschool Mathematics Quiz Competition
Jawahar Navodaya Vidyalaya, Kolhapur
The Mathematics department of Jawahar
Navodaya Vidyalaya, Kagal, Kolhapur, and Maharashtra
organized an Interschool Mathematics Q uiz
competition on 10 September 2012 in order to celebrate
and commemorate the year of Mathematics – 2012
as a tribute to the Mathematical Wizard Srinivasa
Ramanujan. This year onwards 22 December (Birth
day of Ramanujan) will be observed as National
Mathematics Day.
The CBSE schools of Kolhapur district were
invited and the following schools, participated in this
event and along with JNV Kagal team made the evening
a great one.
1)

Kolhapur Public School, Kolhapur

2)

Fort International Academy, Panhala,
Kolhapur
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3)

Sanjeevan Public School, Panhala, Kolhapur

4)

Shantiniketan School, Kolhapur

From each of the above five schools, a group of
4 students represented their school.

Fort International Academy, Kolhapur with the Interschool
Mathematics Quiz Competition Shield

The Interschool Q uiz Competition was
inaugurated by Mr. R.T. Lad, Principal, JNV
Kolhapur.
The Quiz contest was presented as a Power-Point
presentation which had 8 different rounds in which
each round comprised of 5 questions each. The rounds
were classified as General round; Buzzer round, Free
hit round and Phobia round.
All the teams participated very energetically
keeping the spirit of the game and the Quiz master
Mr. K. Prasad; PGT (Mathematics) handled the
ground very effectively. After all the rounds, Fort
International Academy, Panhala, Kolhapur became
as the winners of the contest. The score margin
between the teams was very narrow showing the close
contest and the general knowledge of the children
in Maths.
The winner was awarded by a memento (Shield)
and all the participating students were encouraged
Maths books and certificates.
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Touching New Heights
Motilal Nehru School of Sports, Sonipat
The wheel of time has moved relentlessly
forward bringing with it the successful completion of
yet another academic session. The year witnessed the
winds of change sweeping across the school education
system, introduced by the CBSE. Innovations, new
ideologies, and new methods of evaluation-the entire
teaching learning process underwent a metamorphosis.
The focus has now shifted towards holistic personality,
development through an activity based approach to
acquiring knowledge.

The Principal and Director Capt. (IN) V.K. Verma with Mr. H.S. Antal
and Mr. P.K. Dhiman receiving India’s No. 1 Boarding School Certificate

The school has been included among the
regional members of the Round Square, a prestigious
international organization of schools.
The school is a proud recipient of the ISO
9001:2008 certification from U.K. based accredited
agency. Due to the active and constant efforts of the
School Eco-club, they have managed to grab the Green
School Award with yellow colour.
The Principal and Director Capt. (IN) V.K. Verma with Mr. P.K.
Dhiman receiving the International School Award

To give a glimpse of the magnificent achievement
made by the school, Motilal Nehru School of Sports,
Rai, Sonepat, Haryana has been ranked India’s No. 1
Boarding School in the category of Sports Education
and No. 3 in Value for Money for the second time
in succession by Education World-C fore survey in
September 2012. Not only this, the school has also
been ranked 3rd in infrastructure provision, 8th in
leadership/management quality and 10th in life skills
and conflict management.
The school is also a proud recipient of the British
Council International School Award (ISA) 2012-15
that too for the second time in succession. MNSS,
Rai is the first school amongst government schools to
receive this reward.
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The school (MNSS) choir group bagged 3rd position in
IPSC Performing Arts Festival-2012, Gotan.

However, it is said, ‘learning is innate and
lifelong’, a constant process from infancy to adulthood.
We sincerely wish these achievements and experiences
at school will help our student learners to grow wings
of knowledge and head towards a glorious future.
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exeBIT at LSA
Lakshmipat Singhania Academy, Kolkata
Lakshmipat Singhania Academy, Alipore Road,
Kolkata, West Bengal organized the city’s first inter
school IT fest exeBIT. The name itself has been derived
from the words exe which is a type of a file extension
and BIT which is the smallest unit of memory in
computing. With over 20 schools and 320 students
participating in the fest, the list of events included
Photoshop, Computer programming, Power-Point
presentation, Website-designing, Counter strike,
Installation art, Quiz, Photography and Minesweeper
just to name a few. The Chief Guest for the opening
ceremony was Mr. Shubhashish Addy, Chairman and
MD of ACES group of Companies.

During the closing ceremony results for all
competitions were announced and the winners were
awarded prizes and certificates. Addressing the students
on this very special day, the Principal Mrs. Meena Kak
commended the efforts of the teachers and students in
making this day a grand success. She said, “Technology
is changing fast and we all have to adapt to ever
changing scenario in the arena of technology. The entire
event was showcased live on the internet for anyone in
any corner of the world to view via ‘LSAlive.tk’. All in
all exeBIT 2012-2013 truly served as a pioneering and
enriching experience for one and all.

The Quiz Competition involved some deep thinking too.

Annual Celebrations
Aadharshila Vidaypeeth, Delhi
The participants of the Lakshmipat Singhania Academy at `exeBIT’

The competition commenced with the preliminary
round of the quiz followed by Web designing,
Installation Art etc. The competitions continued
throughout the day with programs taking place at
different venues, ending with the Final round of the
quiz in which 8 qualifying teams participated. All the
competitions were judged by experts from the IT field.
Two workshops were also organized during this event.
The first was a workshop on Android programming
teaching the students how to develop apps on the
android operating system. The second workshop was on
MS-Paint which highlighted the immense capabilities
of this seldom used program.
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Aadharshila Vidyapeeth, Pitampura presented
a series of ‘ANNUAL SHOWS’- in October 2012
which includes: ANUGOONJ: on 12 October
2012 for classes Pre-Primary and I. Most glittering
presentations were Ganpati Aradhna, Ditty Doves,
Hindi skit- Mighty Hanuman, Countryside Utopia
and dance performance- “Colourful Spirit of India”.
The Chief Guest for the show Smt. Meera Aggarwal,
Mayor NDMC, appreciated the efforts of students
and staff alike.
PRATIBIMB was celebrated on 13 October
2012 for classes I & II. Dr. Annapurna Mishra, Mayor,
East Delhi, Municipal Corporation, was the Chief
Guest the enthusiastic participants. Tiny-tots presented
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“Ganpati Vandan”, “Birds of Paradise”, Birbal’s Witty
Tales , “Integrated Steps” and “Boogie Fever”.

All the Celebrations were graced by Mrs. Preeti
Goel, Director.

Landmarks 2012
National Public School, Bengaluru

The cultural fiesta was the hallmark of Annual Celebration

UTSAV on 18 October 2012 for classes III-V
had Sh. Ravinder Nath Bansal, MLA, Shalimar Bagh
and Dr. Asha Kiran Bawai, Former Joint Secretary,
UGC as the guests for the evening. The Invocation
Dance, Hindi Group Song, Hindi Play-‘Haku Ji’,
English skit-‘Pied Piper’ , ‘Nitrayanjali’ , Tribal Dance‘Rumble in the Jungle’, ‘Bhartiyam’ and ‘Absolutely
Everybody’ mesmerized all.

The little girls captivated everyone with their dance performance

THE EIGHTH NOTE on 19 October 2012
for classes VI-XI, show included Invocation Dance,
‘The Eighth Note’- the dance drama, Group Song
and the School Orchestra. The Chief Guest Sh. Shakti
Sinha, Chairman cum Managing Director of DSIIDC,
Ministry of Commerce, applauded the efforts of the
school.
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A scene from the play ‘Chanakya’ staged by the History students.

Dedication of days and hard work of hours came
to life in the shape of Landmarks, a Social Science fest,
on 17 November 2012, in National Public School,
Indiranagar, Bengaluru, Karnataka.

The costumes speak a lot

The avid and ardent, parents of grade VI
students expressed their interest and appreciation with
enthusiasm for their young entrepreneurs. The youngest
lot of the middle school, with their boundless energy
left their mark as traders of tomorrow. The students of
grade VII displayed pictures, models, charts and skits
to take the parents to the memory lane of Indus Valley
Civilization. It was depicted in beautifully performed
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tribal dance, seals, pottery and clay jewelry handcrafted
by the students themselves. History through the songs
and the costumes was an amazing performance by the
VIII graders.
Geography couldn’t be far behind, where
classrooms were transformed into different states
to display the culture, flora and fauna to mesmerize
the visitors. Shadow play was indeed a unique show
done by the students, and a major attraction of the
Landmarks. Chanakya, a play staged by the students
of History from grades XI and XII was an icing on
the cake.

Be the Change and Save the World
Delhi Public School, Agra
‘What on Earth are we doing?’ The question was
asked by the students of Std. V to VIII on the first day
i.e. 9 November 2012, in a thought provoking skit titled
the same. The students, through their presentation,
urged all to give a thought to the way we are harming
the environment and ultimately moving towards the
planets and our own end. The presentation, an effective
blend of dance and drama, gave a glimpse of the planet
in 2020, stifling and choking, in the absence of trees,
healthy natural food and values.

programme. The programme entitled ‘We are the
Change’ stressed on the fact that once ‘We’, the Schools,
envision and take up the responsibility to inculcate the
appropriate life skills and values in our children, then
these citizens of the world will become the instruments
of change. They will not only shape up their own life
but will also bring the desirable changes in this world
and make it a happier place to live in.

Youth Parliament at Dr. N K Mohammed
Memorial MES Central School, Valanchery
The Social Science Department organized
a Youth Parliament Session on 18 October 2012
between in the Central Court Yard of the School. It
was done in connection with students’ activity week
celebrations.

A ‘Youth Parliament Session’ in progress

‘We Are the Change’, was the message conveyed by DPS, Agra

The programme on the second day i.e., 10
November 2012, by the students of Std. IX and X
served as a perfect sequel and answer to the first day’s
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As a preliminary step a School Parliament was
elected at the beginning of the academic year. The
election was done through formal procedure-multi
member constituency-single transferable vote. Through
regular meetings debating abilities, knowledge of
country’s social, economic and political problems,
leadership qualities, self-awareness, environmental
awareness etc., were instilled among the students.
Before the session the teachers along with a
local political leader and the school PTA President
explained about the composition, powers and functions
of the Parliament. The students were asked to witness
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the proceedings of local self-governments and made
arrangements for that. The members were asked to
collect relevant data on the topics selected for the
question hour.
Master Ameen- President, Miss Adrija- Prime
Minister, Nishana- Speaker, Ristha – Opposition leader
and other members presented the proceedings of the
parliament exactly like a mini model of the Parliament
proceedings. Parents were also invited to witness the
session. The session was judged by three external judges
who were working in political, educational and business
field.

Yashika from Muskan Kids World, Simran from
Kids Castle, Vishesh from Delhi International Public
School, Soumya from DPS Vasant Vihar, Rimzhim
Goyal from Kulachi Hansraj School, Juhi from Mother
Divine Public School and Ayushi from Indraprastha
World School were awarded first position in the various
categories. Shallu and Tamana of DAV School Rohini
won first position in Floral Art. Shreya and Jasmine of
Darshan Academy, Ashok Vihar won first position in
Artifacts of Ganesha

Smt. Krishna Pathak Memorial Inter School
Painting and Craft Competition
M. M. Public School, Pitampura
Smt. Krishna Pathak Memorial Eighth Inter
School Painting and Craft Competition was organized
by M. M. Public School, Vasudha Enclave, Pitampura,
New Delhi on 21 November 2012 in the school premises
amidst great fervor and enthusiasm in memory of their
founder Late Smt. Krishna Pathak. The competition
commenced with a welcome song by class VI and VII
students. More than two thousand students from over
63 schools participated in the event under various
categories and filled the atmosphere with vibrant
colours. These young artists painted their imagination
in diverse colours on different topics.

The winners being felicitated by the Director Mr. Somesh R. Pathak
and Principal Mrs. Rooma Pathak

Director Mr. Somesh Rishi Pathak and Principal
Mrs. Rooma Pathak appreciated and applauded the
students for their commendable work in presenting
different styles and techniques in their painting and
craft.

Mathematics Year Celebration
Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura
“For the things of this world cannot be made
known without the knowledge of Mathematics.” Roger Bacon

The kids participating in the Painting and Craft Competition
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Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura, New
Delhi celebrated 2012 as Mathematics Year as a tribute
to the Mathematics genius Srinivasa Ramanujan who
has made substantial contributions in the field of
Mathematics. Recognising the need of the hour to
carry forward the legacy of the great Mathematician
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and to encourage and nurture the glorious tradition of
the country in Mathematics, the yearlong celebrations
focussed on bringing children closer to the subject.

With a view to highlight the new teaching
pedagogy and professional issues in Mathematical
Science and also to address the advancement in
Mathematics, Seminars and workshops on Mathematics
Teaching and Education were attended by the faculty.
Student workshops were also organized to generate
their interest in the subject. Considering clarification of
mathematical concepts of utmost importance, the school
conducted five ‘Conceptual Diagnostic Tests (CDT)’
around the year. At regular intervals ‘Enrichment
classes’ for outshining students and ‘Remedial Classes’
for those students who needed extra attention and
support were scheduled for the year, the ultimate aim
being skill enhancement in Mathematics.
On 30 November 2012 the school organized
an Inter-school Mathematics Fest: GANIT UTSAV.
The day-long event witnessed participation from over
300 students from around 50 schools in the city. ‘Ganit
Utsav’ was aimed at inspiring a love for Mathematics
and to help eliminate the fear of Maths in young
minds

A project depicting the German number names was appreciated by all
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In order to exhibit the contributions of
Ramanujan and also the various advancements in the
field of Mathematics and teaching aids, Mathematical
Exhibition was also organized on 30 November to
1 December 2012. Different mathematical forms,
geometrical shapes and their equations, coordinate
geometry and other interesting theorems and theories
of Mathematics and Maths Lab activities were
displayed and animated to develop interest and curiosity
among school students and to know more about basic
Mathematics. The highlight of the exhibition was the
showcase of inter-disciplinary approach followed as
a part of teaching and learning at RDPS. This year’s
celebration presented students with an opportunity to
develop not only mathematical skills but also a spirit to
compete in a friendly and competitive environment.

NCS ECO Award and Postal Week Celebrations
Nikita International School of Studies, Coimbatore
Out of the 262 schools from Coimbatore,
Nikita International School of Studies, Coimbatore,
Tamilnadu was one among the 13 schools selected by
The Nature Conservation Society for the NCS ECO
Award 2011 – 2012 and this award was given by Dr.
Rajiv K. Srivastava, I.F.S., Chief Conservation of
Forests and Field Director Anamallai Tiger Reserve.
This prestigious award was received by the students on
13 October 2012.

The National Conservation Society awarded the students of
Nikita International School of Studies, Coimbatore
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This appreciation was a source of encouragement
for the students of Nikita International School of
Studies and the award was received with a promise to
bloom out with further green ideas in future to make
India better.

The Factors influencing the % of power generated
from the panel are:

The School also celebrated Postal Week from
12 October 2012. Dr. P. John Sundararajan was
the jewel of the day, he is a journalist, Philatelist,
Numismatist expert and associated member of
Consumers Association of India. Mr. Surendran,
the Chief Marketing Executive, Tirupur Philately
Bureau also joined in the workshop and encouraged
the students. Dr. P. John Sundararajan spoke about
the benefits of stamp and coin collection. The stamps
and coins were exhibited by the students and the
best Philatelist and Numismatist were awarded by
the Chief Guest.

•

Direction of the panel

•

Angle of tilt of the panel with respect to earth

•

Effect of clouds

Gem of India Gold Medal
St. George's School, Alaknanda

National Science Congress
Tejasvi Vidyaranya, Habsigud
Tejasvi Vidyaranya’s, Habsigud, Hyderabad
Project “How do I place my Solar panel” was selected
for national level participation by National Children’s
Science Congress 2012. Out of total 2072 Projects from
23 districts of AP, about 172 were presented in state
level of these 30 have now been selected to represent
the state in the National level.
The protect titled “How do I place my Solar
Panel” has participated in State Level National
Children’s Science Congress held in Tuni on 10-11
November 2012 and the team was selected for National
level Competitions conducted during December at
Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh.
Mrs. Azimunissa, Science teacher guided the
team. Fossil Fuels pollute the environment and are
non-renewable. So going in for renewable source like
solar energy is inevitable. Since Solar panels are very
expensive and less efficient as of now, it is essential that
maximum output is derived from them.
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Dr. Sara George, Principal, St. George’s School, New Delhi receiving the
Gem of India Gold Medal at House of Lords, U.K.

Dr. Sara George, Principal, St. George’s School,
Alaknanda, New Delhi was honoured with the Gem
of India Gold Medal for her exemplary contribution in
the field of education at the Global Achievers Conclave
at House of Lords, UK. The award was conferred
by NRI Welfare Society of India International
Friendship Society (IIFS) to those Indians who
have made considerable contribution, dominating
all over the world in their field of profession and
are creating wonders with their Midas touch. The
award was presented by Rt. Hon’ble Sandeep Verma,
Hon’ble Minister of Equalities, Women and Business
Innovation and Skills and Govt. whip for the Cabinet
Office, UK at a glittering function in the presence of
many dignitaries.
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Green Page

Save Water Rally
Alpine Public School, Bhadson
A Public awareness rally was flagged off by the
Alpine Public School, Bhadson students as a part of save
water campaign under the guidance of the Chairman
S. Shamsher Singh Aulakh and the Principal Mrs.
Tandeep Sharma. The students from VI to X class,
along with their teachers, covered Bhadson City to
create awareness among public.

A ‘Save Water Rally’ by Alpine Public School, Bhadson

Pamphlets were also distributed in the city.

Environmental Awareness Programme
Yavatmal Public School, Yavatmal
Government spends crores of rupees on tree
plantation programs, but they are not maintained
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properly. Therefore, its results are not seen. The Forest
Chief Conservator of Yavatmal Mr. Dinesh Tyagi, Chief
Guestsaid, “The tree plantation program conducted
by Y.P.S. is beneficial for maintenance of trees and
environmental protection in true sense.”
The program, conducted on 28 July 2012 was
around the idea ‘One Child, One Tree’. The ‘Y.P.S.
pattern’ encouraged each student to plant a sapling and
grow it into a healthy tree.
1500 plants were distributed to the students. In
this program, students were given a sapling each along
with a card in which they have to maintain the entire
record of the growth of that sapling. At the end of the
year, the best three recorded plant will be awarded from
each class. The enthusiasm of teachers and students
continued the next day too. On Sunday 29 July, 2012
people of Yavatmal were surprised to see different skits
being performed simultaneously by the students of YPS
to convey the importance of environment and spread
awareness about conservation. The idea was initiated by
the Chairman Shri Kishore Darda, Principal Jacob Das,
and Parent Council President Mrs. Renu Shinde. The
message that plants are hope of human society and the
consequences of deforestation, harmful effects of Air
and Water pollution were represented through these
‘Nukkad Natak’ in a very unique way. The performers
from VIII, IX and X std. were divided into three groups
and they covered almost each and every square of the city.
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Eco Warriors
Presentation Senior Secondary School, Jammu
The Eco-club members of the school not only
motivated people the school premises, but also pay
regular visits to the nearby villages.This year the students
were provided with a golden opportunity to visit a
village named Pounichak where they sensitized the
people on various environmental issues. They also learnt
about the significance of ponds and composting.
A ‘Climate Warrior Brigade’ was also launched
in the school by the Kashmir Ink Foundation-an NGO
dedicated to the conservation of the environment.
As climate warriors the students and staff members
pledged to save Mother Nature for all reasons and for all
seasons. The school observed Environment Week from
17 to 24 July 2012. This week was dedicated completely
to Mother Earth. Special assemblies on environment
were a feature of this week. Throughout the week several
activities like painting competition, best out of waste,
slogan writing, quiz competitions, extempore etc. were
carried out by the Eco-club members.

At the onset of the academic session (2012-13)
the students were encouraged to plant a sapling on their
birthdays. In this drive 200 shady trees were planted in
the state run Leprosy Home.
An Herbal Garden which was established in the
year 1996 and apart from various ornamental plants,
medicinal plants like Aloe-Vera, Indian gooseberry
(Amla), Tulsi, etc are also grown here. This year many
herbs like Cinnamon, Mint, Ashwagandha, etc.
were added to this beautiful garden maintained by
students.
‘Eco Times’ was also released in the school in
September 2012 under the patronage of the school
Principal, Sr. Rosamma. Students voiced out their
opinions about environment preservation and the
endeavorsby the Eco club arealso highlighted.

GAV's Aim - 'Go Green'
GAV Public School, Kangra

The Herbal plants being distributed to the people of Kangra
The School’s Herbal Garden being nurtured by the Eco Warriors

One Million Handprint Campaign was organized
by Ministry of Environment and Forests (MOEF),
Government of India. The students as well as the staff
participated enthusiastically. With every handprint, the
students as well as the staff members made a pledge to
protect and nurture their Mother earth and the vast
biodiversity to which our country is a homeland.
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The Eco – Club, with an aim to create awareness
among the children and the public, alike to preserve
the environment, was established in the GAV Public
School in the year 2007. The people from time to time
are sensitized by the Eco – Club about the judicious use
of water, electricity and vehicles and are encouraged to
practice waste recycling and protection of local fauna
& flora along with wildlife. This year, a variety of trees,
including the medicinal trees, were planted in the school
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and its surroundings, on THE VAN-MAHOTASAVA
FESTIVAL, by the students and the staff, for which
two extra marks for plantation and two marks for its
upkeep were awarded to the students, at the end of the
session. A pledge to save the environment is a part of
the school assembly every morning.

•

Assuming that only 100 million use ball/gel pens,
the amount of plastic generated by 3.6 billion
pens is humungous!

This year, on TEACHERS' DAY, the herbal
plants were also distributed by the school to the
people of Kangra. An awareness campaign and rallies
for the public to be eco – friendly were conducted by
the students and the staff via distributing the printed
material.

INK IT GREEN
PSBB, K.K.Nagar, Chennai
One of the Green initiatives taken up by our Eco
Club in the year 2012-2013.

INK IT GREEN
Communication through writing is critical and
inevitable to students and it becomes a very important
skill to possess and to be honed further. The device used
to translate our thoughts or learning is by a pen.
In an age where increased comfort and zero
maintenance are preferred, the humble fountain pens
are totally replaced by the plastic ballpoint or gel
pens.
Vasudha Mishra of Class X emerged as the
winner at the “Change Makers Conference 2012”,
an inter-school event organized by Bhavan's Rajaji
Vidyashram and The Debate Club, Chennai.
The project ‘Ink it Green’ is now entitled to total
sponsorship to implement the solution.The survey
revealed the following:
•

A student of Class X uses 3 ball/gel pens in a
month.

•

As per Government estimate there are 150
million school students in India.
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The use of Fountain Pen being propagated at
the Change Makers Conference 2012

The use of Fountain Pen is propagated due to
the following reasons.
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is an environment-friendly option

It uses much less plastic than the usual disposable
or reusable ballpoint or gel pens.

The ballpoint or gel pens or their refills are plastic
that choke Earth.

The ink comes in glass bottles, which are
easily recyclable in biodegradable cardboard
packaging.

One fountain pen lasts years so one can safely
ignore a plastic bodied fountain pen polluting
the environment.

The Ink Bottles are recycled.

The Process of Implementation was devised in
the following ways:




Creation of a Facebook page to update
activities

Dedicated link on school website (including
recent activities, option to pledge support)
Talk in the assembly to create awareness on the
project
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Posters in every corridor to announce about the
project and whom the students should contact
to know more, if interested

Sessions with students on the need of this project,
how the implementation will actually work out
and the scientific aspects of benefits of using
fountain pens
Workshops for students by professionals on the
use and upkeep of fountain pens

Badges for all members of the team (students
and teachers) and those who sign up to be a part
of the project and have used fountain pens for a
month

An awareness campaign for teachers, students
and parents (primary classes) alike about the
project to encourage them to be part of it

Thus the mellifluous thoughts of the students
emerge as legible scripts from the ECO-FRIENDLY
AND HUMBLE FOUNTAIN PENS.

A Golden step to Go Green
School of Scholars, Nagpur
To create an awakening in the young minds for
preserving and conserving their natural environment
and to sensitize them towards their surroundings,
an Eco Club has been set up by School of Scholars,
Wanadongri, Nagpurin 2010 to improve the challenging
environmental conditions with the Motto: Join Hands
to Save Mother Earth!!!

The Schools Organic Farm is being taken care by students and staff
The message displaying ‘SAY YES TO FOUNTAIN PEN’.

Other benefits of using fountain pens are:
•
•

•

•
•
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Improved handwriting,

Technical advantages of using a fountain pen the liquid ink flow requires less pressure when
writing which reduces cramping and overall
discomfort when writing,
More economical in contrast to other pens,

Offers personalized and customised writing,

Advisable for those with weak wrists or hands
and left handed people

In its endeavor to achieve this, the THEME
of the school was ‘HARIYALI EK PRAYAS’. Every
child on his or her birthday plants a sapling and swears
to take care of the plant in the time to come. They are
awarded ‘GO GREEN BADGE’ in return as a token
of motivation.
The Eco Club of the school has thus set up their
own ORGANIC FARM, where the students grow
vegetables and the vegetables are put up for sale on a
regular basis. It also teaches them to appreciate nature
from all stages: seed to vegetable. Very soon, the school
will have its own ORANGE PARK.
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The school's organic farm is divided equally
among the four houses who put in every effort to
develop them into the best kitchen gardens. It is one of
the proud CCA activities of the school. Through these
activities, the children become more articulate, more
confident, more creative and develop a sense of purpose
as they are able to develop their ideas into practical
activities for the club and the school.
To ensure that all the trees planted would survive,
remain healthy and live for a long period a TREE
CENSUS was carried out in the school. Under the
tree census the children also selected 50 trees from
the school campus. They classified them, found out
their medicinal importance, girth and worked on their
flowering and fruiting cycle.

environment, save petrol and improve health’. The
students carried placards and posters and raised
slogans to spread awareness conveying theabove
said message.
The students alongwith their teachers, planted
medicinal plants in the school. Monika, Nikhil, Tania
and Avtaar from Class X recited poems related to
Mother Earth and Nature and transmitted the message
of making the earth the green and clean.

A rally is a sincere effort to intimate the general public
about environmental issues

Vegetables of School Organic farm on sale

Future plans include, study of the plantation
and soil analysis of the surrounding area and sharing
the same with our Global Partners at Gloucestershire,
United Kingdom.

Environment Day
Gian Jyoti Public School, Mohali
Environment Day was pragmatic at Gian Jyoti
Public School, Mohali with the motto of making
the students sensitive towards the environmental
complications. A cycle rally by around 100 students
of class X was a sincere effort to intimate the general
public about the very treasured messages of ‘save
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The Biology teacher, Ms. Supreet convinced
the students to shun the usage of poly bags.She
also stressed on the need to be sensitive towards the
wastage of paper since it will further save the trees.
The Principal, Mrs. Ranjeet Bedi told that such days
are really very eloquent for the coming generations
need to save the earth and be concerned almost
suchissues.

Environment Week Celebrations
Shree Tyagi Modern Public School, Hodal
“Nature never betrays the heart that loves her”
with this conviction, ‘Environment week’ was celebrated
in the school.
The students took an oath to keep the environment
clean and green and pledged to protect trees from
felling. Placard making competition was also organized
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in the school. Planting so many trees by the students
and the staff in the school campus marked the end of
the week-long celebration.
Students' pledge:
'We pledge allegiance to the earth and all life it
supports: The forests and the species their habitats the
air, the water and the soil. We promise to plant and
nature trees. We pledge not to do any action or activity
that will harm the trees.'

Anti-Cracker Drive
Guru Nanak International Academy, Sirsa
The Eco Club of the school launched a special
“Anti-Crackers Drive” in the premises and neighborhood
market. A large number of students participated in
it. The purpose of this drive was to raise awareness
among common people about the harmful effects of
crackers and to inspire them to celebrate “Eco-Friendly
Diwali”.

A rally was organized with attractive placards
which spread the message of “Eco-Friendly Diwali”.
Many slogans like “Say No to Crackers and Yes To
Light”, “Save Environment Save Yourself ”, “Green
Diwali Clean Diwali”, “Crackers Spread Pollution, Not
Love and Harmony”, “This Diwali Only Lights, No
Crackers”, “Let’s Celebrate Safe and Happy Diwali”,
“East or West, Crackers are not Best” were liked by
the people of the area. This rally started from school
campus and moved through the main market of Rania.
All the students also took the pledge to “Celebrate
Diwali without Crackers” In the end, the Principal Dr.
Alka Rani thanked all the students and staff members
for making the programme a success and the best
participants were awarded.

Saving the Environment
Nav Jeewan Model School, Ankur Vihar

The Environment Day participants
Anti-Crackers Drive launched by Eco-Club of
Guru Nanak International Academy, Sirsa

The inauguration of this drive was performed by
Sh. Balwant Singh Jassu, the S.H.O. of Rania along
with his team and Chairman of the school Mr. Sham
Bajaj. They lauded the efforts of the school in organizing
such an important event in a rural area. The highlights
of this drive were the slogans prepared by the various
houses.
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Nav Jeewan Model School, DLF, Ankur Vihar,
organized the Plantation Day. The environment is
the best gift of God to us. Students should owe
the onus to protect our environment. Enthusiastic
students under the guidance of Manager Mr. R.C.
Dixit, Principal Mrs. Sunita Chhokar and teachers
planted the saplings of ornamental, herbal and
fruits plants. Students were encouraged to write the
slogans to spread awareness about protecting their
environment.
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Eco Club
Amity International school, New Delhi
In keeping with our Chairperson Dr. (Mrs.)
Amita Chauhan's vision, believes in the holistic
development of a child, where he focuses not only on
his academics but also learns to respect the environment
that he lives in. The main objective of the Eco Club is
to inculcate in students the love for their environment
by making them a participant in the learning process.

Government to perform a street play for the students
highlighting the theme “Say No to Crackers”. Also,
in accordance with the recent ruling by the Delhi
Government to ban the use of plastic bags from all
public space, the issue was taken up by the Eco Club.
There was a poster making competition organized for
the students on the issue.
As part of the Annual Amity Calendar, Vasudha
is conducted -- it is an endeavour where students mingle
Science and environmental issues, thereby building
scientific models that can help to safeguard and protect
the environment.
The Club also held a biodiversity week from
16 November to 22 November, 2012. The objective
of the Eco Club is to help students realize that we
are residents on this planet Earth and it is only to our
benefit if we maintain the serenity, sanctity and beauty
of our home planet.

We Inherit The Past And Create The Future!
The King's School, Goa
The various activities conducted by the Eco Club,
Amity International School, New Delhi

The Eco Club promotes “Reuse, Recycle and
Reduce” and to maintains the greenery and floral beauty
across all the school gardens. There is a kitchen garden
and a herbal garden in the school where students are
encouraged to not only explore, but also experience
nature at first hand. The Club maintains a rain water
harvesting system and the collected rain water is
further reused to water all the gardens within the
school campus. Children are taught the importance of
segregation of waste as the Eco Club maintains a vermi
a composting pit. The waste collected by the school is
recycled and the paper generated is further used for
creative activity.
In accordance with festivals and other
occasions, the Eco Club conducts campaigns and
demonstrations from time to time. Recently for
Diwali, the Club invited members from the Delhi
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“Train a child in the way he should go and when
he is old, he will not turn from it” Proverbs 22.6(Bible)
is the school logo emblazoned across the school façade
and the hearts. Keeping this in mind alongwith some
objectives the Nature Buddies Eco Club was formed
on the 21 August 2012.
Our objectives are:
•

To create environmental consciousness among
the students.

•

To enable students to be a part of the conservation
of our rich biodiversity.

•

To ensure that future global children inherit a
healthy earth.

•

To encourage our students to go out into society
and voice out the urgent need to keep nature
clean and green and use natural resources only
according to our needs.
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The activities :
•

On the day of the inauguration of the ‘Nature
Buddies Eco Club’, a coconut palm (Cocos
nucifera) was planted in the school compound,
highlighting the usefulness of the entire
palm.

The entire school took the Nature Buddies oath
on the inauguration. The oath, specially formulated by
the club is now taken every Monday, in each class.

•

A no- plastic –awareness rally is planned for
the Senior students wherein they will go out
into the neighbouring streets and put up street
plays, at the same time cleaning the streets of
all garbage, waste and litter, thus bringing about
social awareness.

•

The junior students are to clean the school
compound thus playing their part in the
cleanliness drive! The juniors also made paper
bags which are put up in the washrooms for
girls.

•

‘Eco Police’ is appointed every week, i.e., a
girl and a boy from each class. Their duty is to
ensure that the class rooms are kept clean, no
students brings plastic bags to school, water is
not wasted in the washrooms/ toilets and the
school corridors and compound are kept clean.

•

A herbal and medicinal plant garden was given
birth to by the “green fingers” of class IX. We
planted Aloe Vera, Garlic, Castor, Neem and
Tulsi, highlighting the uses of the plants. Today’s
generation needs to know and be aware of the
medicinal values of the flora. They will also learn
to adapt the age old practices of Naturopathy
in their lives thus staying healthy and happy
by using the toxic medicines which might have
side-effects!

Each member of the club wears a special badge
indicating their commitment to the cause.
•
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All waste is segregated and students have been
trained to use the right bins for the right waste.
The paper and plastic waste is rejected. Wet waste
and leaves are used for vermi-composting. The
manure obtained through vermi-composting is
used in the school garden.

Taking the Nature Buddies Oath
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Plastic Free Environment Day
Velammal Vidhyashram, Chennai
Students of Velammal Vidhyashram, Surapet,
Chennai in its campaign against the use of Plastics,
prepared 4000 paper bags in a day to replace plastic
carriers used in the school canteen. The Principal handed
over the paper bags to the canteen authorities and the
students during the assembly who pledged to give up
plastic and use biodegradable wrappers. Students were
very enthusiastic and promised to prepare 10000 paper
bags shortly. The school Environmental Protection
(ECO) club is taking a lead role by planting more trees
and keeping the surroundings neat and clean!

acres of land is used for vegetable garden, flower
garden and f ruit orchard. Throughout the year
school gets lots of coconuts, mangoes, guavas,
litchis, bananas, nuts which are more than sufficient
for 400 students and 60 staff. School hardly buys
vegetables because of the students’ and staff ’s hard
work in the vegetable and garden. Besides a rose
flower garden having 150 rose plants of all colours
is developed too. The school temple is surrounded by
flowering plants. Throughout the year the children
(K.G.-I to X) are involved in the garden activities
like planting, digging, watering, manuring, cleaning,
and pruning the plants. The unique structure of the
school surrounded by long coconut trees and green
wealth of the school captivates all at the first sight.
Children are trained in such a way that they love to
take care of plants, like their own. A separate period
for gardening has been allotted in its time-table in
all classes to promote greenery.

Eco-Club Activity at S.V.S. Day Boarding School, Baripada

Eco Club 'ROOTS'
Apeejay Schools, Kolkata
The students with the paper bags prepared as an Environment Day activity

Eco-Club Activities,
S.V.S. Day Boarding School, Baripada
The school has 13 acres of land, out of which
2 acres are invested for swimming and boating. 2
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The need of the hour is to Go Green and the
Nature Club of Apeejay School called Roots (registered
with WWF) is ready to face the challenge. The Principal,
Ms. Rita Chatterjee has been trained by the CBSE and
WWF regarding this upcoming project in schools and
has been trying with the limited green cover in school
to justify the mission.
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Students painted old T-shirts with the club
logo and arranged eco-awareness drives to sensitize
students. The teachers participated in the ESD
Workshop and Ganga Ghat cleanup project by
WWF, Kolkata.

was also organized to create awareness concern among
students.
The students of the senior science section took
up a project on chromium toxicity using microorganism
Pseudomonas species and proposed a probable solution
to prevent heinous consequences on human health
mostly of the children of vere slum areas. Their project
was inspired by scientific discoveries in the field of
molecular biology, and they successfully extrapolated
the theoretical aspects as a model framework which has
been appreciated by group of eminent juries in different
science exhibitions.

Anti Plastic Drive-students distributing paper bags

The school organized trips to Shantiniketan,
Gorumara and Mondarmoni for the students to study
local flora, fauna, ecology and related problems. In
Mondarmoni students organized a beach cleanup drive
where they collected garbage from the sea beach and
nearby hotels
A work shop on pollution causing cancer
was arranged, where an oncologist cancer specialist
spoke about Carcinogenic content of pollution
.On the same day students distributed paper bags
to the pedestrian on Park street. They attended
an ‘Antiplastic Drive’ by the Kolkata Municipal
Corporation.
Apeejay Schools Kolkata and WWF organized
a GREEN SUMMIT called RIGHT TO GREEN.
Several schools took part in events like model green
summit which was on the lines of Model United
Nations. Each school represented a country and spoke
about environmental issues which that country supports
and stands for. The science exhibition focused on
models based on eco-friendly principles. An eco-quiz
and drawing competition, ‘Green it like you mean it’
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Students near Murti River Gorumara during the study
tour of local flora and fauna

Paryavaran Mitra-Young Leader for Change
Tejasvi Vidyaranya, Habsiguda
Chetan Duggirala was awarded the Paryavaran
Mitra Puraskar - Young Leader for Change 2012. The
award has been jointly constituted by the Ministry of
Environment and Forests, Centre for Environment
Education, Ahmedabad, Arcelor Mittal and the UNEP.
He is a student pioneer, striving to create awareness on
reducing carbon emissions by promoting car pooling
and use of public transport. He and his team have got
rich exposure this year including attending international
conferences, and giving presentation to none other
than the Ambassador of Paryavaran Mitra, Dr. A. P. J
Abdul Kalam.
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Children, Gujarat, Managing Trustee, Child Rights
Collective and Senior Editor of a leading Gujarati
Newspaper. Apparently, he was the first choice of the
jury for this coveted award.

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam, Former President of India and Ambassador of
Paryavaran Mitra interacting with the students

Chetan and Nishant participated in an
International Conference “Asia-Pacific UNEP
TUNZA Children and Youth Conference” held at CEE
Ahmedabad in February 2012, and made their valuable
contributions in the preparation of recommendations
towards sustainable lifestyles and green economy,
submitted to Rio+20 in June 2012.

The project volunteers at Infosys after their interviews

The project has helped the team in various ways.
This included realizing the importance of natural
resources and need for protecting our environment,
coordinating and executing a research project involving
many people, learning about fuel consumptions and
carbon emissions of different vehicles, interacting with
distinguished dignitaries across the Globe and Senior
Professionals, analysis and interpretation of data;
preparation of a formal project report. Last but not the
least it taught the students to have a better and bigger
purpose for our existence in this world.

Chetan and Nishant at ASIA-Pacific UNEP TUNZA Children
and Youth Conference

D uly supported by Infosys and School
Management and a team of about 30 volunteers, a
sample of over 300 interviews in five campaigns were
done covering 20000 employees.
Chetan’s efforts have been widely appreciated
and subsequently, he has been selected for the award by
a jury comprising of the Vice-Chancellor of Children’s
University, Gujarat, Education Manager, Save the
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Chetan receiving the Young Leader for Change – Paryavaran Mitra
Puraskar 2012 from Dr. Balakrishna Pisupati at HICC, Hyderabad during
the COP 11 – UNCBD
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Health and Wellness Clubs

Health, Wellness and Sanitation
Little Rock Indian School, Brahmavar
Little Rock Indian School, Brahmavar, Karnataka
devoted the last week of September 2012 to the
organizing of the “Waves of Change” program, initiated
by CBSE, on the theme ‘Health, Wellness and

Sanitation’. The Kindergarten to Secondary school,
utilized a day to showcase what they have done in this
connection.
The program included a host of age-appropriate
activities e.g., chart work, working/non-working
models, recitation of poems written by the students,

The ‘Waves of Change’ organized at Little Rock Indian School, Brahmavar
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skits, Power-Point presentations, video clips, talk by
subject experts, quiz, etc. Senior Students felt the need
to make a mention about the cleanliness of the school
as they interviewed other students so that they are
aware about the efforts of the school in maintaining
cleanliness, thereby the good health of the children
under the guidance of their teachers.

Care of Nose

'Knowing Your Body' & 'Personal Hygiene'
The Renaissance Academy, Tilhar

Oral Hygiene

Both nostrils should be clear of any obstruction
from secretions. Secretions from nose and sneezing
should never be wiped off from hand, wrist or forearm.
A clean handkerchief or tissue paper should be used and
the tissue paper should be disposed of covered in dust
bin and the handkerchief should be washed regularly.

To make the students aware of their external
body parts and to discuss about their personal
hygiene, a talk was organized by 'The Renaissance
Academy, Tilhar' in two phases, which were taken
up by the eminent physician of the town Dr. Alok
Agrawal MD (Med.). Dr. Agrawal explained about
the external body parts, their functions and how to
keep them healthy. Important aspects of his talk
were as follows :
Care of the Eyes
Dr. Agrawal told that eyes must be washed
regularly and practice of applying Kajal by mother to
all her children with single finger should be avoided, as
it promotes chances of spreading infection from finger
to eye and from another one eye.

Dr. Agrawal demonstrated proper technique of brushing

Dr. Agrawal demonstrated the proper technique
of brushing with a tooth brush and explained about
general dental and oral care and hygiene.
Hand Hygiene

Dr. Agrawal highlighted a myth that in cases of
eye flu (red eye and watering from eyes), spectacles with
dark glasses are used to prevent the infection. In fact,
the infection spreads from touching the infected eyes
and then touching personal belongings like copy, book
etc., which other students can touch too.
Care of the Ears
Dr. Agrawal pointed out that the wax in ears
should be cleaned by soft cotton buds and not with
pointed objects. In case of ear discharge or watering
from ears, ears should be cleaned frequently by
sterilized cotton buds and ear drop prescribed by the
doctor should be instilled.
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Washing hands properly is important

The single most important point to remember is
to wash the hands properly and frequently. Dr. Agrawal
demonstrated how hands should be washed properly
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and emphasized that, just by maintaining proper hand
hygiene more than 50% diseases can be prevented.
Ear and Nose piercing, Body piercing and tattooing
All precautions should be taken to ensure that
the needle piercing should be done with sterilized
needles to avoid life threatening diseases.

posters showcasing the various problems and diseases
due to scarcity of food. One of the sections of Class X
put up fantabulous information on their bulletin board
pertaining to the efforts put in by various Agriculture
Co-operatives to improve food.

Toilet Habits
Dr. Agrawal threw light upon toilet habits and
emphasized the need for wet toilets especially in villages
in place of dry toilets. He urged the village students
to insist upon their parents to have the facility of wet
flush latrines inside their houses. If not possible because
of any reasons, a pit should be dug for defecation, and
later on faeces should be covered with soil so that no
fly sits over the faecal matter and contaminates the
objects in houses.
Dr. Agrawal also emphasized cutting of nails,
not walking bare foot on open grounds, having bath
daily, including hair care and changing clothes daily.
He also demonstrated the human skeleton detailing
the major bones.
Dr. Agrawal also stressed upon exposure of
sunlight specially in morning time.
Both the sessions were very informative and
students interacted freely. Principal, Mr. Anurag
Mathur and Science teachers were present during the
talk.
Coordinator Mr. Ravinder Bhatt thanked
Dr. Alok Agrawal for conducting this excellent
workshop.

World Food Day Celebrated
St. Soldier, Mohali, Punjab
To spread enlightenment among students on how
to save food and thereby wipe out hunger and poverty,
about 105 students of Class X of St. Soldier School,
Mohali, Punjab exhibited their artistic skills and made
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The artistically done Bulletin Board as part of the
World Food Day Celebrations

Some useful tips to save food were also imparted
by the students during the Assembly. The importance
of making a list of ingredients according to our needs
before going to the market and using up the leftover in
a healthy and nutritional manner was highlighted. The
knowledge about 'helplines' of various Food Donation
Banks where the unused or left over food could be
donated was also provided.
A slogan writing competition on the importance
of food and the need to save it was held. The students
came out with remarkable thoughts on various
themes.
In all, the school witnessed the Celebration of
World Food Day as an enriching experience.

Health and Wellness Club Activity
Shivalik Public School, Patiala, Punjab
Shivalik Public School, S.S.T. Nagar, Patiala,
Punjab organized First Aid training camp for four
days with the help of RED CROSS SOCIETY to
make aware about life saving techniques and rescue
operations at the time of emergency or accident. On
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the closing ceremony on the distinguished guests
were Mr. P.S. Sodhi ( Joint Secretary Distt. Patiala
Red Cross Society), Mr. J.P Singh (Fire Officer) and
Mr. Verma (Ex-D.T.S. Red Cross Society). There was
live demonstration on ‘How to save people during fire’
by S. Jaspal Singh and ‘How to use fire extinguisher
during fire’ by S.J.P Singh. The importance of blood
donation was discussed and the students who attended
this ceremony were told about the myths related to
blood donation and were encouraged for this kind of
donation. Many posters were also displayed about Blood
Donation and First Aid.

of patients who fell prey to cancer by consuming gutkha
and awakening everyone to help to bring a day when
no child loses a parent or no mother loses a son due to
gutkha consumption.

A message that speaks for itself

Substance/Drug Abuse and its Consequences
The Indian Community School - Kuwait

A demonstration how to use fire extinguisher

Against Gutkha Consumption
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan's GIPCL Academy, Surat
On the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti, the students
of Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan’s GIPCL Academy, Nani
Naroli, Surat, Gujarat along with their Principal, Mrs.
Bindu Nair, teachers and few volunteers from GIPCLSLPP pledged themselves to abstain from drugs,
especially Gutkha. They commenced the programme
with a short prayer and remembering Bapu’s selfless
service to our nation. They were informed that the
consumption of gutkha is responsible for mouth
cancers, as well as cancers of the liver, cervix, stomach,
prostate and lung.
Later, in order to create awareness among people
about the deadly consequences of its use, the student
took out a rally with placards showing the photographs
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The Indian Community School is one of the
oldest Schools in Kuwait, which started on 5 May
1959. The mission of ICSK aims to develop globally
competent and socially committed individuals who are
emotionally strong, physically fit, morally up right and
intellectually outstanding.
As a part of imparting values, every fortnight,
various activities are conducted. An interactive drug
awareness program was conducted by the Indian
Doctors Forum on 9 May 2012 in the school auditorium
to sensitize the students about the menace of substance/
drug abuse. The program was inaugurated by Shri Satish
C. Mehta, Ambassador of India to Kuwait and was
presided by the President of Indian Doctors Forum
in Kuwait Dr. Narayanan Nampoordi. The welcome
address was given by Dr. Murali Gopal, Secretary to
IDF. The guests were felicitated by Mr. Ashok Kalra,
Honorary Chairman of Indian Community School
Board of trustees and by Dr. Binumon, Principal Indian
Community School, Senior Salmiya.
The program on the substance abuse/ drug abuse
was conducted by Prof. P.S.N. Menon, Consultant
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Pediatrician, Armed Force Hospital Kuwait, through
Power-Point and video presentations.

The – ‘Health Mela’ was organised to exhibit
the importance of fruits, green vegetables and high
fibre diet.
Literary competitions like Jingle and poetry
composition, article writing and writing letter to
the editor focusing on the theme was organised. The
students were awarded for their excellent creativity.
An E-mail campaigning was the main attraction
of the week where students and teachers relayed
messages sharing ‘Tips for Healthy living’. It was a
valuable experience.

A section of the crowd during an Interactive Drug Awareness Program
in the Indian Community School, Kuwait

The session was attended by more than 400
students from the school. After the session the IDF
selected 50 student leaders. During the zero periods,
every Thursday, these leaders speak to school mates
about the negative effects of drug abuse.
Anti-drug Abuse Club is also formed in the
school and members organized a visit to the Drug
Rehabilitation Centre, where drug addicts were treated.
The leaders of the Club also conducted a survey on the
number of people under the influence of drugs.
This has created a positive impact on the students
regarding drug abuse and its consequences.

Health and Wellness Club
Lancers Convent, Delhi
Life is not merely being alive, but being healthy.
In order to inculcate this golden virtue among the
students ‘Health Week’ (15 October – 19 October)
was celebrated. A series of special activities focused
on the theme of active living and healthy eating were
conducted too.
The Health Week commenced with a ‘Play’
highlighting the importance of healthy food.
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A Health Parade organized during Health Week at Lancers Convent, Delhi

The need for regular exercise along with
meditation and yoga was also stressed.
‘Health Rally’ was also organised with great
zeal to brief the students about the nutritional value
of vegetables.
The week long programme was successful in
creating ‘Health Awareness’ and promoting ‘Healthy
Lifestyle’ among students.

Health Fair
Navayuga Radiance School, Lucknow
‘Health is Wealth’ was the theme of the day in
Navayuga Radiance School, Jankipuram, Lucknow,
Uttar Pradesh as the school organized a Health Fair
on its school grounds on 25 November 2012. It was an
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initiative for a social cause to spread health awareness
in society by bringing in the various issues of health
under one umbrella largely in collaboration with
HOPE INITIATIVE, an NGO operating in various
parts of Uttar Pradesh. Many eminent doctors joined
the initiative. Many schools of Lucknow along with
their group of teachers and students participated in
the health camp. The Health Fair was graced by the
august presence of the Chief Guest Shri Lalji Tandon,
Member of Parliament, Principal, Mrs. Farzana Shakeel
Ali addressed the audience during the inaugural
ceremony and the Health Club was launched, where
the registered members would work for social causes
related to health every year.

burns, heart diseases, lung disorders / respiratory tract
diseases and ENT problems, stomach / digestive and
liver disorders, kidney problems, gynecology, eye care,
dental care, Spondrfitis, BMI, height, weight, free BP
and sugar check-up to name few.

The Health Fair had interactive sessions from eminent doctors.

The Principals, teachers and students from more
than twenty prestigious schools of Lucknow visited the
fair and benefitted from it. The initiative taken by Ms.
Farzana was much appreciated by the doctors, visitors
and the management members.

Shri Lalji Tandon, Member of Parliament at the Health Fair of
Navayuga Radiance School

Dr. G Chaudhary, Sahara Hospital and the
Founder of HOPE INITIATIVE also addressed the
audience. The aim of the Health Club will be to bring in
an overall community wellness and make the students,
who are the young learners of the society, socially
aware and responsible towards social well-being. The
Management Committee members of B.P. Halwasiya
Educational Society - Mr. Sudhir S Halwasiya, Mr.
K.L. Gupta, Ms. Minnie Pandit, Justice (Retd.) and
Kamal Kishore graced the event. After the inaugural
ceremony, all the members visited the 26 stalls related to
various themes such as Hepatitis – B, global warming,
exam stress, sanitation and hygiene, mosquito menace,
bullying, violence and ragging, alcohol and drugs, safe
holi and safe Diwali, road traffic accidents, first aid,
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Health Club: "Lifeline"
Our Lady of Fatima Convent Sec. School, Patiala

A performance depicting the harmful effects of drugs.

Lifeline club of the school is in the pursuit
of providing good health, fitness and making the
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students aware of hazardous effects of life style
problems due to junk food, obesity, deficiency
disorders, behavioural issues specially the adolescence
issues and refraining them from the impacts of AIDS
and drug abuse.
To achieve this, the school organized various
activities and awareness programmes. Assembly talks
based on health issues have a direct effect on students.
Competitions like poster making, slogan making were

conducted on different issues. Blood donation camps
and rallies are an integral part of club activities.
DRUG ABUSE – a practice which is trapping
the youth of our country is a challenge for all of us. To
make the students aware of this monster, there was
choreography on drug addiction. The students came to
know about the harmful effects including their physical,
mental and social damage. A rally was organized within
permissible area around the school for raising mass
awareness.

talktojazzy.blogspot.in
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Sahodaya Updates

19th Annual National Conference of Sahodaya
School Complexes, Indore, Madhya Pradesh
The Central Board of Secondary Education
launched a networking concept among its schools
called “SAHODAYA” in the year 1986. The concept
of Sahodaya is imbued with the spirit of ‘caring &
sharing’ and is meant to facilitate closer networking
and collaboration among the schools of the CBSE
family. The Sahodaya School Complex is a group of
neighbourhood schools who voluntarily come together
to share best practices and innovative strategies
in various aspects of school education including
curriculum design, evaluation and pedagogy and also in
providing support to teachers through regular capacity
building exercises.

There are near about 250 active Sahodaya
School Clusters across the country with a networking
of over 4500 schools. In order to bring Sahodaya
members on a common platform the Board conducts
a National Annual Conference of Sahodaya School
Complexes every year on an identified theme of
current educational relevance. The National Annual
Conference of Sahodaya School Complexes for the
year 2012 was conducted at Indore (MP) from 22-24
December 2012. Nearly 470 delegates participated in
the above conference. The theme and the sub-themes
of the conference were

Theme - “New pedagogies and enabling technologies
for teaching and learning”.

Glimpses of the 19th Sahodaya at Indore, Madhya Pradesh
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Sub-themes •

Teacher effectiveness

•

Twenty first century learning

•
•
•
•

Education quality and economic growth

like Mr. S.N. Patwardhan, Mrs. Sarita V. Singh,
Mrs. Rekha Sharda, and Mr. Jyoti Ranjan Patra were
also present.

Education 3.0

Transformational pedagogies

Leveraging technology for learning

Workshop on Formative Assessment for Teachers
Alwar Sahodaya Schools Complex, Alwar
CBSE- training workshop was held on Formative
Assessment for teachers at the V.L. Memorial Public
School Alwar. About 25 schools and 98 teachers
participated from the Alwar district.

The workshop on Formative Assessment for Teachers in progress

Content Oriented Language Teaching
Swaminarayan Vidyapith : Karamsad

The Academicians and Resource Persons at
the Formative Assessment for Teachers Workshop

Mr. Ajay Lochan Mathur, President, Alwar
Sahodaya, delivered the welcome note to all the
participants. He emphasized about the importance of
Sahodaya movement in the region for good academic
development. He also informed the guests about future
planning of the Alwar Sahodaya Schools Complex.
The Resource Persons, Mrs. Veena Bhasin and
Mrs. Monika Mehan of Delhi, conducted innovative
and interesting group activities. The informative
workshop was enriching experience while sharing
a common platform of Alwar Sahodaya Schools
Complex. In the workshop Senior Academicians
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An interactive session is an essential part of a workshop

A workshop for English Teachers of the Central
Gujarat Sahodaya School Complex was organized on
2 October 2012 at Swaminarayan Vidyapith, Girls
Residential School, Karamsad, Gujarat. The theme
was ‘Content Oriented Language Teaching in the 21st
Century Schools'. Fifteen schools registered and 44
teachers participated in it.
The Resource Person, Prof. Sulabha Natraj,
Principal of Waymade College of Education, Vallabh
Vidyanagar, urged teachers to become an inspiration
to their children.
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English is a link language across all cultures,
countries and courses. Moreover, language is basic to all
kinds of thinking be it perceptual, conceptual, critical,
creative, reflective and associative. By virtue of being
a tool for thinking and concept formation, language
teaching becomes an indisciplinary subject. Language
development does not take place in a piecemeal
fashion.
In this 21st century, we are dealing with global
English, which incorporates multiple interpretations,
diverse cultures and education for empowerment.
Knowledge of transactional analysis can be used in a
positive way to enhance critical thinking and creative
thinking. When subject–specific proficiency in language
becomes a desirable attainment, goal-oriented approach
can accentuate intellectual development.

The winners of the Sahodaya Poster making Competition with
the Chief Guest and other dignitaries

Mrs. C. Williams, Director, Dr. Sujit Williams,
Chairman, Ebenezer Hr. Sec. School and State
President, Madhya Pradesh Isai Mahasangh,
Mrs. Seena Williams, Administrator and Dr. Manohar
Sharma, Principal and Chairman, Sahodaya Samiti,
Gwalior was also present during this Competition.

Inter School Debate Competition
Army Public School, Darjeeling, W.B.

The teachers at the Content Oriented Language Teaching Workshop

Sahodaya Poster Making Competition
Ebenezer Hr. Sec. School, Gwalior, M.P.
Inter-School Sahodaya Poster Making
Competition – 2012 was being organized in Ebenezer
Hr. Sec. School, Gwalior, Madhya Pradesh on 31
October 2012 under the aegis of Sahodaya Samiti,
Gwalior in which all CBSE schools of Gwalior
Sahodaya showed utmost interest through their
participation. The main theme was National Integration
where students displayed their creative and innovative
skills. The competition was being presided over by
Mr. Yogeshwar Sharma, Addl. S.P., Gwalior and Mr.
Prabhat Rai, Sculptor, Gwalior.
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As a part of the Sahodaya Activity, Army Public
School, Bengdubi, Darjeeling, West Bengal organized
an inter-school debate competition in its auditorium on
30November 2012. The first of its kind, it can be safely
assumed that it will mark the opening of new avenues
for children and will take a new direction in fulfilling
the literal meaning of Sahodaya – ‘Rising Together’.
With eight schools from the vicinity participating,
the topic for the competition were –
Preliminary round – ‘21st Century Indian youth
is devoid of any values.
Semifinal round – Educated youth should join
politics.
Final – Corruption in politics, no way out.
The jur y consisted of highly acclaimed
professionals in their respective fields. The competition
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was declared open by Mr. Abhijeet Chakraborty, Coordinator of the competition. The preliminary round
started with speakers for each team getting 3 minutes
to express themselves, which made for an interesting
spectacle. Four teams proceeded to the semi - final
round with APS Bengdubi, DPS, BSF Kadamtala and
Birla Divya Jyoti competing against each other and after
a closely fought battle of wit and nerves, APS Bengdubi
and DPS were declared the finalists.
But every competition has only one winner and
it was DPS taking the champion’s trophy home.

A Speaker making his point at the Inter-School Debate Competition

The first principle of true teaching is that nothing can
be taught. The teacher is not an instructor or task-master;
he is a helper and a guide. His business is to suggest and
not to impose. He does not actually train the pupil’s mind,
he only shows him how to perfect his instruments of
knowledge and helps and encourages him in the process.
He does not impart knowledge to him, he shows him how
to acquire knowledge for himself”
– Sri Aurobindo
(“Basic Principles of Education,” A New Approach to Education, p.2).
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Sports Arena

Kho-Kho Tournament Swami Sant Dass Public
School, Phagwara Sahodaya Complex Jalandhar

Sarwan Dass Model School, Hadiabad bagged the
third position.

Inter-School Kho-Kho Tournament was
organized in Swami Sant Dass Public School, Phagwara
from 5 October 2012 to 7 October 2012. Nineteen
teams f rom various CBSE schools participated.
Honorable Dr. A.S Rajpa, Manager, Swami Sant Dass
Public School, Phagwara was the Chief Guest.

Cbse Xv Cluster Football Tournament Takes Off
Gita Niketan Awasiya Vidyalaya, Kurukshetra

Nine matches were organized on 5 October
2012, eight on 6 October 2012 and three on 7 October
2012.

CBSE Cluster Football Tournament
Left to right : Sh. Rishi Goel (Principal), Sh. Pitam Singh (Chief Guest),
Dr. Vihav Raj (President), Dr. Pawan Saini (Manager)

The various school teams lined up before the start of
the Kho-Kho Tournament

Sahibzada Ajit Singh Ji Public School, Sarhali
became the winner followed by Swami Sant Dass
Public School, Phagwara as the Runner’s up and Sant
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A three day long CBSE XV cluster football
tournament for boys (U-19) began on 20 October
at Gita Niketan Awasiya Vidyalya Campus. The
CBSE has divided its affiliated schools into a number
of clusters at the regional level. Cluster XV of the
Panchkula region comprises of about 254 schools
out of which 25 schools are participating in the said
event. In a gala opening ceremony, all the participating
players presented a March Past and took an oath to
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play fairly with sportsman's spirit. Sh. Pitam Singh
Director, Spl. Exams., CBSE Delhi was the Chief
Guest on this occasion. He unfurled the sports flag
and formally announced the inauguration of the
games. In his address he talked about the Continuous
Comprehensive Evaluation system of the CBSE. He
specifically emphasized the importance of games in the
life of young students. Mr. Singh also encouraged the
students to develop an interest in sports and participate
whole-heartedly without being bothered about the
results.
The President, Gita Niketan School Managing
Committee, Dr. Vishav Raj Chauhan, observed that
discipline is the most significant part of a student's life
and games help to instill the same. He also motivated
the students to remain focused to achieve the set
targets.

cluster XV, 411 players from 25 schools participated in
the said event. Principal Sh. Rishi Goel expressed deep
satisfaction and pride over the successful completion of
the gala sports event.
Mr. Hem Chandra, Organizing Secretary, Vidya
Bharti, Dr. Vishav Raj Singh Chauhan, Dr. Pawan
Saini, Sh. Balkrishan, and Sh. Vijay Ganesh Kulkarni
were among the dignitaries present on the closing
ceremony.

Inter School Basketball Tournament
Central Academy Sr. Sec. School Shikshantar,
Kota
Central Academy Shikshantar, Police Line,
Kota organized Sahodaya Inter School Basket ball
Tournament 2012-13 from 11 October to 15 October.
The tournament was inaugurated by Shri Gaurav Sen
Jhala, the Principal who welcomed all the teams and
their escorts.
18 teams of boys and 10 teams of girls participated
in the tournament.
In the boys’ category, Modern School, Talwandi
Kota won the trophy and Central Academy Shikshantar
came second. Aklank School, Kota stood first in the
girls category and modern school came second. On the
closing day, the Chief Guest, Shri Pradeep Gaur gave
away the prizes.

The winners with their trophy

The Football Tournament (Boys U-19) ended
with Guru Nanak Academy Ratia managing to retain
the trophy for the second consecutive time. Sant Ishar
Singh Academy Sangrur and Gurukul Kurukshetra
ended up obtaining 2nd and 3rd positions respectively.
The winners were felicitated by Sh. Rakesh Arya,
Superintendent of Police, Kurukshetra, as the Chief
Guest. In a report of the event presented by the
organizing Secretary, Mr. Harish Kumar told the
audience that out of 254 schools falling under the
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Teams competing for the title at the Inter-School Basketball Tournament
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CBSE Cluster XV Athletic Meet
Budha Dal Public School, Patiala, Punjab

The inaugural Salute

The Cluster XV Athletic Meet in which
68 schools affiliated to CBSE was inaugurated by
Mr. Hardial Singh- SSP Fatehgarh Sahib on 2
November 2012. The various events of the day were
scheduled meticulously.
The results of the day are as follows:
Sr.
No.

Event

Result

1

Triple Jump 1. Jaspreet Kaur (Guru Teg Bahadur
(Girls U-19)
Public School, Bardhwal)
2. Balwinder Kaur (DAV Sr. Sec.
School, Sunam)
3. Sandeep Kaur (Akal Academy,
Balbera)

2

Triple Jump
(Boys U-19)

3

1. Harjit Singh ( Sidhu Memorial
School, Sheron)
2. Harjinder Singh (Guru Teg
Bahadur Public School, Bardhwal)
3. Lovekaran Singh (Guru Teg
Bahadur Public School, Patiala)

High Jump
1. Ritu (Shah Satnam School, Sirsa)
(Girls U - 16) 2. Sandeep (Akal Academy,
Fatehgarh Channa)
3. Harmanpreet Kaur (DAV Cent
Public School, Nabha)
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4

Long Jump 1. Kanwarpal (Budha Dal Public
(Boys U - 19)
School, Patiala)
2. Harjinder Singh (Sidhu Memorial
School, Sheron)
3. Jaswinder Singh (Guru Teg
Bahadur School, Patiala)

5

Shot – Put
(Boys U –
19 )

6

Shot- Put
1. Jashanpreet (Kalgidhar Public
(Girls U - 16)
School, Muktsar)
2. Sunreet (Akal Academy, Balberha)
3. Karanjit Kaur (Budha Dal Public
School, Samana)

7

4 x 400 (Girls 1. Kesri Devi School, Kurukshetra
U – 19 Relay) 2. Shah Satnam Girls School, Sirsa
3. Guru Teg Bahadur Public School,
Behar Sahib

1. Jaspal Singh (Shah Satnam
School, Sirsa)
2. Gurlal Singh (Guru Teg Bahadur
School, Bardwal)
3. Sukhbir Singh (Guru Teg Bahadur
School, Patiala)

Who will make it to the finish line?

Budha Dal Public School, Patiala hosting the
CBSE North Zone II Cluster XV came to a close on
the evening of 4 November 2012. The 3- day event
witnessed athleticism, camaraderie, healthy competitive
spirit and sportsmanship among the 66 participating
teams.
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The Chief Guest spoke highly about the
importance of games and applauded the efforts of the
host school for making the event a big success.
The Guru Teg Bahadur Public School Patiala
proved its mettle by winning overall trophy. The runner
up of the event was Guru Teg Bahadur Public School
Dhuri.

CBSE Cluster- I & II Athletic Meet
DAV Public School, Bhubaneswar
1700 Participants from 60 schools from Orissa,
West Bengal, Sikkim, Manipur,
North Eastern States and Jharkhand in the
CBSE Cluster I & II Athletic meet at Ayappa Public
School, Bokaro Steel City, Jharkhand

The cultural bonanza at the Cluster Meet

The event was graced by a galaxy of eminent
people. The Chief Guest of the evening was S. Daljit
Singh Rana, SP city Patiala. He was accompanied by the
Chief Patron of the school, Jathedar Baba Balbir Singh
96 Crori, Principal of the School Dr. (Mrs.) Amrit
Aujla, and Vice Principal, Mrs. Devinder Johal.
Sl. No.
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Name

Class

1

Chinmaya Ranjan Jena

XII

2

Gyandeep Viswaprasad

XI

3

Sanjay Singh

IX

4
5
6
7
8

Subrat Swain
Kamakhya P. Nayak
Lipsa Das
M. Akshita Prasad
Girls Team

X
VII
VIII
VII

The winners with their certificates and prizes

The Medal Tally of DAV Public School is given
below:

Event
Discuss Throw
Javelin Throw
100 Mts.
Tripple Jump
Long Jump
100 Mts.
400 Mts.
800 Mts.
Long Jump
4x100 mts. Relay

Group
U-19
U-19
U-16
U-16
U-16
U-16
U-14
U-14

Position
1st
1st
3rd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
3rd
3rd
1st

Performance
32.70 Mts.
57.24 Mts.
11.90 Sec.
12.66 Mts.
6.13 Mts.
11.90 Sec.
57.47 Sec.
2:52.60 sec.
3.77 Mts.
1:01.00 sec.
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TOTAL MEDAL :- 10 (GOLD - 3, SILVER
- 4, BRONZE - 3)
Out of 10 participants 8 students qualified for
the Nationals
Chinmaya Ranjan Jena, Sanjay Singh, Subrat
Swain, Kamakhya Prasad Nayak & Girls Team (U-14)
Qualified For The Cbse National Athletic Meet to be
Held at Chennai in December 2012

The inaugural ceremony was on 6 October. The
knock-out matches and all other matches between
different teams were played on 6 and 7 of October
from morning 7 am to 9.30 pm. This mammoth event
culminated in the valedictory function and declaration
of the Champions on 8 October 2012.

The GIRLS U-14 team was won the overall
Runners-up trophy.

CBSE Cluster II Basket Ball Tournament
SAI International School, Bhubaneswar
SAI International School, Bhubaneswar hosted
the CBSE Cluster II Basket Ball Tournament 2012
from 6 to 8 October. One of the biggest of its kind,
this mega event was organised in a magnanimous
way by SAI. More than 70 schools from the States
of Odisha, Chhattisgarh and West Bengal and about
800 players with their coaches participated in the 3
day long event.
Dr. Damodar Rout, Hon’ble Minister of
Health & Family Welfare, Micro, Small & Medium
Enterprises, Odisha, inaugurated the grand event as
the Chief Guest and Shri M.V.V. Prasad Rao, Regional
Officer cum Deputy Secretary CBSE, Bhubaneswar
region, graced the occasion as the guest of Honour.

The March Past at the Basket Ball Tournament

October-December 2012

The girls basketball players in action at the tournament

Elaborate arrangements were made by the
members of SAI family to greet and cater to the needs
of the 800 participants, right from their arrival on 5
October to their departure on 8 October.
Kalinga Stadium was the venue where all the
matches were played. Qualified and expert referees from
the State referee Board conducted the matches.
The valedictory function was graced by the Chief
Guest Mr. Suresh Chandra Mantry, General Manager
‘The Samaj’, a leading local newspaper and the Guests
of Honour Mr. Pushkar Vohra Deputy Director, Sports,
CBSE and Mr. M.V.V. Prasad Rao, Regional Officer
cum Joint Director CBSE, Odisha.
The best players (Boys & Girls) were awarded
and then the Player of the Tournament among boys and
Girls, were given prizes. Medals were presented to the
players of all three positions and Champions trophy was
awarded to Sainik School, Tilaiya in the boys category
and in the Girls category MGM BOKARO was
declared as champions. CHINMAYA VIDYALAYA
BOKARO and DBMS, JAMSHEDPUR were the
runners up in the tournament.
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CBSE Football Cluster XIII
Saint Soldier International School, Chandigarh

CBSE Cluster XVI Basketball Championship
Aadesh International School, Lakhinder (Miani)

Saint Soldier International School, Sector 28
B, Chandigarh hosted the CBSE Football Cluster
XIII Tournament 2012-13 for the second consecutive
time. In this grand football extravaganza 45 teams
from Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Haryana, Himachal
Pradesh, Mohali and Chandigarh participated. This
football cluster was held from 3 October to 7 October
2012. The opening ceremony on 3 October was marked
with a lot of fervour and zest.
Mr. J.P.S. Nindra a renowned educationist was
the esteemed Chief Guest. The participants took the
oath and a cultural show was presented to mark the
cluster open. The matches were played in the Football
Stadium, Chandigarh and in the school football
ground.

The winning team with their trophy received by the Chief Guest Mr. D.S.
Mangat, Director Public Relations, Punjab

After defeating 43 teams, Saint Soldier
International School, Chandigarh and B S F School,
Jammu clashed on 7 October for the prestigious
trophy in the final match. The host team Saint Soldier
International School won the tournament with a
convincing lead of 5-0. With this win, the football team
of Saint Soldier International School has been selected
to play the CBSE All India Nationals held in December
2012. The Chief Guest Mr. D.S. Mangat, Director
Public Relations, Punjab gave away the prizes.
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The Chief Guest Chaudri Balbir Singh (Ex. Minister) taking the salute
during the March Past

CBSE Cluster XVI Basketball Championship
2012 was organized from 3 to 6 October 2012. 72 teams
of boys and girls of CBSE affiliated schools participated
from all over Punjab. In the inauguration ceremony, the
Chief Guest Chaudri Balbir Singh (Ex. Minister) took
the salute during the march past in than sixty teams. A
team of ten NIS qualified officials headed by Mr. Buta
Ram (Chairman Technical Committee BFI) conducted
the championship. Spring Dale Senior School, Amritsar
defeated DPS Jalandhar and APEEJAY Jalandhar
defeated Baba Farid School Faridkot in boys and girls
category respectively and emerged as winners. The
Chief Guest Sardar Sohan Singh Thandal and Chaudri
Balbir Singh, Chairman, AIS gave away the prizes.

Who'll basket to win?
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Taekwondo Championship
Tulips International School, Pooth Khurd
The CBSE Nor th Zone I Taekwondo
Championship lasted for three days in which more
than 800 participants from 156 schools took part, had
two categories- under 14 and under -19. Event started
with the lighting of the ceremonial lamp by the founder
Chairman, Sh. Inderjeet Grover and was followed by
hoisting of the CBSE and school flag by the chairman
Sh. Pradeep Grover. Assistant Directorate of Education
Sh. Surender Bhandoria was the chief guest on the
occasion. Mr. Harish, President of the Taekwondo
Federation was also present. The Chairperson Mrs.
Sunita Grover announced the tournament “Open”. The
school, Principal Mrs. Harsh Arya started the event
with the ‘Oath’ taking ceremony.
An observer f rom CBSE Ms. Anshu was
present. The winners were felicitated with medals and
certificates by Area Counselor Sh. Jag Roshni Yadav
Hansraj Model School won the championship, Tulips
International School finished second and Richmond
school got third position.

CBSE North Zone-II Handball Championship
Shree Krishna Pranami Public School,
Bhiwani

A handball match in progress

The 3 days Handball Championship culminated
on 20 October 2012 with the final matches played
between the rival teams for bagging the top position.
The Principal thanked everyone associated with
the championship, The Chairman, Shri H.P. Kedia
presented the trophies and certificates. The boys and
girls of Junior Section cheered the winning teams with
their performance on an aerobic theme. A colourful
Haryanvi dance performed by the girls of class VII
added charm to the closing ceremony.

National Taekwondo Championship
Pilani Public School, Pilani

CBSE North Zone Handball Championship
2012-13 commenced with the cacophony of crackers,
colourful confetti and sky shots when the Chief Guest,
Shri M R Dhull, HCS, SDM, Siwani Mandi declared
the opening of the championship in Shree Krishna
Pranami Public school, Siwani Mandi.
It started with CBSE flag hoisting and March
past.The captains led respective teams holding their
school flags.
Mr. S.S. Balhara, Principal, SKPPS welcomed
invitees from different schools with his warm words.
Then followed the delightful cultural programmes
taking the audience to the States of Rajasthan,
Tamilnadu and Kerala.

October-December 2012

The participants at the National Taekwondo Championship

The National Taekwondo Championship
-2012 was organized by Pilani Public School,
Pilani on 3 November 2012 under the aegis of the
Rajasthan Taekwondo Association which is affiliated
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to Taekwondo Federation of India. Over 150 students
from different States of India participated in the
Championship. The first, second and third team
positions were bagged by Pilani Public School, Pilani,
Tagore Public School, Jaipur, IPS Bopara Haryana.
In this tournament Mayank, Honey. Rohan, Kanu,
Rajeev, Vijay Singh and Sanjay won the gold medals.
Mayank and Kanu were declared the best fighters of the
tournament. Earlier school had participated in North
India Taekwondo Championship held at Jaipur. The
students won five gold, seven silver and eight bronze
medals in the tournament.
Ten students of Pilani Public School Taekwondo
team also participated in 4th International Taekwondo
Event, 2012 at EMAC, Bangkok (Thailand) from 25
to 30 October 2012. Kanu Singh of class VIII and
Achyut Sharma of class IX won the gold the medal in
the tournament.

CBSE Cluster Vii Basketball Tournament
CRPF Public School, Jawaharnagar

Mrs. Sofi Sam an International Basketball player was
the Guest of honour. The Manager of the school, Dr.
C.S. Rao, IPS DIGP CRPF GC RR presided.The
synchronized March Past was followed by a colourful
cultural programme. The Principal Dr. I Anuradha
welcomed all the teams.Teams were eliminated on a
knock out basis. The girls team from Kumaran School,
Bengaluru emerged the winners while Chirec Public
School, Hyderabad bagged the Runners up trophy.
Delhi Public School, Hyderabad stood third.
In the Boys category, Oakridge International
School, Hyderabad clinched the winners trophy, Jain
International Residential School Bangalore stood
second and the hosts CRPF Public School stood
third.
The Chief Guest for the Closing ceremony was
Sri Mohammed Rizwan, Ex captain of the Indian
Basketball team who had captained the team in several
International events. In his address, the Chief Guest
congratulated the winning teams and appreciated the
participants too.

CRPF Hockey Team Returns Victorious
CRPF Public School, Jawaharnagar

The girls team from Kumaran School, Bengaluru with their trophy

The CRPF Public School, Jawaharnagar,
Hyderabad organized the CBSE Cluster VII Basketball
Tournament for Boys and Girls (Under 19) from 27
to 30 October 2012. 47 CBSE schools from Andhra
Pradesh and Karnataka participated in the tournament.
The Opening ceremony was conducted on the 27
October 2012. The Chairman of the school Sri N.R.K.
Reddy IPS, IGP S/S CRPF was the Chief Guest.
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The girls Hockey Team of CRPF Public School won the
CRPF South Zone Hockey Tournament

The CBSE South Zone Hockey Tournament
was conducted at Sachidanand Jyothi Niketan, Kalar,
Mettupalayam, and Coimbatore. 28 schools from the
South Zone, participated in this competition. The
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girls hockey team of CRPF Public School returned
victorious. Mr. Mohammed Riyaz the coach of the
Indian Hockey team presented them the trophy. They
participated in the Nationals held at Bhimavaram in
November.

CBSE North Zone II Taekwondo Championship
Dayanand Model Sr. Sec. School, Jalandhar
Three days CBSE North Zone II, Taekwondo
Championship was held in Dayanand Model Sr. Sec.
School Jalandhar, Punjab for under 14 and under 19
boys and girls under Principal Mr. Raj Kumar Sehgal,
CBSE observer Mr. Sanjeev Kumar and Chief Coordinator Ms.Manju Sammi. 126 schools from Punjab
and Haryana participated in the meet with great zeal
and velour.
The meet was inaugurated by the Mayor of
Jalandhar Sh. Sunil Jyoti, Revered Chairman D.M.S
Sh. B.B Sharma and Regional Director Ms. P P
Sharma. The Principal of Institute of Physiotherapy Mr.
Jatinder Kumar was the distinguished guest. The oath
taking was led by Prabhsimran and Rishabh of D.M.S.
The overall trophy of the championship North Zone
II was taken by the team of Shah Satnam, Sirsa. The
Retreat Ceremony was performed on 11 October 2012,
was attendedby Mr. Pushkar Vohra, Deputy Director
(Sports), CBSE and Chief Parliamentary Secretary,
Sh. K. D Bhandari.

Annual Sports Meet
Shree Tyagi Modern Public School, Hodal
Shree Tyagi Modern Public School, Hodal,
Haryana celebrated its Annual Sports Meet on 23
November 2012. A variety of events like Flag Race,
Sack Race, Tie Race, Tunnel Race, Matka Race, 110
m. Hurdle Race, Shot put, High Jump, Long Jump
were organized to include healthy competitive spirit
and sportsmanship. The event was divided into three
segments, first for the pre primary, second for the
primary and third for the secondary wing, keeping in
mind, the differences in the physical and mental levels
of the students of various age groups.
The programme concluded on 24 November
2012 with the prize distribution ceremony by the
Principal, Sh. Sunil Arya.

The Annual Sports meet of Shree Tyagi Modern Public School,
Hodal had various races

CBSE Hockey Championship North Zone-1
Gian Jyoti Public School, Mohali
Gian Jyoti Public School, Phase -2, Mohali,
Punjab conducted CBSE Hockey Championship,
North Zone – I, 2012-13.The Hockey Matches for
under 14 and under 19,for boys and girls were held
for three days.The formal inauguration was done
byHon'ble S.R.J. Khanderao, Regional Officer, CBSE,
Punchkula.
The little champions exhibiting their Taekwondo kicks

October-December 2012

In the final matches for under 19 boys, Guru
Gobind Singh Vidya Mandir, Ratwara Sahib, Sri Guru
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Gobind Singh Collegiate Public School, Chandigarh
and Bal Bharti Public School, Pritampura, Delhi
were winners, runners up and second runner up
respectively.
Guru Gobind Singh Vidya Mandir, Ratwara
Sahib, Akaal Acedemy Baru Sahib and Genius
International School, Roopnagar, were thr winners,
runners ups and second runner ups respectively in the
event for under 14 boys.

(Chairman, Muthoot Group), Mr. Alexander George
Muthoot (Director-Muthoot Group), Dr. Sara George
Muthoot (Principal, St. George’s School), Mrs. Mihika
Mathew Alexander (VP-Operations, St. George’s
School), renowned cricket coach Udey Gupte, Ms. Ritu
Sidana (Administrator – Sports Academy) and other
dignitaries. Shri Yashpal Sharma (renowned former
cricketer and former national selector) was the Chief
Guest on the inaugural day of the tournament.

For under 14 girls, Akaal Academy Baru Sahib
and Shivalik Public School, Sector - 41, Chandigarh
were winners and the runners ups.
The winners were honoured with the medals and
trophies and were given certificates by the Principal,
Mrs. Ranjeet Bedi, Gian Jyoti Public School, Phase-2,
Moahli.
The closing of CBSE flag was solemnized in a
formal way by S.J.S.Bedi, the Chairman, Gian Jyoti
Group of Institutes. He congratulated the winners in
his speech and appreciated the efforts of the host school
and declared the meet closed.

Paul George Memorial Tournament
St. George's School, New Delhi
The Paul George Memorial Tournament was
organised by St. George’s School to provide a sports
platform for government school students to showcase
their cricket talent.
In memory of the Executive Director, Late Shri
Paul M George, the 11-day Under-16 Twenty-Twenty
cricket tournament was held from 17October to
27October 2012 at St. George’s School, New Delhi.
Dr. Smt. Kiran Walia, Hon'ble Minister
for Education, Social Welfare, Women and Child
Development & Languages was the Chief Guest
on the Grande Finale of the tournament held on 27
October 2012. Present on the finale were Shri Shammi
Narang (renowned voice-over artist and former
Doordarshan anchor), Shri M.G George Muthoot
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The joy of Accomplishment!

Highlights of Paul George Memorial Tournament:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

128 students from 8 Delhi Government schools
participated in the tournament.

8 Most Valued Players selected from the 8 teams
during the Tournament are being trained at the
St. George’s Sports Academy for a year without
any fee.

Winning prize of Rs 50,000/- to the winning
team and Rs 25,000/- to the runner’s up team
was given.
Educational Scholarship of Rs 10,000/- to the
best player from each team was given.

Two other best players from each team were
selected as the ball boy for the Delhi Daredevils
home matches in the IPL season VI.
Original Delhi Daredevils key players autographed
cricket bat was given to the winning team.

Trophies were given to Man of the Match in
each game and All Rounder, Best Batsman and
Best Bowler.
Teachers’ Voices- Heard and Unheard

Academic Updates

Empowerment Programme at Trivandrum
South Zone Sahodaya Complex,Trivandrum

Shri Vineet Joshi, Chairman, CBSE and Dr.
Sadhana Parashar, Director (Academics, Research,
Training & Innovation) were the other dignitaries
present at the programme.
Shri Jyothis Chandran, Chairman, Jyothis
Group of Institutions welcomed the guests and the
delegates. He highlighted the need of such programmes
in future. The Presidential Address was given by
Shri H.P Sharma, President, South Zone Sahodaya
Complex, Trivandrum.

Dr. Shashi Tharoor, Minister of State for Human Resource Development
interacts with the delegates during the Empowerment Programme at Trivandrum

An Empowerment Programme for Managers,
Principals and Teachers of 800 CBSE Schools of Kerala
was held at Trivandrum on 8 December 2012.
The Programme was conducted in AL Saj
Convention Centre at Kazhakuttom, Trivandrum. The
delegates came from 800 schools of Kerala. Approx 255
participants were there including the teachers of Jyothis
Central School and Sahodaya representatives.
Dr. Shashi Tharoor, Minister of State for Human
Resource Development inaugurated the workshop.
He announced that a Regional Office will start
functioning at Trivandrum and a Teachers Training
Institute will also be opened at Kochi.
October-December 2012

Dr. Sadhana Parashar, Director (Academics, Research, Training &
Innovation) presenting a Memento to Dr. Shashi Tharoor, Minister of
State for Human Resource Development

Shri Vineet Joshi, while addressing the gathering,
delved on the relevant topics of CCE and the issues
which are generally being asked by the stakeholders.
Dr. Sadhana Parashar, Director (Academics,
Research, Training & Innovation) briefed the audience
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on Problem Solving Assessment (PSA), Evidences of
Scholastic and Co-Scholastic, Values Based Questions,
Mentoring and other new initiatives of the CBSE.
Shri. James Joseph, The Former Vice-President
of Council of Boards of School Education (COBSE)
and the Director of Kerala Hr. Sec. Education made a
very elaborated and critical analysis of the CBSE system
and other education Systems.
Other speakers of the programme were Shri.
Unnikrishnan K, President, Confederation of Kerala
Sahodaya Complexes, Shri. James Joseph, Former
Vice-President of COBSE and Shri. N. Jagannathan,
General Secretary, South Zone Sahodaya Complex.

and Dr. Sadhana Parashar, Director (Academics,
Research, Training & Innovation) CBSE.
Four eminent International experts in Educational
Assessment. Dr. Jim Tognolini, Prof Gordon StanleySenior Research Fellows at the University of Oxford
England, Dr. Jon Twing, Sr. Executive Vice President,
Pearson Assessment & Information, U.S.A. and
Ms. Isabel Sutcliffe, Member Pearson Assessment
Community (PAC) Steering Committee & Member,
Pearson Research Committee & Interim Director,
conducted the Work Shop.

Shri. Vineet Joshi, Chairman, CBSE answered
queries put by the delegates. Apart from the current
topics like PSA, Values Education, CCE etc., the
Chairman also made clear the role of Mentors, duties of
Mentees and the vision of CBSE for the coming years.
Smt. Salitha. L, Principal, Jyothis Central School,
proposed the vote of thanks.
It was a unique programme which was conceived,
directed and executed perfectly by Shri. S. Jyothis
Chandran and H.P Sharma, under the auspices of
South Zone Sahodaya Complex. It was probably the
first time in Kerala that 1200 Principals, Managers and
teachers from 800 Schools witnessed such an event.

Assessing and Providing Feedback on Student
Learning : Rosary Sr. Sec. School, Delhi
The Central Board of Secondary Education
and Centre for Assessment Evaluation and Research
organized a Workshop on Assessing and Providing
Feedback on Student Learning on 30 July and 31 July
2012 Rosary Sr. Sec. School, Radio Colony, Delhi was
the venue for the same. This Workshop was exclusively
for Principals, Vice Principals, Managers and Teachers
of CBSE affiliated Schools. More than 50 delegates
from India and abroad took part in it. The presiding
dignitaries were Shri Vineet Joshi, Chairman, CBSE
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The International experts along with Sister from Rosary Sr. Sec. School,
Delhi during a workshop on Assessing and Providing Feedback
on Student Learning

Shri Vineet Joshi, Chairman CBSE in his
inaugural address said that parents need to understand
the importance of Formative Assessment. The
continuous and comprehensive evaluation (CCE) had
evolved after interaction with stakeholders from all
over the country and such workshops empower teachers
to plan the curriculum better. He further emphasized
that academics and co- scholastic activities should go
hand in hand.
Professor Jim Tognolini gave on introduction
to Educational Assessment stating that assessment
is viewed as a process of monitoring a student’s
progress along a developmental continuum, where the
developmental continuum describes student's growth
in terms of knowledge, understanding and skills. All
efforts of educators are aimed towards the betterment of
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the students. Good teachers, he said, can easily perceive
if students were following what was being taught and
plan accordingly.

presentations given during the conference were
organized into fourteen sessions. About 150 Principals
represented almost every State of India.

Professor Gordon Stanley said that tests should
be assembled in a systematic way and proper directions
for the test or assessment should be formulated. Tests
should be properly administered and procedures
planned in advance. He said schools should develop
quality assessments.

At the inauguration session, Chief Guest Shri
Vineet Joshi, Chairman CBSE, said that these types
of meetings and conferences contribute to the process
of learning and teaching. During his address to the
participating Principals, he focused on various reforms
introduced by CBSE, such as, CCE, Examination
pattern, Evaluation process etc. He justified the
process of evaluation by teachers themselves rather
than being examined by an external body, because, one
can be best examined by one’s own teacher. He also
added that self-competition makes us stress free while
competition with others only increases the rate of stress.
He further observed that the main objective of CCE
is - to establish close association among teachers and
the students, to reduce competition among students,
to evaluate students social skills, life skills, moral and
academic skills regularly rather than being examined at
fixed intervals of time. He suggested several methods of
successful implementation of CCE at the school level.
He appealed that cost free and in-school Formative
Assignments should be given to the students by the
teachers. He congratulated Dr. Ajay Sharma, Principal
of the host school, for receiving the National Award to
Teachers – 2011, on 5 September 2012.

The Principals and Teachers were encouraged
to use psychometric methods for appraising classroom
assessments by Dr. Jon Twing. He also spoke about the
sort of item improvement strategies which teachers
can realistically be expected to carry out for their
own teacher based tests and recommended the sites
www.ncme.org National Council on Measurement in
Education (NCME); www.nwrel.org The Northwest
Regional Electronic Laboratory (NWREL) and www.
wested.org WestED.
The eminent resource persons among other
things also spoke about the advantages of CCE and
some of the challenges schools face in implementing
it which have a history embedded in summative
examinations.
Ms. Isabel Sutcliffe thanked everybody in her
address and said that it was a privilege to interact with
so many like-minded people.
The School’s Principal, Rev. Fr. Sabu Joseph
expressed his thanks to the speakers for being there to
share their findings and opinions.

National Conference of Principals
Sriji Baba Saraswati Vidya Mandir, Mathura
‘VIDYA’, A National Conference of Principals
of Vidya Bharti’s CBSE affiliated schools all over
India was organized at Sriji Baba Saraswati Vidya
Mandir, Goverdhan Marg, Mathura, Uttar Pradesh.
This conference focused on issues related to CBSE,
Education and Vidya Bharti organization. The ten

October-December 2012

A speaker presenting his views at National Conference of Principals

During the conference Mr. B.P.D. Khandelwal,
Ex-Chairman CBSE, Prof. Chand Kiran Saluja from
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Delhi University, Mrs. Anuradha Joshi, Principal,
Sardar Patel Vidyalaya, Delhi, Dr. Govind Prasad
Sharma, Director Hindi Growth Academy M.P. and
others presented their views on different dimensions
of education.

Interactive Session With the Chairman CBSE
Shivalik Public School, Patiala

Shri Vineet Joshi, Chairman, CBSE interactiing with the Principals
at Shivalik Public School, Patiala

under the guidelines of CBSE. This week is observed
in the memory of Bismarck of India, Sardar Vallabh
Bhai Patel. The theme for this year was ‘Transparency
in Public Procurement.’ The students threw light on
issues related to ‘Consumer ‘and ‘Consumerism’. An
enlightened consumer can play a rightful role in curbing
corruption. The students of Std IX and X talked about
the rights and duties of the citizens of India and their
role in establishing a corruption free society. As a
consumer we need to wake up to our rights and not have
a hapless and helpless attitude, by giving in to corrupt
practices. Slogans like ‘Jago Grahak Jago’, ‘Check MRP
before Paying’ etc., echoed in the assembly. The students
also talked about the positive role played by media in
creating public awareness about such issues.
Mrs. Inderjit Sandhu, Senior Social Studies
teacher informed the students about the ‘Right to
Information Act’. Throughout the week the students
from different classes were involved in Essay Writing
Competitions, Poster Making, Slogan Writing, Debate
etc.

Shivalik Public School, SST Nagar, Patiala,
Punjab had a memorable day hosting Shri Vineet Joshi,
Chairman CBSE. The chairman was welcomed by all
the Principals of different schools. This was followed by
his interactive session with Principals about the CCE
system. He discussed in detail about FA's and SA's. He
talked about the various circulars issued by the CBSE
e.g., giving importance to Speaking and Listening
Skills, introducing vocational courses and to make
students ready to face competitive exams.
The Director, Shivalik Public School, Mr. D. S.
Bedi honoured and thanked Shri Vineet Joshi and Mr.
G. P. Gupta for their valuable inputs.

Vigilance Awareness Week
DAV Public School Lawrence Road, Amritsar
DAV Public School, Lawrence Road, Amritsar,
Punjab observed the week from 29 October 2012
to 3 November 2012 as Vigilance Awareness Week
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The students speaking on ‘Consumer and Consumerism’ during
Vigilance Awareness Week

Quest : Teacher Training Workshop
Emm Aar International School, Adampur
Emm Aar International School, Adampur, Distt
Jalandhar, Punjab organised Lions Quest Teachers
Training Workshop from 12 October to 14 October
2012.
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The resource person was Mrs. Ratna Choudhry.
Forty six teachers attended the three days’ workshop.
Lion Quest Workshop was inaugurated by the District
Governor 321-D Lion Prince Verma MJF, Lion Satpal
Bajaj, Lions Club Adampur, Dr. (Mrs.) Simmi Tandon,
Principal and Lion Dr. Sarav M. Tandon, Chairman,
Emm Aar International School, Adampur.

and expressed their rational views via their essays on the
theme “Food Adulteration and Awareness”. Students
were made aware of “Consumer Rights” by the eminent
personalities. Enlightening Debates on “Is e – payment
an effective tool in reducing corruption”, and seminar
on “RTI and Transparency in Public Procurements”
were presented by senior students.
Applauding the whole hearted participation of
the students, the school management emphasized that
such programmes fulfill the objectives of bringing about
all round development of the students and build truly
responsible citizens.

The Teacher Training Workshop in progress

The purpose of the very focused and fruitful
workshop was to elucidate and highlight the objective
of the Teachers Training Workshop: exemplify its
application at the grass root level, discuss how it
translates the assessment of a child’s performance and
the presentation of the progress report thereafter.
On conclusion of the workshop the Senior
Trainer gave away the certificates and the vote of thanks
was given by the Chairman of the School, Dr. Sarav
M. Tandon.

A presentation on RTI and Transparency in Public Procurements during
Vigilance Awareness Week was appreciated by everyone

Life Skill Activities
Sree Sarada Vidyalaya, Kalady

Vigilance Awareness Week
Little Flowers Public Sr. Sec. School, Delhi
Little Flowers Public Sr. Sec. School, Shivaji
Park, Shahdara, Delhi observed Vigilance Awareness
Week from 30 October to 3 November 2012 to comply
with the social responsibility of Central Vigilance
Commission of preparing active, alert and vigilant
citizens for the future.
The students of various classes made eye – catching
banners and slogans related to ‘Consumer Awareness’

October-December 2012

The kids feeding the calfs under the Sanskriti Club Activities
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True education is an insight to values based
education. With the impact of modernization and
challenges of ever changing society we have witnessed
a great deal of erosion of our cultural and ethical values.
Education in human values is the art of moulding a
child and paving the way to right rhythm of life. This
can open a voluminous horizon of noble thoughts and
ideals.

collect one handful of rice to feed the poor and needy
in Puthiyeedam, near Kalady. Students donate blank
pages of notebooks to the children in the colony.
The school has adopted three cows which were
about to taken to the slaughter house.
The aim of this act was to spread the message of
loving all living beings. Thus the club tries to impart the
idea that ‘Sharing the suffering of others and attempting
to alleviate their sorrows liberates mankind from selfcenteredness and leads to grow spiritually.'
As a way of making citizens commit socially,
the students are made to collect plastic in and around
the school campus and ensure them safe disposal.
Counseling classes are also given by the members of
club to the little juniors. Members organize themselves
into groups to check misuse of food and water.

'Understanding Emotions: Anger'
Blue Bells Group of Schools, Gurgaon
With growing incidents of rage and anger in
our society today, it was felt important to engage
with our students around this theme and develop an
understanding about anger, as an emotional experience.
And hence, group work was developed for students
using different spaces within the school set up.

Save Electricity to keep the future bright

With the aim of awakening and manifestation
of inherent and hidden humanness the Sree Sarada
Vidyalaya, Kalady, Kerala has brought out a club for
social welfare-SANSKRITI CLUB. The programmes
and activities organized by the club make the students
realize that just as eyes, ears and limbs are part of our
body, every individual is a part of the family, every family
is a part of society which in turn is a part of humanity.
The school has adopted a village in Wayanad, which
is in a torment and ardent state of poverty. Under the
activity ‘To Soothe Hunger’, students, on every Friday
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A session on 'Anger Management' being conducted in the school

From beginning October to mid November
2012, the theme of Understanding Emotions: Anger
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was taken up in the entire school, with the objective
of facilitating students to become aware of different
types of emotional states and learning to identify
their triggers to anger, as well as learning more
adaptive ways to manage and express feelings that
lead to anger. Hence, there was a dual focus. To create
awareness around anger as an emotional experience
and second, to introduce a shift from ‘reacting’ to
‘responding’, i.e managing anger in ways that are
not self-defeating.
School counselors conducted five sessions each,
in all sections of nursery to class V and one long session
with students of class XI and XII. Modules were
developed inhouse to help students understand what
are emotions and feelings and then focusing on anger as
an emotion. The attempt was made to create awareness
and then acceptance of anger as a universal emotional
experience before moving on to expressions of anger
and reactive behaviours as a result of not feeling good.
Emphasis was on helping them understand and identify
the triggers to be able to effectively manage anger.
In sync with the above objective, a series of
morning assemblies for classes III to V were conducted
in the form of skits enacted by students. The idea
of having a series helped in keeping the theme of
understanding emotions, with a focus on anger, alive in
the minds of students and teachers through the entire
period. Each skit left the audience with a thought and
then the following episode, recapitulated the essence
of the last assembly and took students to next level
of understanding. Interactive sessions with students
followed the skit.
The Arts Department contributed in creating
atmosphere for this theme work by placing art
work school. House corner during this period too
was developed around this theme. The same theme
was adopted in AEP Club as well to reinforce the
understanding of emotions. A special workshop was
conducted with teachers from class I to X, on 'dealing
with emotions' by Dr. Alka Saxena, Consultant
healthcare and awareness.
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Transforming Principals to Educational Leaders
NUEPA, New Delhi
The 14th Management Development
Pro g r a m m e on L e ad e r s h i p i n E d u c a t i on a l
Administration for Principals of Senior Secondary
Schools affiliated to CBSE, was organized from 8
October to 12 October 2012 by the Department of
Educational Administration, at National University
of Educational Planning and Administration (NUEPA)
New Delhi.
44 Principals from various states Assam, Bihar,
Delhi, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Meghalaya,
Haryana, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh and West
Bengal participated. The Principals were given a chance
to interact with Resource Persons like Prof. R. Gobinda,
Prof. K. Sujatha, Prof. Kumar Suresh, Dr. Y. Josephine,
Dr. Rashmi Diwan, Dr. Vineeta Sirohi, Dr. R. S. Tyagi,
Dr. Manju Narula, Dr. Sunita Chugh, Dr. Kashyapi
Awasthi from NUEPA and Prof. D. Jagannathan, Prof.
Irfan Rizvi and Dr. Preetam Khandelwal from other
institutes.

The Resource Persons interacting with Principals during Management
Development Programme on Leadership is Educational Administration

With the objective towards sensitizing the
participants about new changes and challenges in
school education and to expose the participants
to the techniques of organizational diagnosis and
leadership development, the programme started
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with three major themes : sensitization, human
resource development and organizational diagnosis
and development.

the one week Management Development Programme
in Education Leadership.

Life Skills Activities
DAV Public School, Gurgaon
Youth development is a process of mental,
physical, social and emotional growth. Therefore it
is the responsibility of teachers, parents, counselors,
educators etc., to help in bringing effective changes
in the individual through systematic training and
guidance. Realizing the importance of this, DAV
Public School organizes competitions and programs
for enhancing life skills among students in the
school.

The participant receiving certificate of participation

The programme was organized under strict
surveillance of Prof. K. Sujatha as Head of Department
and supervised by Assistant Professor, Dr. R. S.
Tyagi as Programme Incharge for various activities
at the seminar hall of NUEPA. A curriculum guide
was provided to all the participants who helped in
developing their knowledge and skills regarding the
particular theme.

A few activities are described here.
Inter Class Board Decoration on Life Skills:
The school organized an Inter-class board
decoration to develop better understanding of life
skills, that would help them become successful later in
life. Students of class X decorated ten boards based on
different life skills on 11 October 2012.

There were discussions on educational policies,
sharing of the best practices by Principals, lectures by
Resource Persons, brain storming sessions, presentations
on various topics, approaching school related problems,
sharing of ideas etc.
During the training session, various school issues
related to school management were taken up. The most
important ones being improving school management,
globalization and school education, RTE implications,
accounting and auditing, leadership, instructional
leadership, staff development, organizational diagnosis,
school improvement planning, understanding and
managing self, decision-making, team building at
school level and communication.
At the end of the training, all the participants
were given certificates indicating that they had attended
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Inter House Movie Making Competition on Mental
Health:
An Inter House Movie making Competition
for classes IX and X was organized an on 9 November
2012 to equip the students to tackle the problems of life.
Each house prepared and presented one short movie
based on different issues affecting the mental health
of an adolescent.
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A motivational workshop was also organised for
students and teachers. At the workshop students were
given an extra boost to encourage them to reach greater
personal and academic goals. The workshop enabled
them to become independent thinkers, positive role
models whilst accepting responsibility for their actions
and exercise assertion.

Workshops on Life Skills
Workshops were organized on Parental
Counseling and Career Counseling which were
addressed by renowned counselors - Dr. V.S.
Ravindran and Dr. Daisy Chauhan. They enlightened
the parents and the students regarding various
adolescent issues and Personality Development
issues. Students also actively participated in the
workshops organized by "Expressions India" on
Life Skills.

Workshop on Parenting
Tecnia International School, Delhi
A special workshop for parents was organized in
Tecnia International School. The workshop offered a
penetrating insight into the multi dimensional approach
towards effective parenting. As experts emphasized
upon the importance of time spent with children as
extremely crucial Ms. Anubha Verma, an Educational
Psychologist listed sharing responsibility amongst
parents, establishing routine intermingling with
children, limiting time spent on T.V., newspapers and
social obligations as essential for healthy upbringing
from parental perspective. Accepting the fact that
parenting in 21st century is possibly one of the most
challenging jobs, the two hour long workshop addressed
core issues pertaining to upbringing of kids.
Stressing the need for positive praise, motivation,
approval and endorsement to nice works of children,
the experts called for need to set personal examples to
be imbibed and imitated by children.
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A motivational workshop organised for students and teachers

Waves of Change
DAV Senior Public School, Panchkula
Enveloping many a souls into their magnetic
fold and leaving all refined and learned with the
touch of midas – such was the dynamism held by the
- “Waves of Change” initiated by CBSE under the
project undertaken by CCE in the opening month of
October.
The project ‘Waves of Change’ initiated by CBSE
that commenced on 4 October in the school and turned
out to be highly salubrious and event.
6 October to 8 October focused on apprising
the students of the divine touch of beautiful nature.
Nature Walks for the whole school was organized as
an opening and harmonious note to the entire project.
The children were encouraged to make placards and
slogans. Children had a close brush with nature when
they were shown plants, herbs, flowers, trees and
acquainted with their utilitarian values. It was highly
rejuvenating experience with many a children carrying
home herbs.
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presence of Mrs. Madhu Bahl, Regional Director and
Sh. Vijay Kumar, Manager who was the Chief Guest.
Parents of the students were also invited to
further boost the morale of the kids.

Life Skills Education
Rukmini Devi Public School, New Delhi

A skit on Health and Nutrition during 'Waves of Change' Programme

8 October was dedicated to Health and Nutrition,
wherein all the students presented many items in the
form of skits, songs, short plays and poems to highlight
the importance of health and nutrition.
Icing on the cake was provided by Dr. Ratna
Bose, Chief Dietician of P.G.I, Chandigarh, who gave
a highly informative lecture on the important nutrients.
The students were further motivated by the presence of
D.G.P., Mrs. Parul Kush Jain, Traffic Police Instructor,
who made them aware of the traffic rules.
9 October aimed at providing the platform not
only to the talented and budding students but also
the teachers, who showcased their talent on the stage
through dance, songs, poetry, plays etc. The highlight
of the day was the “Talent Hunt”. S.D.M. Kalka Mrs.
Manita Malik was also invited to motivate talented
students on the Talent Hunt Day.
The week concluded on a highly exhilarating
and energetic note as the last day was dedicated to an
exhibition by all the classes on different topics – Fire,
Air and Earth were taken up by the Junior Wing, Saat
Sur, Seven Colours, Seven Wonders of the world taken
up by the middle school and subject based exhibitions
taken up by the Senior School.
The school wore a festive look with all the
classes adorned and students wearing colorful attires.
The occasion was further beautified with the gracious
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The millennium is brimming with potential.
There is an increasing realization amongst all regarding
the depreciation in the overall values system and quality
of life at all levels in society. Thus, it is very important
to empower the future citizens of this new millennium
with moral values through the course on ‘Life Skills
Education’ wherein students grow as individuals and
discover themselves.
The Rukmini Devi Public School, Pitampura,
New Delhi follows the curriculum on Life Skills
Education as prescribed by CBSE. Monthly activities on
Life Skills like enacting a skit, clay modeling, narrating
a story, poster making, writing self-composed poems
and slogans are conducted. Students are continuously
and comprehensively assessed by the subject faculty in
accordance with the CCE.

The girls performing during the 'Life Skills Education'

The students enact skits; prepare Power-Point
presentations on various topics like wastage of food,
positive attitude, respect for elders, healthy habits, etc.
They generate awareness on the same by involving
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the audience in interactive discussions. It helps them
to understand and realize the importance of moral
values in their day to day life. The school will continue
to provide opportunities to the students, so that they
continue to hone their moral skills and exemplify the
ACT approach of the school which is based on the
perspective of providing a holistic education.

Observation of Vigilance Awareness Week
Kendriya Vidyalaya, WCL, New Majri
The Vigilance Awareness week 2012 was
inaugurated with the oath taking programme. The oath
was taken by all the students, teachers and the Principal
on 29 October 2012.
A speech was delivered by Mr. T. Vijay PGT
(Comm.) on 30 October 2012 students how to be
vigilant.
The debate was conducted on the topic
“Transparency Plays Important role in Eliminating

Corruption” on 31 October 2012. A number of students
participated in debate.
On November 2012 a rally was organized from
the Vidyalaya in Majri Area and back to the school. The
students of VI and IX participated in the rally.
On 2 November 2012 a Speech Competition on
“The Role of Transparency in Elimination Corruption”
was organized. 16 students participated in the
competition, Mr. B. R. Shegaokar, Senior Manager
(Personal) WCL, New Majri, Chairman’s Nominee
VMC, Chief Guest of the programme gave his valuable
blessings and prizes to all the participants.
Mr. Narendra Kumar, Senior Manager (Personal)
WCl, New Majri. Mr. R.N. Mohker Principal K.V.
WCl, New Majri welcomed the guest and thanked
them.
The Vigilance awareness week concluded with
the skit on “Quit Corruption” by the students of senior
classes.

http://quilling.blogspot.in
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Best Practices

Launch of the Mission "What Can I Give"
Delhi Public School, Varanasi

Young Philanthropists
DAV Public School, Safilguda

Delhi Public School, Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh
proudly announced the inauguration of the launch of
“What Can I Give” mission in Eastern UP initiated by
Former President Dr. A.P. J. Abdul Kalam.
The mission which has already spread to over
300,000 volunteers, has brought smiles to mothers,
enhanced the greenery of environment and has
sensitized the youth towards the need to minimize
corruption.
Dr. Kalam, in his simplicity, also expressed his
ambitious mission to meet the students’ not on earth
but on Mars after the 2020 vision is realized.

Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam during the launch of the mission
‘What Can I Give’
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A young girl taking care of an old woman at the 'Old Age Home'.

‘Charity begins at home’ -the axiom holds a
greater meaning when philanthropy is made a daily
practice. The children have been encouraged to drop
small surplus change in the drop box whenever they can.
And on birthdays, they give a big share of money from
their small savings, cutting out unnecessary expenses.
Some even empty their Piggy Bank into the drop box.
Thursdays have been earmarked to contribute a fist of
rice. At times, the fistful gets converted to bagful when
the children contribute it on their own accord.
Students mobilized an amount of Rs. 4, 50,000/for the Rotary club in their endeavour to help a less
privileged school.
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The school has pledged its support to three
Institutions - an orphanage housing 69 girl inmates, an
old age home and a school for underprivileged students.
The money is used to buy utility items, food items and
stationery and taken to these institutions by students
in turns. The children hand these items personally and
spend the day in the company of these people.
As part of life skills, the children participate in
organizing Blood Donation camps in collaboration
with Lions Club. The rallies to educate people of the
neighborhood on heath, sanitation and other issues of
contemporary importance are taken out periodically.

World Vision Day
Kamla Nehru Public School, Phagwara

The school also organized a rally on World
Vision Day on 13 October 2012, flagged off by Mr.
Harkamal Preet Singh Khakh, SP, Phagwara from
DSP Office, Phagwara. 1450 students took part in this
rally. The students of Arya Model Sr. Sec. School, New
Public High School, Sant Sarwan Dass Model School
and Kamla Nehru College for Women also joined the
rally. The students were divided in three groups and they
marched on three different routes of the city with their
slogans, placards and songs. The rally was organized
to create awareness among the people to protect eyes.
The students also put a cultural show based on the
theme. Principal, Ms. P.K. Dhillon, informed that the
school has been organising rallies in the past, to create
awareness about various social issues.

Children's Paper Reading Conference to celebrate the 'World Vision Day'.

Kamla Nehru Public School, Chak Hakim,
Phagwara, Punjab organized Jalandhar Sahodaya InterSchool Children’s Paper Reading Conference on 11
October 2012 to celebrate the World Vision Day. World
Vision Day (WVD) is an annual day of awareness
raising held on the second Thursday of October, to focus
global attention on blindness and vision impairment.
30 teams of CBSE affiliated schools of Phagwara and
Jalandhar took part. The participants presented their
papers on night blindness, eye diseases and disorders,
eye donation, contact lenses, eye care for children, eye
makeup- protection, tips, styles, eye illusions, eye care
for computer users, etc. Doaba Public School, Parowal
got the 1st prize, DRV DAV Centenary Public School,
Phillaur got the 2nd prize, Sanskriti KMV School,
Jalandhar got the 3rd prize. Police DAV Public School,
Jalandhar and La Blossoms School, Jalandhar got
consolation prizes and Kulpreet Kaur of Kamla Nehru
Public School, Phagwara won a special prize.
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Rally to commemorate 'World Vision Day'.

Campaign against Drug Abuse
DAV Public School, Amritsar
A two day campaign against drug abuse was
initiated at DAV Public School, Lawrence Road,
Amritsar, Punjab as there is an urgent need to make the
society aware of the menace caused by drug abuse.
A poster making competition, slogan writing
competition and essay writing competition were
organized on 19 November 2012. During the morning
assembly, Mrs. Neelam Singh, Supervisor (XI and
XII Arts), delivered a lecture on the demerits of drug
addiction.
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2.

Shoe boxes utilized as draw dividers.

3.

Empty deodorant cans to store colorful bangles,
bracelets and rubber bands.

4.

Music lovers coiled earphones and tucked them
in an old cassette case to avoid entangling.

5.

Gift tags with old coasters.

6.

Needles, buttons and safety pins stored in empty
matchboxes.

Campaign against Drug Abuse by the students of
DAV Public School, Amritsar

On the second day, a rally was taken out by the
students of Std VII. The students carried placards and
banners with slogans like “Drug Users Are Loosers”,
Don’t Drug Ur Freedom”, “They Kill Ur Will”, and “Do
High on Life, Not on Drugs”.
The rally was taken out from the school to
Novelty Chowk covering Lawrence Road to spread
the message against drug abuse and make the people
aware about this social- evil.

Innovative creations at their best

Concluding the campaign Ms. Shama Sharma,
Supervisor (Co-curricular Activities), urged the youth
to develop a strong will power to say ‘No to Drugs’.

The message was clear- Before you dump or
dispose any non-biodegradable objects. Stop think and
use creativity, ideas and innovations to save earth.

Ideas and Innovations
S.J.R. Public School, Bengaluru

Knowledge Fair
Sri Vidya Kendra, The Smart School, Bengaluru

Using innovative ideas are can convert any nonbiodegradable things into useful products. When we
dispose non-biodegradable objects in our surroundings,
we are directly or indirectly supporting air pollution,
water pollution, soil pollution that leads to global
warming.

Children take pride in exhibiting their work and
talent. Apart from being evaluated through assessments,
worksheets and various other measuring tools the
school has devised a novel approach for evaluating and
showcasing the knowledge acquired by the children
through what is called the ‘Knowledge Fair’. Students
from nursery to primary were involved. The added
attraction is that the children are dressed appropriately
and made to present whatever they have chosen,
before their parents and the invitees. The themes were
presented with suitable props or models. It is here that
a strong partnership and collaboration between the
parents, school and the child was clearly visible.

Different things made by the students where
used waste water bottles were used to make new pen
stands, creative show pieces and greeting cards. Other
creative ideas were:
1.
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Empty tissue boxes decorated to store plastic
grocery bags.
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Fire Services

Parents learning from children

The school was action-packed and excited
on the 7 November 2012 too at the ‘Animal Parade
Activity’ from the tiny tots who dressed up in various
animal costumes sending out messages (important
and powerful) to save animals. These were a herd
of elephants, rabbits, deer, giraffes, tigers, cheetahs,
leopards, honey bees, butterflies, pandas, lions, peacocks
and zebras. The grand parade was led by the hissing
snake and the scaly pangolin commonly called as ‘scaly
anteater’. Children danced to the tunes of popular
animal songs and rhymes. They spoke about each animal
which interested them. They were briefed about the
habitat, food chain, food they eat, type of animal, cries
of animals, animals and their young ones and much
more. It was truly an activity which brought smiles on
their faces.

whole week and bought all the necessary objects like
fruits, clothes, shoes, socks, toothbrush, toothpaste,
stationary, blankets etc. Afterwards the poor and
destitute people from nearby village were called to
school and all these things were distributed to them by
the students under the guidance of the School Principal
Dr. Alka Rani and staff members. Students shared their
experiences of visiting needy people with their parents
and family members.

'Joy of Giving' week celebration by Guru Nanak International Academy,
Sirsa

National Education Day
Bright Day School, Harni
Bright Day School, Harni - celebrated National
Education Day on 11 November to commemorate the
birth anniversary of Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad. As
a part of this the students generously donated toys,
clothes and other stationary items. The students’ along
with teachers distributed the items to children living
in the nearby slum and the orphanage.

Animal ParadeLove your Animals

Joy of Giving
Guru Nanak International Academy, Sirsa
Guru Nanak International Academy, Sirsa,
Haryana conducted “Joy of Giving week” won
conducted from 2 October to 8 October 2012. In this
event students collected their pocket money for the
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The ‘Joy of Giving’ experienced by the students
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The students experienced the ‘Joy of Giving’
and were happy to bring the smiles to the children
and the needy people around. The day taught them to
value each smile and understand how privileged they
themselves were.

The sum has been sent to the National Foundation
for Communal Harmony to provide assistance to
victims of communal dis-harmony and to promote
national integration. The school stresses upon the moral
values to be upgraded among the youngsters and the
children.

Water Conservation Week
Vidya Mandir Public School, Faridabad

The student off-loading toys, clothes etc.

The Communal Harmony Week
Heritage Public School, Sangrur
The Water Conservation Week being celebrated at
Vidya Mandir Public School, Faridabad

The principal and the students displaying their contribution to the
National Foundation for Communal Harmony

Under the programme launched by the ‘National
Foundation for Communal Harmony’ which is observed
every year in the 3rd Week of November, the students
of Heritage Public School, Sangrur, Punjab also became
a part of the mission. The children collected a fund of
Rs. 9,485 out of their pocket money and handed over
the same to the Principal, Dr. Sandeep Kumar Lath
and Sh. Anil Mittal, School President.
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Keeping in mind the importance of water, scarcity
of pure drinking water and increasing water pollution
“Water Conservation Week” was observed in Vidya
Mandir Public School, Faridabad, Haryana. Teachers
made their students aware of the importance of water,
its various sources and causes of water pollution and
gave them tips to conserve the life sustaining resource.
To make the concept clearer a slide show was also
shown. Then discussions on the topics- Conservation
of water, how to replenish ground water level, rain
water harvesting and methods of purifying dirty water
were conducted.
A slogan writing competition was conducted for
senior students. Some students were appointed as “water
savers” to curb wastage of water. The ways to purify dirty
water using alum and potassium permanganate were
also demonstrated. On the concluding day a quiz on
the importance of conservation of water was conducted.
Principal, Mr. Anand Gupta, appreciated the efforts of
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the teachers and the students and hoped that tiny steps
in the right direction will bring fruitful results.

Street Drama on World Population Day
Dr N K Mohammed Memorial MES Central School,
Valanchery
The United Nations' World Population Day is
annually observed on 11 July to reaffirm the human
right to plan for a family. In order to focus attention
on the urgency and importance of population issues the
students performed a street drama at Valanchery town
before the public, which was appreciated by passersbye
and shop keepers.

Camp was organized in Nagra village. On the second
day, the member of the Anti-Drug Society (formed by
the School) attended the camp; the drug addicted youth
of the village was addressed, counselled and suggested
to go to the re-habilitation centre of the civil hospital
of Jalandhar and Kapurthala. Mr. Lakhbir Singh
(Pahal, NGO) and Prof. Sandeep Chahal discussed
importance of “Blood Donation” and gave tips to live
a healthy life.
The students took a pledge to eradicate the social
evils and help the physically and mentally challenged
persons. They visited Apahaj Ashram, Deaf and Dumb
School and Andh Vidyalaya and shared the suffering
of those people. Mr. Dhami (Officer Youth Welfare)
and Mrs. Sulekha Bhagat (Counsellor), congratulated
appreciated and blessed the students. ‘To aware, to awake
and to activate students’ towards the underprivileged
was the motto of the camp.

A street drama being enacted by the students in Valanchery

The students, Adil, Kiran, Mashood, Amal,
Shabeeln, Fasil, Ahfaque, Sarath S Warrier played
the roles and Deepthi, Susha, Sangeetha, Pramadha,
Roshni, Keerthana and Karthik sang the songs written
by the teacher Murali and lyrics by Music teacher,
Sheeja, under the direction of Sasi and Sunil kumar,
and assisted by Majeed.

NSS Camp
Lala Jagat Narain D.A.V. Model School, Jalandhar
A seven day motivating and inspirational
N.S.S Camp was organized in the school campus. It
was a camp which enables the students to help the
society to be a better place by helping those who are
underprivileged. On the first day, Literacy Awareness
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A Seven Day NSS Camp organized at Lala Jagat Narain
D.A.V. Model School, Jalandhar

Heritage Tour
The Titan School, Hosur
The Heritage Tour of Rajasthan and Gujarat
was organized by SPIC MACAY with an objective
to instill a pride in the school students of India about
the rich cultural and traditional legacy. To introduce
and awaken them to the splendour and magnificence
of our country they were taken to the monuments and
sanctuaries.
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The trip was organized by the Indian Railways
Catering and Tourism Corporation for 10 days. The
train was our home for 10 days as we visited Ajmer,
Abu Road, Dwarka, Somnath, Ahmedabad, Udaipur,
and Chittaurgarh starting and ending the journey from
New Delhi.

rest. Students addressed as 'Cadets' are put through
a week long Military training camp to get the firsthand experience of soldier like living, in order to
inculcate strong leadership, camaraderie, cooperation,
sportsmanship and team building spirit.

The organizers of SPIC MACAY led by Mr.
Harsh Narayan ensured that the 900 odd students of
classes V to X across the country from over 20 states,
including Government, Private and Tribal schools,
travelled comfortably with excellent food, local
hospitability and safety.
The hospitality of the regional chapters of SPIC
MACAY was heightened by great performances of
renowned artists, bringing alive the local traditions.
There were 17 students and two teachers, Ms.
Deepa and Ms. Sree Pradha.

Getting geared up for the challenges

They learn to think out of the box and tackle
various challenges before them. This exposure promotes
the spirit of adventure and daredevilry amongst
adolescence. Through various drills on the obstacle
course the students apply their physical and mental
abilities to cross hurdles and learn to operate together
as a team.

Heritage Train

Where Learning Grows with Adventure
Amity Indian Military College, Gurgaon
‘The Safety, Honour and Welfare of our Country
comes First, Always and Every time’.
With this motivation and patriotic fervour, the
Amity Indian Military College, Manesar, Gurgaon,
Haryana (AIMC) provides grooming and learning
to its students by giving them rigorous, mental and
physical toughening exercises to shine apart from the
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Ceremonial Parade by Cadets of Amity Indian Military College, Gurgaon

The unique experiences of Parasailing, Rock
climbing, Rappelling and shooting during the training
sessions leaves the cadets completely mesmerized
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and highly motivated towards a brilliant career in the
Defence forces.

DAV Model United Nations Conference
DAV Public School, Gurgaon

The week-long camp from 7 October 2012
to 13October 2012 culminated with a ceremonial
parade

World Heritage Week Celebrated
Presentation Convent Se. Sec. School, Jammu
The World Heritage Week is celebrated every
year from 19 to 25 November, to throw light on the
rich legacy of our glorious monuments. This year, the
classes XI and XII of Presentation Convent Senior
Secondary School, Jammu commemorated the World
Heritage Week by conducted an activity based on
World Heritage Sites. The class was divided into groups
of 5-6 students and each group was assigned one Asian
and one World Heritage site. The girls were assigned
tasks to find out relevant information about the sites
viz., its’ history, culture, architecture, geography and its
present state. By the end of the World Heritage Week,
the students knew the various world sites of India.
The students learnt about the Heritage Site in the old
city of Jammu, in Mubarak Mandi and also about the
Harappan sites in Akhnoor. However, while gathering
information about these world heritage sites they also
found out about the appalling condition of a few of
them, sometimes due to lack of awareness among the
masses or due to general public apathy towards their
cultural legacy.

The dignitaries at the DAV Model United Nations Conference

In pursuit of academic excellence with holistic
development of the students, DAV Public School,
Gurgaon, Haryana organized the fourth edition
of DAVMUN Conference from 12to 14 October
2012 with the theme, “Sustainable Energy for All”.
Over 1000 students from 116 schools across the
country participated and represented 140 countries
in the simulation of 9 committees namely: General
Assembly, Security Council, Economic and Social
Council, Human Rights Council, United Nations
Commission on Narcotic Drugs, United Nations Peace
Building Commission, United Nations Development
Programme, Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries and International Court of Justice.

The Model United Nations Conference at DAV Public School, Gurgaon
drew huge gathering
The students sharing information on the World Heritage site
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Students also represented in the Global Press
and published four newsletters of high quality. Some
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of the world’s most complex geo-political scenarios
were discussed as Committee Agendas with a view to
find novel solutions to various world problems. The
issues like Small Arms and Light Weapons, Standards
of Intervention, the situation of Human Trafficking in
South East Asia, Disputes between India and China,
USA and Serbia etc. were intensely discussed.
The opening ceremony was graced by Hon’ble
guests Shri Punam Suri, President DAV CMC and Mr.
M.C. Sharma, Controller of Examinations, CBSE. The
conference ended with a closing ceremony which saw
Mrs. Sheila Dikshit, Chief Minister, NCT of Delhi as
the Chief Guest.

JKMUN' 12
J K Public School, Kunjwani
A Model United Nations (MUN) conference
simulates the real world working of the United Nations
Organization. It provides the youth of today, a chance
to discuss global issues and come up with solutions that
could change the world. JK Public School, Kunjwani,
Jammu - “the school with a difference”. JKMUN ( JK
Model United Nations) has the distinction of being
the one and only Model United Nations conference
organized in the state of Jammu and Kashmir. It started
its illustrious journey with its first simulation in 2004
and now in October 2012, JKPS Kunjwani hosted the
8th edition of the conference - JKMUN’12 with its
motto “Peace can make the difference…” JKMUN’12
was the most competitive, most challenging and the
biggest JKMUN till date which saw the participation of
15 reputed schools from in and around the district with
a total of 21 teams - each assigned a separate delegation.
The conference ensured an apt platform for interaction
amongst different people, providing an opportunity
to indulge in a concentration of diversity and culture
with the preparation of “Country Profiles” amidst the
heated debating. The aim of this year’s JKMUN was
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to incorporate in the minds of aspiring delegates, the
whole global perspective of foreign and internal issues
and to make them understand the working of different
world bodies including the United Nations, which has
throughout history, tried to maintain peace and stability
in the world.
Under the aegis of an experienced and informative
Executive Board, with a combined experience of 20+
State and National level MUNs, JKMUN’12 saw
the simulation of 3 committees -- United Nations
General Assembly, United Nations Security Council
and United Nations Environment Programme
- each with an incorporated agenda to discuss
contemporary international issues and formulate
possible solutions which could aim at better living.
The UN General Assembly, with its agenda “Foreign
military interventions with special reference to North
Atlantic Treaty Organization” provided an excellent
opportunity for the delegates to express their views on
the issue of humanitarian and military interventions
carried out by major superpowers and the NATO.
The burning issue of “The Situation in Syrian Arab
Republic” was discussed in the UN Security Council
wherein the delegates envisioned a better situation
for the Syrian nationals and provided suggestions to
the problem. UN Environment Programme saw the
discussion on the issue of “Inefficiencies in food supply,
production and distribution during disasters” with
strong and firm viewpoints put forth by the committee
members, it hoped to provide better existence for the
people affected during natural calamities and wars. The
Committees prepared resolutions to embark upon the
solutions and successfully aimed towards making the
“difference”.
The JKMUN’12 organizing TEAM –(Together
Everyone Achieves More) -- was a great example of
hard work and sincerity and ensured that each and every
element of the conference comes out best.
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News from Administration

Integration of Values Education in the Schools
Affiliated to Cbse
The CBSE has prepared a `Values Education Kit’
for schools based on the framework of `Education for
Values in Schools’ brought out by the NCERT.

In order to support integration of Values
Education across major subjects in all the classes (vide
circular no. Acad -22/2012), the ‘Values Education Kit’
was launched on 1 November 2012 at India Islamic
Centre by Dr. M.M. Pallam Raju, Honourable Minister
of Human Resource Development and Dr. Shashi
Tharoor, Honourable Minister of State, MHRD, Govt.
of India in the presence of Shri Pradeep Kumar, Central
Vigilance Commissioner (CVC), Shri Ashok Thakur,
Secretary (Higher Education), Shri Amit Khare,
Central Vigilance Officer (CVO), MHRD, Shri R.
Bhattacharya, Secretary (School Education & Literacy
(SE & L)) and Shri Vineet Joshi, Chairman, CBSE.

Release of the 'Values Education Kit' by Dr. M.M. Pallam Raju Hon'ble
Minister of Human Resource Development, Government of India

The Values Education Kit comprises of:


Values Education – A Handbook for
Teachers,



Values Card for students from Nursery to
Class XII and



A CD of compilation of songs highlighting
contemporary social issues and concerns.
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An orientation workshop to train Master
Trainers in Values Education among of Principals was
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held on 20 December 2012. The first Master Trainer
workshop will be held on 10 January 2013.
The premise behind the ‘Values Education Kit’
is to integrate Values Education with the syllabus
in each class and include specific activities at an age
appropriate level. It will serve as a model for providing
Values Education, while at the same time, allowing
for variations in those schools using it may want to
adopt.

Waves of Change Programme under the
National School Sanitation Initiative
The `Waves of Change’ programme under the
‘National School Sanitation initiative’ was launched on
28 November 2012 by the Honourable HRM Dr. M.
M. Pallam Raju. He also gave First National School
Sanitation Awards to the schools under the Green,
Blue and Yellow schools.
Dr. Pallam Raju conferred these awards to the
top 156 schools that had come forward to get their
online school sanitation rating. The Ministry of Human
Resource Development (MHRD) in collaboration with
CBSE and Deutsche Gesellschaft fur International
eZusammenarbeit (GIZ) has instituted the awards. The
parameters and categories for the awards have been
publicised through the CBSE’s Comprehensive School
Sanitation Manual. This was in continuation with the

`National School Sanitation Initiative (NSSI) launched
on 27 April 2010 by CBSE in collaboration with the
Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD), MHRD and
GIZ with the aim to inculcate good sanitation habits
among the school children.
Shri R. Bhattacharya, Secretary, School Education
and Literacy, MHRD, former cricketer K. Srikkanththe brand ambassador of the event, Shri Vineet Joshi,
Chairman CBSE, Mr. Cord Meier-Klodt, Deputy
Chief of Mission of the German Embassy, Mr. Stephan
Helming, Country Director, GIZ, Dr. Regina Dube,
Principal Advisor, GIZ, Mr. Sanjay Kumar Srivastava,
Senior Advisor GIZ and Dr. Sadhana Parashar, Director
(Academics, Research, Training & Innovation), CBSE
were present on the occasion.
On this occasion, the children who had assembled
took a 'Sanitation Pledge'. The logo of 'Waves of
Change' was also unveiled along with the release of
books and posters on the theme. The 'Waves of Change'
programme aims at facilitating the holistic development
of the mind, body and soul, learning by doing and
encourages the multiple intelligences and capabilities
of a student.
The Board has advised that every school dedicates
five days to celebrate the ‘Waves of Change’ program
with each day being devoted to any one of following
five themes:

Waves of Change - 'Education beyond books'
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No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Themes
Health, Wellness and Sanitation
National Talent Hunt
Environment, Culture and Heritage
Competitive Sports (and National Talent Hunt
in sports)
Ideas and Innovations

National Education Day
The Government of India, Ministry of Human
Resource Development, has declared 11 November
as the National Education Day to commemorate the
birth anniversary of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, an
eminent educationist, a great freedom fighter and the
first Education Minister of India.
To celebrate this day CBSE introduced themes
for schools every year and this year's theme was ‘Joy
of Giving’. 150 schools participated in the event (vide
circular no- Acad- 83/2012)
Two teams (a student and a teacher in each
team) were selected from each CBSE region on the
basis of the details filled in the questionnaire and the
digital evidences. The 14 shortlisted teams were invited
to Delhi on 20 November 2012 for the Final Round
of interactions/presentations selected by the eminent
panelists.
The Chief Guest of the event was Shri R.
Bhattacharya, Secretary, School Education and Literacy,
MHRD, Govt. of India who distributed the cash prize
and certificates to the winners.
The teams were awarded in the three
(Outstanding, Excellent, and Meritorious) categories
for their contribution to the Society. The top three teams
declared as winners were:1. PEM School of Excellence, Tripur.
2. Birla High school, Kolkata.
3. Rachana School, Ahmedabad
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The schools were given a cash prize of Rs
10,000 each. The other schools participated were given
certificates of participation.

Heritage India Quiz 2012
Heritage is a conceptual identity of an area which
includes both Tangible and Intangible aspects. The
Board has launched several programmes to promote
heritage education in schools including the celebration
of the World Heritage day, Heritage India Quiz,
Adopt-a- Monument programme and functioning of
Heritage school clubs.
The CBSE Heritage India Quiz, initiated in 2001,
is an Inter School Quiz which has been conceptualized
by the Board with the objective of creating awareness
and appreciation in the student community towards the
rich cultural heritage and diversity of our country.
The CBSE Heritage India Quiz has grown from
a minor event into being a much awaited TV program.
This year, the competition is being coordinated with
AETN 18 Media Private Ltd., in multiple phases (City
Chapter, Regional Chapter, National Semi Finals and
National Finals).
More than 2500 students from 750 schools over
8 regions participated in the quiz.
The 16 teams selected from 8 regions for
National Semi-finals were:Region
Ajmer

School
1. Delhi Public School, Surat.
2. New Digambar Public School, Indore.

Allahabad 1. Delhi Public School, Ranipur.
2. Sunbeam School, Varanasi.
Chennai

1. Centre Point School, Nagpur.
2. New Horizon, Airoli

Delhi

1. New Era Public School, Mayapuri.
2. Modern School, Vasant Vihar.
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Guwahati 1. Delhi Public School, Duliajan.
2. Maharishi Vidya Mandir, Guwahati.
Panchkula 1. Delhi Public School, Gurgaon.
2. Sacred Heart Sr. Sec. School, Chandigarh
Patna

1. DAV Public School, Hazaribagh.
2. Delhi Public School, Ranchi.

The National Finals were held on 7 December
2012 at Modern school, Barakhamaba, New Delhi
in the presence of Shri. R. Bhattacharya, Secretary,
School Education and Literacy, MHRD, Government
of India. Out of 16 competing teams, four qualified for
the National Finals and the results were:Name of the School

Prize

First Prize

Delhi Public School,
Gurgaon

Cash Prize of Rs.
21,000 and a Trophy

Runner UPS

Delhi Public School, Duliajan Cash Prize of
Rs. 12,000

Procurement” and it was observed from 29 October
to 3 November, 2012. An advisory to schools in
this regard was issued (Vide Circular no- Acad 84/2012). The schools were directed to organise
various activities. A few suggested activities quoted
in the circular were banners or posters with slogans
related to ‘Consumer Awareness’, Essay writing on
‘Food Adulteration and Awareness’, Lectures by
eminent personalities on ‘Consumer Rights and
its importance’, Essay writing on ‘Role of media in
bringing Public Awareness’, Debate on ‘Is e-Payment
an effective tool in reducing corruption’. Seminars
on ‘RTI and Transparency in Public Procurement’
were also held.

Cash Prize of
Consolation • S
 acred Heart Sr. Sec.
School, Chandigarh
Rs. 4,500
• Modern School, Vasant Vihar

The final round of the quiz will be telecast on 12
January 2013 on History Channel.
The CBSE officials judging the Essay Competition during the
Vigilance Awareness Week

In this regard the reports from various schools
have been received through email and by post. Around 80
reports have been received from various schools so far.

Organization of Regional and
National Level Science Exhibition.

CBSE Heritage Quiz - National Finals

Observance of
Vigilance Awareness Week
The theme of the Vigilance Awareness Week
for the year 2012 was “ Transparency in Public
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The CBSE organizes Science Exhibitions at
Regional and National Levels every year. This year
the IX CBSE Science Exhibition was organized in
different parts of the country. Initially the exhibition
was organized at Regional level and the selected /
qualified exhibits from Regional level participated at
national level. The main theme of this year’s exhibition
was - Science, Society and Environment.

Teachers’ Voices- Heard and Unheard

The Regional Level Science Exhibition was
organized in the month of August/September 2012
at 12 different venues with a record participation of
1180 students. Ten/Fifteen best exhibits were selected
from each center for participation at National Level
Science Exhibition. It was hosted by St. Xavier’s School,
New Delhi on 30and 31October 2012. 166 schools
participated at National Level.
This exhibition was inaugurated by Honourable
Union Minister of MHRD Dr. M. M. Pallam Raju and
Minister of State, MHRD Mr. Jitin Prasada.
A total of 24 exhibits were selected at National
level. Each winning team was given a merit certificate
as well as a cash prize of Rs. 3000.
Date

Venue

No. of
Participants

REgional August/
12 different venues 1180 students
Level
September 2012
National 30th and 31st
Level
October, 2012

St. Xavier's School, 166 schools
New Delhi

School Education and Literacy MHRD, Govt. of India
with the following objectives:•

To create a dynamic subject which can emerge
as a link program between social and natural
sciences.

•

To provide a rich online cultural resource for
teachers and young children through active
learning and doing.

The Portal as of now consists of four domainsBuilt Heritage, Natural Heritage, Performing Arts and
Arts and Crafts.
The content was researched and developed along
with Sahapedia (An Online Encyclopedia on Indian
Culture and Heritage) and Dr. Navina Jafa (Heritage
Consultant and Convener, Course Committee,
Heritage Education, CBSE). The films, photographs,
paintings, write ups from school children on heritage
related topics were collected and uploaded. Links with
various websites were shared too.
Quizzes, games and worksheets are being
prepared and uploaded to make it more attractive and
interactive for the students.

Union Minister of Human Resource Development Dr. M. M. Pallam Raju
and Mr. Jitin Prasada, Minister of State for Human Resource Development
taking a round of the CBSE National Science Exhibition in New Delhi.

Launch of the
Heritage Portal

Japan-East Asia Network of Exchange for
Students and Youth Programme (JENESYS)

Heritage Portal (heritage.cbseacademic.in), a
microsite on the CBSE website was launched on 29
October 2012 by Mrs. Anshu Vaish, Former Secretary

As part of the Japan-East Asia Network
of Exchange for Students and Youth Programme
( JENESYS) started in the year 2007. Each year a group
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of around 250 students and 16 teachers from the schools
affiliated to CBSE from all over India visit Japan.
The programme consists of ‘Inviting East
Asian Youth to Japan’ and ‘Sending Japanese Youth
to East Asia and other countries through other such
programmes’.
The schools affiliated to the Board were asked to
send entries from the students for the said programme
to be sent to Japan by MHRD, Govt. of India. A huge
response was received. A total number of 227 students
(boys and girls) and 19 teachers were nominated by
CBSE and total 88 students and 3 teachers made it to
the final selection done by MHRD, Govt. of India.

Organization of Zonal Informatics Olympiad (ZIO)
and NOI 2013
To promote the use of computers effectively
in students, CBSE in collaboration with Indian
Association for Research in Computing Science
(IARCS) organizes ZIO (first round) and NIO (final
round) every year.
This year first round i.e ZIO was organized on 3
November 2012. 6589 students from CBSE affiliated
schools from India and abroad participated at first level.
ZIO was a written test of 3 hours and was conducted
at 40 different venues in India and abroad.
NIO (National Informatics Olympiad) is an
online test. All qualifiers of first round are eligible to
appear for online exam i.e NIO (second round). 314
students who qualified this year for ZIO will appear
for NIO on 19 January 2013.

Date of
Olympiad

No. of Students

ZIO (First 2 November 6589 students
Round)
2012

NIO (Final 19 January
Round)
2013

Description Venue
Written test 40 different
of 3 hours
venues in
India and
abroad

314 students (who Online test
qualified ZIO)

CBSE Channel on
YouTube
CBSE has launched a channel on YouTube:
www.youtube.com/cbsechannel which is dedicated to
the various activities conducted by the Board and its
affiliated schools. The schools may send in their videos
for uploading on the CBSE Channel. These videos can
be short films, role plays, talks, discussions, debates,
presentations or other such activities on any of the
following themes:
•

Health and Wellness

•

Community Outreach

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gender Sensitivity
Life Skills

Values Education
Heritage

Disaster Management
Social Issues

Environmental Issues and Concerns
Innovative Teaching and Learning
Methodologies

The teacher who is indeed wise does not bid you to
enter the house of his wisdom but rather leads you to the
threshold of your mind.
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– Khalil Gibran
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CBSE Circulars

Ph.011- 23231067
Website: www.cbseacademic.in

Gram: CENBOSEC
Email id: kshipraverma.cbsei@gmail.com

CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

Shiksha Sadan, 17, Institutional Area, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110002
CBSE/ACAD/EO/2012

9th October, 2012
Circular No. Acad- 75/2012

All Heads of Institutions
Affiliated to CBSE
Subject : Immediate discontinuation of use of specimens of plants/animals listed in any schedule of
Wildlife Protection Act,1972 and live animals as exhibits in schools.
Dear Principal,
Kindly refer to the CBSE circular no. 72/10 dated November 9, 2010 and circular No.19/2012 dated May 22, 2012
wherein the CBSE had instructed its affiliated schools to discontinue the use of specimens of rare/threatened plants
and animals kept in the science laboratory or classrooms for teaching/learning processes.
It is to again reiterate that under the Wildlife Protection Act 1972, no school can have specimens of any plants or animals
listed in any Schedule of the Act. It has repeatedly been brought to our notice that some schools with CBSE affiliation
still possess some of the prohibited exhibits.
This matter is to be taken very seriously. No school will keep any exhibits of animals/plants listed under the act. These
include pitcher plant, corals, frogs, snakes, birds, reptiles or any parts of them including skeletons, bones, foetus,
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feathers and skins. The CBSE Regional Officers may also inspect schools. Any school with specimens that are illegal
will be open to legal action by appropriate authorities under the WLP Act 1972 which is non bailable. For a list of plants/
animals prohibited under the Wildlife Protection Act, please refer to the website http:www.envfor.nic.in/legis/wildlife/
wildlife1/html. This list of plants/animals included in Schedule I to Schedule VI in the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 is
also attached hereby as an annexure. The schools are advised not to use threatened plants or animals (such as corals,
shark, frog and starfish) for teaching. Instead virtual images or models may be used.
It has also been brought to our notice that some CBSE affiliated schools are keeping live/captive animals as exhibits
for the children. According to the Central Zoo Authority, no animals can be kept for exhibition as this will amount to the
schools being a zoo and this is not allowed without CZA permission.
It is once again brought to your notice that all the live animals kept specifically for exhibition for the children need to be
immediately removed. The prohibited animals include guinea pigs, rabbits, ducks, hamsters and white mice.
As suggested in the earlier circular, ICT techniques and other alternative teaching / learning aids such as models,
photographs and videos may be used for study of anatomy/morphology of all such species.
At the same time, it is to be recognized that schools require specimens of plants and animals representing various
groups of diversity to serve as study material for Biology students. For this purpose, specimens of common plants
and animals may be utilized, taking care that no specimens of threatened species listed under the WLP Act are kept
or displayed in the school.
This may be treated as most urgent and be brought to the notice of all concerned.
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

Kshipra Verma
Education Officer
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Gram: CENBOSEC
CBSE website: www.cbseacademic.in

Tel: 011- 23231067

CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002.
CBSE/DIR(TRG)/NIO/2012

1st October, 2012
Circular No.: Acad-78/2012

All Heads of Institutions
Affiliated to the CBSE
Subjects:		

National Informatics Olympiad 2012-13 First Stage

The Central board of Secondary Education will be conducting the National Informatics Olympiad in collaboration with
the Indian Association for Research in Computing Science (IARCS), Mumbai, across the country and abroad. The
examination for the same will be held in two stages. The examination will be open to all the students of classes VIII to
XII studying in schools affiliated to CBSE as well as other Boards in the country.
The first stage examination consisting of the Zonal Informatics Olympiad (ZIO) will be held on Saturday November
3, 2012 between 10.00 a.m. and 01.00 p.m. The examination will be a written examination to test the aptitude of the
students, their logical competence, problem-solving skills, and critical thinking.
Stage 2:(Indian National Olympiad in Informatics - INOI)
The candidates who qualify in the first stage examination as per the norms prescribed by the selection committee
will appear in the second stage examination to be held on Saturday, 19th January 2013 which will be based on
programming skills.
Selected candidates will be called for intensive training for the final selection of the candidates for the International
Olympiad.
The Board is planning to conduct the examination in about 40 centres across the country and abroad. Each of these
centres will have a coordinator cum Centre Superintendent who will be responsible for the conduct of the examinations.
The list of centres is enclosed and also put up on the CBSE Website; www.cbseacademic.in as well as on
the Olympiad website: www.iarcs.org.in. Please select the nearest examination centre from the list given and
forward the list of candidates desirous of participating in the first stage examination to the coordinator along
with the examination fee as per the enclosed proforma on or before 20th October, 2012.
(The list of participants and bank draft need not to be sent to the CBSE as the centre will be forwarding the
list to the CBSE subsequently) the fee for each participant will be 100/- (Rupees hundred only). A consolidated
demand draft for all the participants of your school may be drawn in favour of Secretary, CBSE, Delhi and sent
to the center coordinator.
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Question papers from previous years and other training details are available at the Olympiad website: www.iarcs.org.
in.
When the candidates go to the examination centre to write the examination, they should carry with them a bonafide
certificate with their photograph attested by the Principal of their school. Since no Roll Number will be allotted to
candidates, they have to write their name, class, school’s name with address and centre name in the answer sheet and
information sheet provided to them. For any further information, you may contact Ms. Kshipra Verma, E.O through
e-mail at kshipraverma.cbsei@gmail.com. or on telephone no. 011-23231067.
Please note that CBSE will not reimburse expenses incurred by the School on travel and on accommodation
of the students to participate in the first stage of the Olympiad.
With regards
Yours Sincerely,

(Dr. Sadhana Parashar)
Director (Academics & Training)
Enclosures:
1. Proforma for forwarding the list of participants
2. List of centres
3. Guidelines for participants
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Zonal Information Olympiad – 2012-13
Proforma for forwarding the list of participants to the specified centre
S.No

Name of the
Candidate

Name of the
Father/ Mother

Class

Sex

Date of Birth

1.
2.
3.
4*.
*You may extend this table as per your requirement.

1. Name of the school:
2. Address:
3. Tel No: (STD) __________________

Fax: _________________

4. Email:_________________________
5. Total number of candidates forwarded:
6. Total amount being remitted:
7. Name of the Bank:
8. Draft No:

Date:
Signature of the Principal
(With school stamp)

Note: Candidates should produce Bonafide certificate with their photographs duly attested by the Principal of
the school at the examination centre.
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Zonal Information Olympiad – 2012-13
Guidelines for Participants
a) Display the circular on your schools’ notice board and encourage children to participate.
b) Prepare a list of candidates/students who wish to participate on the proforma attached and send it to
the host school. DD should be attached with the list as per the details mentioned in the circular.
c) You may select a centre nearest to your school. List of centres is on CBSE website.
d) The examination will be open to all the students of classes VIII to XII.
e) Late entries will not be entertained hence send details before the last date.
f) The time of examination is from 10:00 a.m to 1:00 p.m on 03.11.2012.
g) No admit card or roll number will be issued to the students. Instead, the candidates may be issued a
Bonafide certificate with attested photograph at the time of appearing in the examination. They may
be instructed to carry the same on the day of examination.
h) Candidates must write their name, class, name of the school with address and centre name in the
answer sheet and information sheet provided.
i) The question paper will contain an information sheet which has to be filled by the candidates as per the
instruction contained therein.
j) Blank answer sheets of paper will be issued to the candidates during the examination for rough
work.
k) Candidates must carry with them pen, pencil, eraser and sharpener etc.
l) No extra time will be given to any child and they must adhere to timings of examination.
m) Candidates may be instructed to reach the examination centre half an hour in advance.
n) Candidates must not carry any calculator, mobile phone, i-phone or any such electronic device with
them.
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CBSE Nodal Centres for First Stage of
Zonal Information Olympiad – 2012-13
Delhi
1. THE INDIAN SCHOOL
Josip Broz Tito Marg,
New Delhi - 110049

2. PRESENTATION CONVENT SR.
SEC. SCHOOL
Opposite Lal Quila,
SP Mukherjee Marg, Delhi – 110006

3. BHARATIYA VIDYA BHAVAN
Kasturba Gandhi Marg
New Delhi - 110001

4. BLOOM PUBLIC SCHOOL
Sector C Pocket 8, Vasant Kunj
New Delhi - 110070

5. DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
Sector 24 Phase III, Rohini
New Delhi -110085

Noida
6. APEEJAY SCHOOL
Gautam Budh Nagar, Sector 16 A,
Noida- 201301, Uttar Pradesh

Faridabad
8. APEEJAY SCHOOL
Urban Estate, Sector - 15
Faridabad- 121007, Haryana

Lucknow
10. THE LUCKNOW PUBLIC COLLEGIATE
Sharda Ruchi Khand-I P.O Bhadrukh Nagar
Lucknow, U. P. – 781003

Chandigarh
12. K.B.D.A.V. CENTENARY
SECONDARY SCHOOL
Sector 7B, Chandigarh 160019

Dehradun
14. SCHOLARS HOME
153, Rajpur Road,
Dehradun Uttarakhand

Jaipur
16. INDIA INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Gurukul Marg,
SFS Mansarovar, Jaipur-302020
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Ghaziabad
7. DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
Site 3, Meerut Road,
Ghaziabad- 201001, Uttar Pradesh

Meerut
9. DEWAN PUBLIC SCHOOL
220 Westend Road,
Meerut-250001, Uttar Pradesh

Varanasi
11. DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL
670/94 Babatpur
Varanasi – 221202

Amritsar
13. Springdales School,
Fatehgarh Churian Road,
Amritsar - 143 001, Punjab

Karnal
15. ST. THERESA’S CONVENT SR. SEC.
SCHOOL
Kunjpura Road, Karnal – 132001, Haryana

Kota
17. LAWRENCE & MAYO PUBLIC SCHOOL
Sec.A-491, Srinathpuram,
Kota, Rajasthan - 324010
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Bhopal
18. ST. PAUL CO. EDU. SCHOOL
P.B. No. 7, Anand Nagar, Bhopal,
Madhya Pradesh – 462021

Mumbai
20. R. N. PODAR SCHOOL
Podar Education Complex Jain Derasar Marg,
Santacruz (West) Mumbai- 400054

Nagpur
22. BHAVAN'S B.P. VIDYA MANDIR
Civil Lines
Near Museum
Nagpur 440001

Ranchi
24. DAV JAWAHAR VIDYA MANDIR
HSL Colony Shyamali
Ranchi P.O. Hinoo,
Jharkhand -834002

Bhubaneshwar
26. D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL
Pokhariput Old Town
Bhubaneshwar 751002

Guwahati
28. South Point School,
21, Barsapara Road,
Guwahati -781018

Bangalore
30. J.S.S. PUBLIC SCHOOL
15th Main Road, 22nd Cross
Banashankari 2nd Stage
Bangalore - 560070

Vishakapatnam
32. DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL
Urukkunagaram
Visakapatnam - 530032
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Indore
19. CHOITHRAM SCHOOL
Manik Bagh Road, Indore 5-A,
Manik Bagh Road Indore- 452009

Pune
21. AIR FORCE SCHOOL, PUNE
Vimannagar,
Pune 411014

Baroda
23. BHARTIYA VIDYA BHAVAN'S
V.M. PUBLIC SCHOOL
Teen Rasta, Makarpura Road
Baroda - 390009

Bokaro
25. CHINMAYA VIDYALAYA
Sector V, Opp. Bank Colony
Bokaro Steel city,
Bokaro - 827006

Patna
27. DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL
Bihar State Electricity Board
New Punai Chak, Patna – 800023

Kolkata
29. APEEJAY SCHOOL
115, Park Street, Kolkata- 700016, West Bengal
Landmark: Near Assembly of God Church School

Hyderabad
31. BHARTIYA VIDYA BHAVAN’S
INTERNATIONAL RESIDENTIAL
PUBLIC SCHOOL
Vidyashram Bhimavaram – 534203
West Godavari District, A.P.

Thiruvananthpuram
33. ARYA CENTRAL SCHOOL
Arya Kumar Ashram, Pattom
Pattom B.O
Thiruvananthapuram – 695004, Kerala
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Chennai
34. P.S. SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
Alarmelmagapuram
Mandaveli, Chennai - 600004

Tiruchirapalli
35. MAHATMA GANDHI CENTENARY VIDYALAYA
35, Tennur High Road, Tennur
Tiruchirapalli, Tamil Nadu - 620017

Kerala
36. BHAVAN'S VIDYA MANDIR
Girinagar, Kadvanthara, Kochi-682 020,
Ernakulam District, Kerala

Doha
38. Birla Public School
Near Religious Complex,
Abu Hamour, P.O. Box: 24686,
Doha - State of Qatar.

37. AL-AMEEN EDUCATION COMPLEX
Edappally, Kochi-682024
Kerala

Muscat
39. INDIAN SCHOOL
Postal Address P O BOX NO 2470 Ruwi
Muscat (Darsel),
Postal Code:112 c/o First Secy Embassy of
India, Sultanate of Oman

Dubai
40. THE INDIAN HIGH SCHOOL
(Senior School)
P.O. Box 106, Dubai - U.A.E
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Institutional Area, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002
CBSE/ACAD/DIR(A&T)/2012

3rd October, 2012
Circular No. Acad- 79 /2012

All Heads of Institutions
affiliated to CBSE

Subject:	Supplementary Material in Biology

Dear Principal,
Kindly refer to the circular no. 21/2011, dated 15/03/2011, wherein the schools had been informed about the revised
updated curriculum for Senior Secondary level courses in Physics, Chemistry, Biology and Mathematics, and subsequent
circular no. 33/2011, dated 26/04/2011, about the availability of supplementary material on Board’s website www.cbse.
nic.in in Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics.
This information is in continuation to the earlier notification that the supplementary material in Biology is now available
on Board’s website. It may be noted that the material is meant to facilitate teachers to teach the related topic more
effectively and also benefit students in better understanding of related concepts.
You are requested to disseminate the information to all concerned.
With best wishes and regards,
Yours sincerely,

(Dr Sadhana Parashar)
Director (Acad.&Trg.)
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“SHIKSHA KENDRA” 2, COMMUNITY CENTER, PREET VIHAR, DELHI-110092
CBSE/PO(Voc)/2012

4th October, 2012
Circular No. Acad-80/2012

To
All Heads of Institutions
Affiliated to the CBSE
Subjects:	Subject: Awareness Workshop on Geospatial Technology and other Skill Competency
Based Courses of CBSE at Army Public School, Kamaraj Road, Bangalore
Dear Principal,
You must be aware that the Board is offering 34 Vocational Courses in different sectors at Senior Secondary Level
and many of these courses are offered in collaboration with the professional organisations to create skilled manpower
for the industry.
New vocational courses like Geospatial Technology, Mass Media and Media Production, Food Production, Retail etc.
are being designed by involving industry for which they will also provide technical assistance in training the faculty to
enable them to teach newly introduced courses. The Board is planning to expand the reach of all such skill oriented
courses across the country from the session 2013-14, even from class IX onwards. In this context Board has decided
to organize a one day Workshop for Geospatial Technology and other skill competency based Courses.
The experts from ROLTA India Limited and other industries have kindly consented to hold an interactive session with
the principals and the teachers.
The programme schedule is as follows:
S. No.
1.

Name of the
Programme
Awareness
Workshop

Participants

Dates & Time

Venue

School principals
12th Oct. 2012 11:00 Army Public School, Abdul Hamid
and faculty members a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Barracks K Kamaraj Road,
Bangalore, Karnataka Phone No.
080-25581238

Therefore you are requested kindly to attend the aforesaid Awareness Workshop along with one/two faculty
members.
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You can send the confirmation (as per proforma attached) through email to voc.cbse@gmail.com with a copy to alpana.
bohra@rolta.com preferably by10:00 a.m., 5th October 2012, so that we can make necessary arrangements.
There shall be no fees for attending the workshop and no TA/DA will be paid by CBSE.
An early response is highly anticipated.
Yours sincerely,

(Dr. Biswajit Saha)
Programme Officer &
Director I/C (Vocational)
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Institutional Area, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002
CBSE/DIR(A&T)/PT/2012

Dated: 08.10.2012
Circular No. Acad-81/2012

All Heads of Institutions
Affiliated to the Board

Subject: Conduct of Optional Proficiency Test for Class-X.
Dear Principal,
As a part of ongoing educational reforms and assessment procedures, the Board has been conducting optional
proficiency Test for class-X students in all the five main subjects of English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science and Social
Science. Keeping in mind the convenience and comfort of students and schools, the next proficiency test will be held
in the month of April,2013 for students appearing in March,2013 Class-X examination. The broad objectives of the
proposed test include benchmarking of skills and higher mental abilities of students, providing motivation to students
for academic excellence in the respective subjects, providing feedback to schools on levels of learning of their students
and setting goals, priorities and targets in their future educational plans.
What is a Proficiency Test?
A proficiency Test measures an individual’s abilities and skills in a domain or subject to know how well he/she has
learned, understood and internalised the related concepts and principles. Such a test in language e.g may assess a
student’s skills in reading, writing, listening, speaking or vocabulary. Similarly a test in Science may focus on assessing
students’ abilities to apply concepts and principles to analyse a given situation, solve a given problem and conduct
practical work efficiently. A test in Mathematics may, similarly, assess problem solving abilities and skills of mathematical
thinking, mathematical reasoning and procedural techniques followed by students. Thus, the proposed Proficiency Test
will mainly focus on assessing students’ abilities and skills to apply knowledge and understanding of the respective
subject to new and unfamiliar everyday life situations.
The core testing element of such a test will include observing, comparing, classifying, solving, translating, interpreting,
analysing, synthesising, creating, composing, deducing, justifying and judging/evaluating.
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Salient Features of the Test
●

It is optional in nature. Only those students who wish to take this test willingly may appear.

●

It will be conducted in the month of April, 2013 as per the following schedule.
Day

Date

Subject

Monday

8th April, 2013

English

Tuesday

9th April, 2013

Hindi

Wednesday

10th April, 2013

Mathematics

Thursday

11th April, 2013

Social Science

Friday

12th April, 2013

Science

●

It will be conducted in all the five main subjects studied by a student in class-X. However, a student may
appear in one or moresubjects depending upon his/her choice.

●

There will be a separate test in every subject One test will be held on a single day.

●

It will be a paper-pen test to be administered on the same day across all willing schools in the country.

●

Students wishing to appear in the test will be required to pay separate examination fee for the same. The
amount of fee to be paid by a student is as under:
One subject			

Rs. Three hundred only

Two subjects			

Rs. Four hundred only

Three subjects		

Rs. Five hundred only

Four or five subjects		

Rs. Six hundred only

●

The registration fee has to be submitted in the form of a Demand Draft in favour of Secretary CBSE, Delhi
payable at Delhi.

●

Any student studying in class-X in a secondary or senior secondary school affiliated to CBSE and appearing
in March, 2013 final examination (School conducted or Board Conducted) is eligible to appear in this test.

●

Every student appearing in the test will be issued a certificate by the Board indicating percentile rank.

Format of the Question Paper
●

All questions will be of multiple choice type with only single correct answer.A student will be required to mark
the answers on a given OMR sheet.

●

Question paper in every subject will carry 100 marks.

●

The duration of the test in every subject will be 2½ hours.

●

The test will be based on classes IX-X syllabus in the subject prescribed by CBSE

●

The questions included in the question paper will be of varying difficulty level.

●

The typology of questions will be different from the type of questions asked in conventional final examination
conducted by the Board at the end of Class-X. The test will not include any direct recall, information-based
or memory –based questions. It will only include questions to assess students’ skills and abilities to apply
understanding of concepts to analyse a given situation or an unfamiliar everyday life problem.

●

Negative marks will be awarded for wrong answers. More than one answer indicated against a question will
also be deemed as incorrect response and will be negatively marked.
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The willing schools are required to submit the related information to the Board through online filling up of the registration
form available on CBSE website www.cbse.nic.in. Procedure for online submission of List of candidates shall be
available on the website shortly. The last date for submitting the online information is 30th November,2012.
The print out of filled in online registration form (Hard copy) duly signed and attested by the Principal of the
school along with the registration fee in the form of a draft in favour of Secretary CBSE, Delhi payable at
Delhi,may be submitted to the Director (Special Exams and CTET), Central Board of Secondary Education, A-1,
Swasthya Vihar, Vikas Marg, (Opp. Metro Pillar-76), New Delhi-110 092 by 15th December, 2012.
The following salient points for taking the tests may be taken note of:
a) Only those students are allowed to take the proposed test (s)who have applied through the schools and
paid requisite fee.
b) A student will have to appear from the same city/place where his/her school is located. .The examination
will be conducted only at pre-decided centres as per Class-X Board examination.
c) The timings of the test will be from 10.30 A.M. to 1.00 P.M. in every subject.
The above information may be brought to the notice of all concerned. For any further information in this regard, the
schools may contact Director (Special Exams & CTET), CBSE at pitams.cbse@nic.in or Consultant CBSE at science.
cbse@gmail.com.
Yours sincerely,

(Dr.Sadhana Parashar)
Director (Academics & Training)
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Website: www.cbse.nic.in

Phone: 23220155

CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002.
ACAD/CBSE/EO(C)/2012

Circular No. Acad-82/2012
Date: 11th October, 2012

All the Heads of the
CBSE affiliated schools
Ref. : Circular No. Acad- 61 dated 7-9-2012 on Verification of Evidence of Assessments (EAs) of Class
IX/X students for Academic Session 2012-2013.
Subject: 1. Co- Scholastic Assessment
			
2. Replies to some frequently asked questions
Dear Sir/ Madam,

In continuation with the Circular cited above, your attention is drawn to the sending of evidences of Co- Scholastic
assessment along with those of formative and summative assessments of Scholastic areas. In this connection, it is further
brought to your kind notice that though in the CCE Certificate of School- based Assessment, Co- Scholastic assessment
is shown to be reported only once in an Academic Session, the process of assigning and conducting activities, making
observation, recording evidences and maintaining anecdotal and other records will take place throughout the year.
The Schools are advised to include the reporting of Co Scholastic Assessment also in the Report Card of First Term
of both the Classes IX and X.
The following points mentioned in the Circular 61 are reiterated for your kind information:
1. The schools are required to send evidences to the City Coordinator or to the concerned Regional Officer
as specified in the letter by the Regional officer.
2. Not all schools are required to send their evidences in a term. The Regional Officers have been instructed
to select around 50% schools each term for this purpose. The schools not selected in this term may be
asked by the Regional Officer to send their evidences for the second Term.
3. In case of languages, English/ Hindi, it could be possible that the particular course, (English Communicative/
Language and Literature) or (Hindi Course A/B) assigned to the school is not offered to the students at all
or very few students may have opted it. In such a case, the school can send the evidences in the Course
offered by them or opted by most of them.
The schools may be asked by the City Coordinators to make available a list of good experienced CCE Trained Graduate
Teachers in different subjects to them. Such teachers might be recommended for appointment as moderators in
the Nodal Centres to the respective Regional Officers. In such a case, the schools are expected to extend their full
cooperation to them.
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Sadhana Parashar
Director (Academic and Training)
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Institutional Area, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002
CBSE/DIR(A&T)/NED/2012

Dated : 16.10.2012
Circular No: Acad-83/2012

All Heads of Institutions
Affiliated to the Board

Subject: CELEBRATION OF NATIONAL EDUCATION DAY, 2012
Dear Principal,
The National Education Day is celebrated every year on 11th November. The Govt. Of India, Ministry of Human
Resource Development, has declared 11th November as National Education Day to commemorate the birth anniversary
of Maulana Abul Kalam Azad, an eminent educationist, a great freedom fighter, and the first Education Minister of India
vide Resolution No. 17-35/2004-PN.I dated 11th September, 2008.
‘’I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone across the waters to create many ripples.’’


Mother Teresa

CBSE has decided to celebrate the day by initiating a new category of Awards that would honour a teacher
and a student for their exemplary contribution in the field of ensuring that Education cuts across boundaries,
goes beyond and makes a positive difference in the lives of people.
Theme : Joy of Giving
Objective : To acknowledge a teacher and a student who have gone that extra mile to connect with people and have
touched the lives of many.
Participants : One teacher and one student nominated by the school who have been involved consistently and
extensively in Outreach Programs and are responsible for bringing about a visible change in their area of work. The
teacher should have worked for atleast a minimum of two years and the student should have worked for one year
continuously and should be class VI or upwards.
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Focus Areas : A positive impact on the Society through ● Work done for the underprivileged
● Work done with children having special needs
● Environmental issues
● Old Age homes
● ICT Literacy
● Any other
Procedure
1. Registration by the school through the CBSE website www.cbseacademic.in on or before 26th
October, 2012. The registration can be done online or a copy of the downloaded form can be sent in
an email to eo_ss@cbseacademic.in. A scanned copy of the registration form can be sent on email
eo_ss@cbseacademic.in together with Annexure A & B
2. Two teams (a student and a teacher in each team) will be selected from each CBSE region by distinguished
panelists on the basis of the details filled in the questionnaire and the digital evidences.
3. The shortlisted teams will be invited to Delhi on 11th November, 2012 for the Final Round of interactions/
presentations with eminent panelists
4. The Final Round will consist of a 5 minute presentation on the work done by the school and interaction
with the judges.
5. The teams will be awarded in the following three categories for their contribution to the Society, with
Certificates to the participants and Cash awards to the school to motivate them to continue with the
exemplary work.
				

Outstanding

				

Excellent

				

Meritorious

6. The invited schools will be given travelling allowance of IInd class Sleeper fare for the teacher and
the student from their place of boarding to Delhi (to and fro). The school will have to make their own stay
arrangements in Delhi.
7. For further queries please contact to Mr. Sandeep Sethi, Education officer on 011-23217128 or email at
eo_ss@cbseacademic.in.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Sadhana Parashar
Director (Academics & Training)
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ANNEXURE A

NATIONAL EDUCATION DAY-2012
REGISTRATION FORM
1. NAME OF THE SCHOOL: .......................................................................................................
2. SCHOOL NO: ..........................................................................................................................
3. AFFILIATION NO: ....................................................................................................................
4. COMPLETE SCHOOL ADDRESS:…………………………………………………
		

.................................................................................................................................................

		

.................................................................................................................................................

		

.................................................................................................................................................

5. NAME OF THE STUDENT: …………………………….CLASS: ...............................................
6. NAME OF THE TEACHER: .....................................................................................................
7. EMAIL ID( School): ..................................................................................................................
8. TELEPHONE: ……………………MOBILE NO ( PRINCIPAL) : ...............................................
9. REGION: (Please tick your region from the following eight regions)
DELHI

CHENNAI

PANCHKULA

BHUBANESHWAR

GUWAHATI

ALLAHABAD

AJMER

PATNA

I have understood the rules and regulations of this event and would like to participate in the right
spirit. I hereby declare that all the information made in this application is true, complete and
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that in the event of any information
being found to suppress/ false or incorrect before or after the evaluation, my application is liable
to be cancelled.


(Stamp with the signature of the Principal)
1

Any one student from class VI onwards and one teacher, from each school can be nominated
by the school Principal.

2.

There will be one team from each school (one student and one teacher) and there will be
16 teams representing 8 Regions of CBSE.

3.

The Online Registration window will open from …………..to…... 2012.

4.

Schools are requested to register and submit the Registration form and Annexures A & B
before 26th October, 2012.

5.

The student and the teacher participating will be given an acknowledegement certificate and
school will be given cash prize.

6.

The entries will be accepted only in the format described in Annexure B along with the
Registration form duly filled.

7.

Schools can send their entries either typed or hand written in the format described in
Annexure B

8.

CBSE reserves the right to accept or reject any entry without any further reasoning.
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Annexure B
1.

144

Concept Note (Highlighting the vision and purpose of the activity undertaken in not more than 100
words)

2.

Name of the activity.

3.

Number of students / Parents/ Teachers involved.

4.

Duration of this activity.

5.

Number of Beneficiaries.

6.

Programs for Awareness generation.

7.

Process of Implementation

8.

The Impact Indicators

9.

Evidences (Digital, Newspaper, school magazines, Photographs, clippings, local recognitions etc.)

10.

Challenges faced and Overcome

11.

Teacher profile (subjects taught, workload of teaching periods, qualifications, interests, reasons for getting
involved in this particular activity etc.)

12.

Student profile (extra-curricular activities, responsibilities, reasons for involvement etc.)
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Institutional Area, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002
CBSE/DIR(ACAD &TRG)/VAW/2012

22nd October, 2012
Circular No: Acad-84/2012

All the Heads of Independent Schools
Affiliated to the CBSE

Subject: Observing Vigilance Awareness Week, 2012 in schools
Dear Principal,
The Central Vigilance Commission, which has a special responsibility under para 3(v) of Government of India Resolution
no 371/20/99/AVD-III dated 4.4.1999, declared that the week beginning from 31st October every year should be
observed as the Vigilance Awareness Week. The Vigilance Awareness Week is observed in memory of Bismarck of
India, Sardar Vallabh Bhai Patel. The values in the Indian tradition and Governance are best represented by him. He
has a major contribution in establishing the administrative structure in India. The Commission has decided that this
year the Vigilance Awareness Week would be observed from 29th October to 3rd November, 2012. The theme
of observing Vigilance Awareness Week this year is “Transparency in Public Procurement”.
Corruption has become a national issue. It is an evil that has spread its roots throughout our system and affects all
walks of life. It is a major hindrance in the development of a nation. Corruption needs to be uprooted completely from
our system for the sustainable growth of our country. There is a need to bring transparency in public procurement and
proper dealing of corruption prevailing in it. The future of a nation that is students need to be sensitised about this core
issue.
The schools may organize various activities during Vigilance Awareness Week reflecting the aforementioned theme.
Few activities suggested are For Classes VI to VIII
● Banners or posters with slogans related to ‘Consumer Awareness’
● Essay writing on ‘Food Adulteration and Awareness’
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For Classes IX- X
● Lectures by eminent personalities on ‘Consumer Rights and its importance’
● Essay writing on ‘Role of media in bringing Public Awareness’
For Classes XI-XII
● Debate on ‘Is e-Payment an effective tool in reducing corruption’
● Seminar on ‘RTI and Transparency in Public Procurement’
The abovementioned activities may be incorporated in the school activity calendar for the year to ensure that the schools
may contribute in producing vigilant citizens for the future.
The reports, suggestions and feedback including Posters and CD’s in this regard may be sent to the following
addressMrs. Archana Thakur,
Assistant Education Officer,
Central Board of Secondary Education,
‘Shiksha Sadan’, 17, Rouse Avenue,
Institutional Area, Delhi– 110 002
or sent through email to - director@cbseacademic.in, cbsecp@gmail.com
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Sadhana Parashar
Director (Academics & Training)
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Email id: pocbse@gmail.com
Phone No. 011-22527184

CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“SHIKSHA KENDRA” 2, COMMUNITY CENTER, PREET VIHAR, DELHI-110092
CBSE/PO(Voc)/2012
To

31st October, 2012
Circular No: Acad-86/2012

The Heads of the Affiliated Schools
offering ‘Food Production’ and
'Food & Beverage Services’
Dear Principal
This is to bring to your kind notice that under the continuous endeavours of the Board to provide extensive support to
its affiliated schools, the Board has facilitated the arrangement of Mentor Institutes for the Schools that are offering
‘Food Production’ and Food & Beverage Services’ Courses through the National Council of Hotel Management &
Catering Technology.
The letter received from the National Council of Hotel Management & Catering Technology as well as the list of School
wise mentor Institutes is attached herewith for the information of all concerned.

With regards.

Dr. Biswajit Saha
Programme Officer (Vocational)
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INSTITUTES AFFILIATED TO THE NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR
HOTEL MANAGEMENT & CATERING TECHNOLOGY
S.
No

Name of Institute & Address

1

Principal I/C Institute of Hotel Management S.j.
Polytechnic Campus shesadri Road Bengaluru-560001

80

2

Principal Institute of Hotel Management 1100 Quarters
Near Academy Adminsitration Bhopal-462016

755

3

Principal Institute of Hotel Management Veer Surendra
Sainagar Bhubaneswar-751007

4

Area Direct Tel
Code
no

EPABX

FAX

Residence Mobile No.
No.

E-mail

22262960, 22268562
22386763

25275659

9448072121

ihm@vsnl.com

2468046

2464397,
2428551

2468046

2390548

9303132568

ihmbh@sify.com

674

2581241

2581864

2586663

2392239

9437304099

hospitality@ihmbbs.org

Principal Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Hotel Management
Sector-42D Chandigard-160036

172

2604833

2676015

2611956

2221878

9815983481

lhm_chd@yahoo.com

5

Principal Institute of Hotel Management CIT Campus,
TTTI, Tharamani (PO) Chennai-600113

44

22541615, 225542029, 22541615, 24453028
22541262 22541252 22541262

9445391615

ihmchen@dataone.on

6

Principal Institute of Hotel Management AhmeddabadGandhinagar Highway Bhaijipura Patia, Head P.O. Adalaj
Branch P.O. Kudasan Gandhinagar-382421

79

no

23276657, 23276656
23276658

26841329

9426010381

ihmahd@vsnl.net

7

Principal Institute of Hotel Management AIIO Porvorim
Goa-403521

832

no

2417379,
2417252,
2411142

2417209

2250268

9420688444

ihmgoa@sancharnet.in

8

Principal Institute of Hotel Management Bariar, G.T. Road 1874
Gurdaspur-143521

no

222501,
222502

222505

222503

09478401503, chefnavdeep@gmail.com ,
09872255119 ihmgsp@jla.vsnl.net.in

9

Principal Institute of Hotel Management VJP Road, Upper
Herigrabari, Borbari Guwahati-781036

361

2337226

2337245,
2333573

2337226

24566296

09435012276, ihmchtanghy@yahoo.com
09207042975

10 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Airport Road,

751

2471230

2471230
2471477,
2471250

2471230

2470920

9425308688

274939,
275354

276486

2524508

09334121770 lhmpatna1@bsnl.com
(Kanthal)
09801173303

Maharajpura (PO) Gwalior-474021
11 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Ramashish 6224 276486

Chowk Hajipur-844001
12 Principal I/C Institute of Hotel Management 'F' row, D.D.

40

27427898

27427569

27427898

27428028

9849949228

ihmhyderabad@
rediffmail.com

141

6450274

2202812,
2200402

2200402

2282897

9414059153

lhm_jpr@rediffmail.com

33

24013844

24014218, 24014281
24014124

25638590

9433433794

mail@ihmkolkata.org,
administration@ihmkolkata.org,
principal@ihmkolkata.org

2371852

9415003963

ihm@sanchamet.in

24455197

9869401007

mumcat@bom3.vsnl.net.in

Colony, Vidya Nagar Hyderabad-500007
13 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Sikar road

Jaipur-302016
14 Principal Institute of Hotel Management P-16 Taratola

Road Kolkata-700088
15 Principal Institute of Hotel Management sector-G, Aliganj

522

no

2326772,
4077414,
4077415

22

no

24457241, 24449779
24457242,
24469143,
24469154,
24446204

Lucknow-226024
16 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Veer Sawarkar

Marg Dadar Mumbai-400028
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Name of Institute & Address

S.
No

17 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Library Avenue,

Area Direct Tel
Code

FAX

Residence Mobile No.
No.

E-mail

11

25842429

25841411, 25843177
25840147

25840028

9650544354

ihmpusa@rediffmail.com

364

2503505

2501616

2501616

2225310

9436312249

ihmshill@yahoo.co.in

177

2648208

2648197,
2004022,
2648603

2648208,
2648197

2807833

9816048208

ihmkulri@yahoo.com

2312234

2311652

2472848

9419057556

ihm@ihmsrinagar.org ,
info@ihmsrinagar.org,
principal@ihmsrinagar.org

Puse Compler New Delhi-110012
18 Principal Institute of Hotel Management 'Lumpyngad'

EPABX

Bishop Cotton Road Shillong-793001
19 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Kufri Shimla-

171012
20 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Rajbagh

194

no

Srinagar-190001
21 Principal Institute of Hotel Management G.V. Raja Road,

471

2480774

2481094,
2480283,
2481594

2480078

no

no

172

2662740

2676024

2610037

no

9872451871

cihm24@gmail.com

135

2550339

2550272

2550271

no

9410394208

ihmdehradun@gmail.com

270735

270557

no

09733035089 hmgangtok@rediffmail.com
(Sanjiv
Pakhetra)
09734104084

2616929

no

09414346915 sihmjodhpur@rediffmail.com
(HOD)

2385865

2385863

no

9446455653

sihmcalicut@gmail.com

238767,
238769

238768

no

9991018866

principal@ihmkkr.com

Kovalam (PO) Thiruvananthapuram -695527
22 Principal Chandigarh Institute of Hotel Management

lhmct.kov@bsnl.in,
principal@ihmctkovalam.org

sector-42-D Chandigarh-248001
23 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Garhi cantt.

Dehradun-248001
24 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Dara Gaon, 3592 270735

Tadong Ganglok-737101

25 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Govt. Polytechnic

291

2616929

495

2385861,
2385862

no

Campus Jodhpur-342001
26 Principal state Institute of Hospitality Management

Govt. Guest House Campus West Hill, Kozhikode
Kerala-673005

27 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Jyotisar 1744 238766

Kuruksetra (Haryana)
28 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Lajpat Nagar-IV

11

26214812

26289862

26422174

no

9213490319

dihm_ijpng@yahoo.co.in

129

4052455

4052466,
4052477

4052488

no

9810203947

principal@ihmfaridabad.com

164

2430454

2430654

no

9988852084

ihm@ihmbti.com,
ihmbti@gmail.com

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

no

9444958166

sihmtpt@gmail.com,
gracegideon@rediffmail.com

New Delhi-110024
29 Principal Institute of Hotel Management Badkar Lake

Chowk Faridabad-121001
30 Principal Industrial Growth Centre Mansa Road Bathinda-

no

151001
31 Principal Institute of Hotel Management C/o. Department

no

no

no

ihmhamirpur@hotmail.com

of Tourism & Civil Adiation SDA Complex, Block No.28,
Kasumpati Shimla-171009
32 Principal State Institute of Hotel Management Thuvakkudi

431

2500660

no

2500960

Tiruchirapalli-620015
33 Principal State Institute of Hotel Management IHM

no

no

no

Polytechnic Campus Karad, Silvassa (DNH)-396230
34 Principal State Institute of Hotel Management Ground

Floor, RTD Building S.V. Govt. Polyechnic Campus, K.T.
Road Tirupati-517507
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Mentor Institutes for CBSE affiliated Schools offering ‘Food Production’ and ‘Food & Beverage Services’ courses
S. No.

Name of the School

City

Mentor IHM

1.

Biraspati Parsai Sr. Sec. School

Ranipur, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

2.

Govt. Sr. Sec. School

Dikling, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

3.

Govt. Girls Sr. Sec. School

Gangtok, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

4.

Govt. Sr. Sec. School

Phodong, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

5.

Govt. Girls Sec. School

Namchi, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

6.

Govt. Sr. Sec. School

Ravangla, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

7.

Govt. Sr. Sec. School

Tashiding, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

8.

Govt. Sr. Sec. School

Pelling, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

9.

Govt. co - edu. Sr. Sec. School

Tadong, Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

11.

JNV

Hamirpur

IHM Hamirpur

12.

JNV

Anantnag

IHM Srinagar

13.

Govt. Sr. Sec. School Singtam

Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

14.

Govt. Sr. Sec. School Namthang

Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

15..

Govt. Sr. Sec. School Sombaria

Sikkim

IHM Gangtok

16.

Govt. Girls Sr. Sec. School Ghonda

Delhi

IHM Pusa, New Delhi

17.

Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyala Shadi Khampur

Delhi

IHM Pusa, New Delhi

18.

Sarvodaya G SSS -1 Janakpuri

Delhi

IHM Pusa, New Delhi

19.

Ramanujam Sarvodaya Kanya Vidyalay, Mehrauli

Delhi

DIHM Lajpat Nagar

20.

Sarvodaya G SSS Hari Ngr Ashram

Delhi

IHM Pusa, New Delhi

21.

St. Thomas Sr. Sec. School

Delhi

IHM Pusa, New Delhi

22.

SKV,B(AH) Block, Shalimar Bagh

Delhi

Pusa

23.

GSKV, B-3, Paschim Vihar

Delhi

Pusa

24.

Govt. Co-ed Sr. Sec.School. Lodhi Road

Delhi

DIHM

25.

Sarvodaya Co-ed Sr. Sec. School, S'Jung Enclave

Delhi

DIHM

26.

Jose Marti Sarvodaya Vidayala, Sec-1-2, R.K. Puram

Delhi

DIHM

27.

Govt. Girls Sr. Sec. School No.3, Palam Enclave

Delhi

Pusa

28.

SBV Rouse Avenue School

Delhi

Pusa

29.

President Estate-SV (Dr. Rajender Prasad)

Delhi

Pusa
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S. No.

Name of the School

City

Mentor IHM

30.

GHSS Tawang

A.P.

Guwahati

31.

GHSS Bomdila

A.P.

Guwahati

32.

GHSS Seppa

A.P.

Guwahati

33.

GHSS Naharlagun

A.P.

Guwahati

34.

GHSS Doimukh

A.P.

Guwahati

35.

GHSS ltanagar

A.P.

Guwahati

36.

GHSS Ziro

A.P.

Guwahati

37.

GHSS Palin

A.P.

Guwahati

38.

GHSS Daporijo

A.P.

Guwahati

39.

GHSS Aalo

A.P.

Guwahati

40.

GHSS Psg

A.P.

Guwahati

41.

GHSS Ering

A.P.

Guwahati

42.

GHSS Yingklong

A.P.

Guwahati

43.

GHSS Roine

A.P.

Guwahati

44.

GHSS Tezu

A.P.

Guwahati

45.

GHSS Khonsa

A.P.

Guwahati

46.

GHSS

A.P.

Guwahati

47.

GHSS

A.P.

Guwahati

48.

Meridian School

Hyderabad

Hyderabad

49.

D.A.V. Public School

Amritsar

Gurdaspur

50.

S.V. Public School

Jaipur

Jaipur

51.

Takshela Jr. College

Ujjain

Indore

52.

Digdarshan Secondary School

Kharagpur

Kolkatta

53.

Blue Bells Model Sr. Secondary School

Gurgaon

DIHM

54.

BCM Arya ModelSr. Sec. School

Ludhiana

Gurdaspur

55.

Holy Mission Sec. School

Ranapur

Hajipur

56.

Baldwin Academy

Patna

Hajipur

57.

Gurukul Global School, Nr. lT Park

Chandigarh

AIHM

58.

The Gurukul

Haryana

Rohtak

59.

Rani Public School

Kozhikode

Kozhikode
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S. No.

Name of the School

City

Mentor IHM

60.

Sant lshar Singh Academy

Kaithal

Rohtak

61.

Good Samaritan School

New Delhi

DIHM

62.

CCA School

Gurgaon

DIHM

63.

B.K. Bajoria School

Shillong

Shillong

64.

Bhartiya Vidya Bhavan

Panchkula

AIHM

65.

Salwan Public School

Gurgaon

DIHM

66.

CCA School

Gurgaon

DIHM

67.

DAV Public School

Delhi

Pusa

68.

Morning Star High School

Ratlam (M.P.)

Indore

69.

JNV

Bhopal

Bhopal

70.

JNV

Ludhiana

Gurdaspur

71.

JNV

Shimla

Shimla

72.

JNV

Dausa

Jaipur

73.

JNV

Agra

Lucknow

74.

JNV

Varanasi

Lucknow

75.

JNV

Cuttack

Bhubaneswar

76.

JNV

Nalbari

Guwahati

77.

JNV

Solan

Shimla

78.

JNV

Samba

Srinagar

79.

JNV

Murshidabad

Kolkata

80.

JNV

Delhi

Pusa

81.

KV No. 1

Gwalior

Gwalior

82.

KV Kamla Nehru Nagar

Ghaziabad

DIHM, Lajpat Nagar

83.

Central School for Tibetan

Darjeeling

Kolkata

84.

Central School for Tibetan

Shimla

Shimla

85.

Sarvodaya Bal Vidyalaya

Delhi Cantt.

Pusa

86.

Sarvodaya Vidyalaya, Pitampura

Delhi

Pusa

87.

SCSD Govt. Sarvodaya Vidyalaya

Delhi

Pusa

88.

Govt. Model Sr. Sec School

Chandigarh

AIHM Chandigarh
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“ SHIKSHA KENDRA”, 2, COMMUNITY CENTRE, PREET VIHAR, DELHI – 110 092.
CBSE/CU/2012
All the Heads of the Institutions affiliated to CBSE

Dated: 6th November, 2012
Circular No. Acad-087/2012

Subject: Problem Solving Assessment (PSA) for Class IX and Class XI w.e.f. 2012-13
Dear Principal,
This has reference to Board’s Circular Nos. Acad-40/2012 for Class IX and Acad-41/2012 for Class XI dated 01.08.2012
available on Board’s website www.cbse.nic.in related to conduct of Problem Solving Assessment (PSA) for Class IX
and Class XI w.e.f. 2012-13.
The Salient features of the scheme are :
1.

It is mandatory for all students of Class IX and Class XI to appear in Problem Solving Assessment (PSA).

2.

There is no specific syllabus for `Problem Solving Assessment’ . It will assess the Life Skills relating to
following areas :Quantitative Reasoning
Qualitative Reasoning
Language Conventions

3.

4.

154

The Life Skills shall be assessed within the following domains:
•

Quantitative :		which includes the reasoning seen in the Humanities, Arts and Social
Sciences

•

Qualitative :		which includes the kinds of reasoning found in Mathematics and
Science

•

Language Conventions :	which includes different aspects of written communication (e.g.
grammar, vocabulary etc.)

There will be 60 items of Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) and carry 90 marks. Distribution of 60 items shall
be as follows :

Teachers’ Voices- Heard and Unheard

Test Context Domain/ Item Type

No of Items

Sub-Total

Qualitative Reasoning :
 Stand alone MCQs
 Passage based MCQ Set #1
 Passage based MCQ Set #2

6
6
6

18

Quantitative Reasoning :
 Stand alone MCQs
 Passage based MCQs Set #1
 Passage based MCQs Set #2

10
4
4

18

Language Conventions :
 Grammar & Usage MCQs
 Vocabulary in Context based MCQs
 Passage completion based MCQs

8
8
8

24

5.

The items will incorporate aspects of 21st Century Skills (Creative Thinking, Decision Making, Critical
Thinking, Problem Solving, and Communication) that lead to success at Secondary Stage. They would
be assessing student’s ability to process, interpret and use information rather than assessing student’s prior
subject matter knowledge.

6.

The items in 'Problem Solving Assessment’ will be designed in such a way so as to improve the generic
and higher order thinking skills. This will also result in improving scores within the core school subjects.

7.

(a) For Class IX :
 The `Problem Solving Assessment’ will be counted towards FA-4 which is 10% of total assessments
of Class IX. This assessment will also be carried forward towards the FA-4 in Class X. This score will
be reflected in one Language (English or Hindi), Mathematics, Science and Social Science w.e.f
the session 2012-2013 for Class IX and 2013 – 14 for Class X. The same score will be reflected in
FA-4 for class IX and Class X.
 The students will have the option to improve their PSA Score in Class X, as they can sit for the test with
Class IX students of the Session 2013-2014 in January – February 2014. The best scores will be reflected
in the final certificate in case of those applying for improvement.
 The schools which have already planned their time table and other details regarding FA-4 will take the
best scores of FA-3 and FA-4 to count towards the total 10%, now available for FA-3 and FA-4 taken
together
(b) For Class XI :
 The students will get a certificate on the `Problem Solving Assessment’ by July, 2013.

8.

There will be no separate time tables or periods for teaching or practice of PSA in schools.

9.

The Question Paper containing OMR Answer Sheet shall be supplied by the Board.

Conduct of Examinations for Class IX and Class XI :
It is compulsory for all students enrolled in the school in Class IX and Class XI for academic session 2012-13
to appear in Problem Solving Assessment (PSA).
1.

The examination shall be held on 14th Feb., 2013 (Thursday) from 10.00 AM to 11.30 AM

2.

The examination shall be conducted in the school
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3.

Candidate shall appear against their Registration No.

4.

The following shall be supplied by the Board :

5.

•

The Question Paper containing OMR Answer Sheet

•

List of Candidates registered for Class IX and Class XI for academic session 2012-13

•

Attendance Sheets

•

Absentee Performa

At the end of examination, school shall send the following in sealed cover to the Regional Officer :
•

OMR Answer Sheets

•

Absentee Performa

•

Attendance Sheets

You are requested to disseminate this information to all concerned.
Yours faithfully,

(M C SHARMA)
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS
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Website: www.cbseacademic.in

Tel: 011-23212603, 23211576
Tele Fax: 011-23234324
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Institutional Area, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002
CBSE/DIR(ACAD &TRG)/2012


22nd Novemeber, 2012
Circular No: Acad- 88/ 2012

All the Heads of Independent Schools
affiliated to the CBSE
Subject:	19th National Annual Conference of Sahodaya School Complexes 2012 to be held from 22nd
to 24th December, 2012 at Indore.
Dear All,
The Central Board of Secondary School launched a networking concept among its schools called “SAHODAYA” in the
year 1986. The concept of Sahodaya is imbued with the spirit of 'caring & sharing' and is meant to facilitate closer
networking and collaboration among the schools of the CBSE family.
The Sahodaya School Complex is a group of neighbourhood schools who voluntarily come together to share best
practices and innovative strategies in various aspects of school education including curriculum design, evaluation and
pedagogy and also in providing support to teachers by regular capacity building exercises. Some Sahodaya clusters
also engage with parents and leaders in the community to build partnerships and network for a larger cause.
At present there are around 250 active Sahodaya School Clusters across the country with a networking of over 4500
schools. In order to bring Sahodaya members on a common platform the Board conducts a National Annual Conference
of Sahodaya School Complexes every year on an identified theme of current educational relevance. Besides facilitating
broad interactions among practitioners, it also serves as an effective platform for building closer bonds between schools
and the CBSE and thereby helps the Board in formulating its policies in a progressive and pragmatic manner. The
deliberations on the issues arising out of the conference theme trigger meaningful thought processes which are then
encapsulated in the form of recommendations and disseminated to the other members of the Sahodaya.
The Board proposes to conduct the 19th National Annual Sahodaya Conference at Indore from 22nd to 24th December
2012. The detailed schedule will be communicated shortly and will also be available on the Indore Sahodaya Schools
Complex website at www.indoresahodaya.org. The theme of the conference is “New pedagogies and enabling
technologies for teaching and learning”.
The sub-themes for the conference will be the following1. Teacher effectiveness
2. Education quality and economic growth
3. Twenty first century learning
4. Education 3.0
5. Transformational pedagogies
6. Leveraging technology for learning
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You are requested to kindly depute two or three Principals from your Sahodaya School Complex to attend the proposed
conference. In the event of more Principals from your Sahodaya School Complexes intending to attend, you may
send the list through email to cbsecp@gmail.com with a copy to awasthiraj@gmail.com before 10th December,
2012. The delegates would be required to report at the venue by 08:30 am in the morning of 22nd December, 2012
for registration.
The proposed venue for the conference is University Auditorium, Khandwa Road, Indore (MP)-452001. The contact
persons for the conference are Dr. Rajesh Awasthi, Convener
Tel: 0731-2475252/53/54
Fax: 0731-2760707
Email: principal@choithramschool.com, awasthiraj@gmail.com
Mr. Srinivas Rao, Chairperson
Tel: 0731-2802507/08
Email: csnipania@gmail.com
Mr. Prakash Choudhary, Secretary
Tel: 0731-4016601-09
Email: pchoudhary06@yahoo.com
Please note that the travel expenditure and the board and lodging expenses have to be borne by the individual
participant Sahodaya Complex and the Board will not reimburse any expenditure.
The Heads of school wishing to participate may register online at www.indoresahodaya.org / www.sahodayaschools.
org with a copy to cbsecp@gmail.com to participate in the conference. The Sahodaya Clusters may take up one of
the sub themes given, collate their ideas and the best practices adopted by them in their respective local contexts and
prepare a presentation adopting a case study approach. These presentations may be sent to CBSE at the address
given below Mrs. Archana Thakur
Assistant Education Officer
Central Board of Secondary Education
“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Institutional Area,
Rouse Avenue, Delhi-110002
The SSC Indore will be sending you complete details of the conference in due course. A separate micro site is also
being created so that you can make online registration. Details of the same will be communicated to you by SSC Indore.
The details will also be available on CBSE website or www.sahodayaschools.org and www.cbseacademic.in.
For any further queries you may contactMrs. Archana Thakur,
Assistant Education Officer,
Tel. No.-011-23230328, 23212603, 23234324
or email at sadhanap.cbse@nic.in with a copy to cbsecp@gmail.com
The Board looks forward to your active participation in the conference.
With best wishes,
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Sadhana Parashar
Director (Academic and Training)
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“ SHIKSHA KENDRA”, 2, COMMUNITY CENTRE, PREET VIHAR, DELHI – 110 092.
CBSE/CU/2012
All the Heads of the Institutions
affiliated to CBSE

Dated: 12 December, 2012
Circular No. Acad-89/2012

Subject: Problem Solving Assessment (PSA) for Class IX and Class XI w.e.f. 2012-13.
Dear Principal,
This has reference to Board’s Circular No/Acad.087/2012 dated 6th November,2012. The salient features of the Scheme
are as enumerated in Circular No.87 dated 6th November,2012.
Conduct of Examinations for Class IX and Class XI has been revised and shall be as under :
1. The Examination Date and Duration have been changed. The Examination shall now be held on 16th February,2013
(Saturday) from 10.00 AM to 12.00 Noon in all schools except the schools falling in Winter Bound areas.
2. The sample question paper of Problem Solving Assessment for classes IX and XI and sample OMR sheet is available
on CBSE website www.cbse.nic.in under Academic Section.
3. The examination shall be conducted in the school.
4. Candidates shall appear against their Registration No. issued earlier.
5. After the completion of the test, the candidates will hand over the answer sheet to the invigilator in the room/hall.
They can take away the textbooket with them.
6. The following shall be supplied by the Board :
● The Question Paper containing OMR Answer Sheet
● List of Candidates registered for Class IX and Class XI for academic session 2012-13
● Attendance Sheets
● Absentee Performa
7. At the end of examination, school shall send the following in separate sealed cover for class IX and Class XI to the
Regional Officer :
● OMR Answer Sheets
● Absentee Performa
● Attendance Sheets
8. Proper care may be taken in packing of the answer sheets so that these do not get damaged in the process of
transaction.
You are requested to disseminate this information to all concerned.
Yours faithfully,
(M C SHARMA)
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
2, COMMUNITY CENTRE, PREET VIHAR, DELHI – 110 092.
CBSE/PRO/Counseling/2012


13.12.2012
Circular No. 90/2012

To,
All Heads of Institutions of CBSE affiliated schools.

Subject: - Mapping of Guidance and Counseling Services in CBSE affiliated schools.
Schooling is made synonyms with education; in fact, it is only a part of the broader educational activity and mainly
concerned with meeting the instructional objectives of education. In order to fulfill the objectives of education the need
and importance of guidance cannot be ignored.
During the growth process and schooling, the environment becomes relatively complex and the child faces a variety of
social, interpersonal, physical and emotional problems which need to be resolved. Regular Guidance and Counseling
help the child in maximizing his/her capacities and in Self- Actualization.
CBSE is the first and perhaps the only board of education in the country which has been providing psychological
counseling services to the stakeholders since 1998. As of now, this service is being provided by principals and
counselors on voluntary basis from affiliated schools across the world. The board has also enlisted media support in
this outreach programme. The major national dailies of the country participate in this programme and publish question
answer columns to deals with queries of various natures. Tele-counseling, online counseling are also provided by the
board twice a year with the help of the professionals free of cost.
The affiliation bye laws of the board also advise schools to appoint a full time counselor. In order to broad base and to
streamline counseling services, the board has designed a questionnaire to map the guidance and counseling service
available in the affiliated schools with the purpose of gauging the need and scope of support services. The schools are
expected to fill the questionnaire in all earnest to enable the board to formalize the counseling services.
The online questionnaire should be filled compulsorily by ALL Schools latest by 10th January 2013. For any further
clarification you may contact through email to Smt. Rama Sharma, Public Relations Officer at rs.cbsehl@gmail.com
Please ensure that each item in the questionnaire is answered and the deadline is adhered.

Vineet Joshi
Chairman, CBSE
Enclosure:● Questionnaire
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Email : director@cbseacademic.in
Website: www.cbseacademic.in

Tel: 011-23212603
23211576



Tele Fax: 011-23234324
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CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“Shiksha Sadan”, 17, Institutional Area, Rouse Avenue, New Delhi-110 002
Dated: 20.12.2012

Circular No. Acad-91/2012

Subject: Celebration of the year of 150th birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda 2013.
Dear Principal,
This is further to the circular dated 24/05/2012,no Acad-20/2012 regarding the celebration of 150th birth anniversary
of the great philosopher, philanthropist and educator Swami Vivekananda, whereas The Central Board of Secondary
Education (CBSE) had requested schools to commemorate the event by drawing a plan of action comprising of the
following:
1.

Draw a yearlong calendar of programmes and activities of the life and philosophy of Swami Vivekananda.

2.

Integrate the teachings of the saint in various school clubs like debate clubs, literary clubs, cultural clubs etc.

3.

Let students from different age groups participate in the cultural fiesta like dance, drama, skits, etc.

4.

Organize creative and literary activities like poster making competition, slogan-writing competition and reading
and writing competitions at various levels.

5.

Organize seminars/ Lectures by eminent philosophers, educationists, and learners associated with work and
life of Swami Vivekananda.

6.

Hold exhibition on life and achievements of Swami.

7.

Screen films followed by students’ evaluation of his relevance in the present time.

To take the celebrations further, a new category of awards have been initiated for schools, teachers and students who
have been a part in the above activity by naming them as VIVEKANANDA SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE, 2013.
For this the school needs to submit the following documents before 10th January 2013
1.

Calendar of programme and activities conducted between May and December 2012 on the life and philosophies
of Swami Vivekananda.

2.

Evidence of any lecture / presentation/ skit/ theatre/ street play/ nukkad-natak done on the life and philosophy
of Swamiji.

October-December 2012
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3.

Any literary activity, song/ slogans/ posters/ writing competitions conducted, the best three entries to be
submitted.

4.

Reports of seminar/ lectures conducted by eminent philosopher/ educationists associated with the life of
Swami Vivekananda.

5.

Photo exhibitions held on the life and achievements of Swamiji.

6.

Films prepared by students regarding the relevance of Swami Vivekananda in the present time.

Schools may send us all of the above in the form of report along with photographs, samples and if required, a video to
qualify for the Vivekananda School of Excellence award.
The report along with the evidences will be presented in front of the Jury, which will consist of experts nominated by
CBSE.
The schools are also requested to submit details and evidences of any other programmes/activities done on Values
Education including songs, skits, annual day presentations based on themes relevant to universal values, constitutional
values, and any community outreach programme with special focus on preserving and conserving environment,
respecting gender and preserving heritage or special care for the old age and disabled.
Two teachers and two students from the schools selected based on the commendable work done, will be called for a
two day workshop and will be trained as master trainers and peer educators for Values Education kit brought out by
the CBSE and launched by the Honorable Minister, MHRD, Government of India, on 1stNovember, 2012.
The Values Education kit consists of a handbook for teachers, a set of 4 activity cards, especially designed for Nursery
to class II, class III to Class V, Class VI to Class VIII and Class IX to Class XII and a CD of songs on peace and
harmony.
The schools may register for the event by sending a demand draft in the name of Joint Director, CBSE of INR 600 by
10th January, 2013 along with their entries to Mr. Sandeep Sethi, Education Officer, CBSE, 17 Rouse Avenue, Shiksha
Sadan, New Delhi-110002. For further queries, please contact at 011-23217128 or eo_ss@cbseacademic.in.
Programme will be held in Delhi on 24th and 25th January 2013. Kindly send in your nomination in the Annexure
enclosed, so that mails can be sent to you regarding venue, time etc.
Schools will be expected to make their own stay of arrangements.
CBSE looks forward to your cooperation in this regard.
‘’Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life - think of it, dream of it live on that idea. Let the brain, muscles,
nerves, and every part of your body, be full of that idea and just leave every other idea alone. This is the
way to success, and this is the way great spiritual giants are produced. Others are merely talking machines.

-Swami Vivekananda.’’
Yours sincerely,

(Dr. SADHANA PARASHAR)
DIRECTOR (Academic & Training)
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ANNEXURE

150th Birthday of Swami Vivekananda - 2013
REGISTRATION FORM
1.

Name of the School: ..........................................................................................................

2.

School No: .........................................................................................................................

3.

Affiliation No: .....................................................................................................................

4.

Complete School Address: ................................................................................................
. ..........................................................................................................................................
. ..........................................................................................................................................

5.

Name Of The Principal: .....................................................................................................

6.

(A) Name of the Teacher: . .................................................................................................
(B) Name of the Teacher: . .................................................................................................
(A) Name of the Student and Class: ..................................................................................
(B) Name of the Student and Class: ..................................................................................

7.

School Email Id: . ...............................................................................................................

8.

Telephone No: ...................................................................................................................

9.

Mobile No (Principal): ........................................................................................................
Demand Draft Details
DD Number (for INR 600/-): . .............................................................................................
Dated: ................................................................................................................................
Bank Name: .......................................................................................................................
City: ...................................................................................................................................

(Stamp with Signature of Principal)

October-December 2012

Dated:
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Email id: pocbse@gmail.com
Website: www.cbseacademic.in

Phone no.:- 011-22527184

CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION

(An autonomous Organisation under the Union Ministry of Human Resource Development, Govt. of India)

“SHIKSHA KENDRA” 2, COMMUNITY CENTER, PREET VIHAR, DELHI-110092
CBSE/PO/BS/2012
To

26th December, 2012
Circular No. Acad-92/2012

All the schools affiliated to CBSE
Subject:	Introduction of New Vocational Courses in Food Production, Food & Beverage Services, Front
Office Management, Bakery & Confectionary and Travel & Tourism under Hospitality and
Tourism Sectors.
Dear Principal
With the onset of globalisation, the hospitality industry in India is witnessing a burgeoning growth throwing open ample
opportunities for employment.
Recent statistics reveal that India is likely to witness a further increase in both domestic and international tourists’
strength. Annual demand for trained manpower in hotels and restaurants is approximately 2.03 lakh per year. Huge
expansions are envisaged in the fast food/café segment as well as hotels.
Keeping in view the acute shortage of trained professionals and the emphasis of Govt of India on development of
employability skills, CBSE is offering five skill based courses under Hospitality and Tourism Sector and the packages
are:
1. Food Production (Subject codes 734-735)
2. Food & Beverage Services.(Subject Codes 736-737)
3. Front Office Management
4. Bakery & Confectionary (Subject Codes- 751,752)
5. Travel & Tourism (Subject Codes- 756,757)
The Board has also facilitated support to its affiliated schools that are offering ‘Food Production’ and Food & Beverage
Services’ Courses by the way of arranging Mentor Institutes (i.e. Institutes of Hotel Management) under the National
Council of Hotel Management & Catering Technology.
The concerned schools may also seek financial support in form of grants from the Ministry of Tourism for the successful
implementation of these courses.
The National Council of Hospitality and Catering Technology NCHMCT, which is the professional body for the joint
certification, is exploring possibilities for providing the students passing out this course with an additional weightage
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in the entrance examination for graduate courses in Hotel Management in the institutes of Hotel Management in the
country.
The new courses consist of two vocational subjects each in classes XI & XII. Besides these two vocational subjects
students can take one language and two academic elective subjects relevant to the field. Students also have the option
to take up any two academic elective subjects besides two vocational subjects. The students can also opt for sixth
additional subject that can either be an academic elective subject or a vocational subject.
The schools who are interested to start one or more vocational courses from the aforesaid list in class XI from the
academic year 2013-2014 may fill in the proforma enclosed at Annexure-I and may forward it to the office of the
undersigned and Email to voc.cbse@gmail.com. A draft of Rs. 6,000/- per course opted for, has to be enclosed
along with the application drawn in favour of Secretary, CBSE for necessary approval for offering these courses (All
the courses are of two paper package for which Rs.3,000 each is the affiliation fee of the Board).
Looking forward to continued support and cooperation towards the growth and development of Vocational Education
in our country.
With regards.
Yours sincerely,

Dr. Biswajit Saha
Programme Officer (Vocational)



Annexure – I
Central Board of Secondary Education
2, Community Center, Preet Vihar, New Delhi-110092
Introduction of Competency based Vocational courses w.e.f-2013-14

1.

Name of the Course applied for:

................................................................................................

		

................................................................................................

		

................................................................................................

		

................................................................................................

2.

Name of the school (complete address)..............................................................................................

		

................................................................................................

		

................................................................................................

3.

................................................................................................

Affiliation No.

		

October-December 2012

................................................................................................
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4.

5.

Name of the Principal ……
Phone No. :

................................................................................................

Mobile No. :

................................................................................................

Email :

................................................................................................

Infrastructure
No. of Students :

................................................................................................

No. of Teachers :

................................................................................................

Student-Teacher ratio :

................................................................................................

No of classrooms :

................................................................................................

Books in Library :

................................................................................................

Total computers in computer labs :

................................................................................................

Specification of Computers specifically for Geospatial Practices ...........................................................
Details of constructed area for:

................................................................................................

Establishing laboratories for Hospitality and Tourism Courses
6.

Teachers who will be taking up this course with their qualifications:
Name:
Qualification
with specialization, if any:
Phone No:
Mobile No:
Email.
Signature & Seal of the Principal:

................................................................................................

Note:
The above document complete in all respects may be mailed to.
Programme Officer (Vocational)
Central Board of Secondary Education
2, Community Center, Preet Vihar, New Delhi-110092
For any further query you can contact at 22527183 / 22526580/ 22527184
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Suggestions/Feedback Form for CENBOSEC
To
The Chairman
Central Board of Secondary Education
Shiksha Kendra, 2, Community Centre
Preet Vihar, New Delhi - 110 092
Subject : General Suggestion/Feedback for CENBOSEC (Vol. …................ Month…................)
Dear Sir,
Suggestions/Feedback :---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From:

Name

Address
E-mail id

Phone/Fax

: ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------:------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Note: You may detach this sheet and send the Suggestion/Feedback of the CENBOSEC at the above mentioned address.

